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ABSTRACT 

Flux trapping and shielding experiments were carried out on Pb, Nb, Fb-Bi, 

Nb-Sn, and Nb-Ti samples of various shapes. Movable Hall probes were used to 

measure fields near or inside the samples as a function of position and of 

applied field. The crapping of transverse multipole magnetic fields in tubular 

sables was accomplished by cooling the samples in an applied field and then 

smoothly reducing the applied field to zero. Transverse quadrupole and sex-

tupole fields with gradients of over 2000 G/cm were trapped with typical 

fidelity to the original impressed field of a few percent. Transverse dipole 

fields of up to 17 kG were also trapped with similar fidelity. Shielding 

experiments were carried out by cooling the samples in zero field and then 

gradually applying en external field. Flux crapping and shielding abilities 

vera found to be limited by two factors, the pinning strength of the material, 

and the susceptibility of a sample to flux j»raping. The trapping and shielding 

behavior of flat disk samples in axial fields and thin-walled tubular samples 

in transverse fields was modeled. The models, which were based on the concept 

of the critical state, allowed a connection to be made between the pinning 

strength and critical current level, and the flux trapping and shielding 

abilities. Adiabatic and dynamic stability theories are discussed and applied 

to the materials tested. Good qualitative, but limited quantitative agreement 

was obtained between the predictions of the theoretical stability criteria 

and the observed flux jumping behavior. 
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CHAPTER I-1NTRO0UCTIQN 

The importance of the Fleissner effect is usually emphasized uhen the 

behavior of superconductors in magnetic fields is considered. Ideally, 

type-I materials expel all magnetic flux and type-II materials go into 

the mixed state uhen a sample is cooled in a magnetic field or a field 

is applied to a cold sample. The field uithin ideal materials of either 

type is uniquely determined by the value of the applied field 

(independently of the magnetic history of the material) and goes to aero 

as the applied field is turned off. Experimentally it is often 

difficult to achieve the full Meissner state IB=0 inside the material) 

in real materials. Host superconductors exhibit some degree of 

irreversibility, including -the presence of trapped flux in the material 

after an applied field has been reduced to zero. In most cases, the 

lack of a full Meissner effect and the presence of trapped flux result 

from the pinning jf individual magnetic flux lines, or bundles of flux 

lines* in local free energy minima created by inhomogeneities in the 

material. The presence of large numbers of those inhomogeneities, 

called pinning centers, allows the materia! to trap in or shield out 

large scnle magnetic fields. The procedure by uhich flux trapping and 

shielding is accomplished in practice is shown in Fig. 1-1. In the 

experiments described here t^e aim was to: investigate and demonstrate 

the potentially useful features of the flux trapping and shielding 

process; define its limitations; and relate the process to other bettor 

known properties of superconductors. 
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The technique of trapping or shielding magnetic fields with large 

superconducting assemblies has several potentially useful applications. 

In the field of high energy physics there is a continuing need for large 

and expensive beam handling and focusing magnets. These magnets are 

typically used to generate transverse dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole 

fields in beam tubes uith diameters on the order of centimeters. The 

results of this study indicate that it is feasible to use large hollow 

superconducting samples to trap such fields and thus realize savings in 

power consumption. A technique in which one master magnet 1s used to 

impress the field on a number of slave superconducting trapping tubes 

could be used io save capital costs. The trapping properties of 

irreversible superconductors can also be used to construct improved beam 

optics for electron microscopes (sea for example Kitamura et al. 1966. 

Heyl et al. 1972. end several articles in the 4th European Conf. of 

Electron Microscopy* Rome 196ft). since no external pouer supply la 

required to maintain the fields, the flux trapping process can be useful 

in situations in which a high degree of temporal stability is required. 

The shielding abilities can be used in applications where low field 

regions, or regions shielded from external fields (Martin et al, 1972) 

arc required. Superconducting shields can also be used to improve t'ie 

uniformity of solenoidal fields (BychVov et al. 1975). Our work 

(Rabinowitz et al. 1973. Caruin et el. 1973, Frankel £ Garuin 1977) 

shous that materials presently available can trap and shield fields of a 

size and complexity that are useful in the above applications. 

Additional material* development can b* expected to further improve 

capabilities. 



Previous investigations concerned with flux trapping (Pippard 195S. 

Calverley £ Rose-Ir.nes ' 9C0- Coffey £ Gauster 1963- Corson 1964, Cline 

at a}. 1966, Coffey 1967, Schweitzer o: ») . 1967. Voigt 1963) have 

aeneraily been limited to cylindrical or tubular specimens in axial 

fields, although some othe' geometries have been studied (Hanak 1964, 

Desorbo £ Healy 1964, Genaroya et al . 1966, Castillo £ Fast 1968). 

Pickup coils wound around the samples or a feu stntionary field probes 

have typically been used as sensors. Only in a feu cases have the 

details of the field structure near high-fieid irreversible materials 

been examined closely, and even in these more detailed studies the 

specimens were usually cylinders or disks coaxial with applied fields. 

A variety of geometries and field configurations are investigated in the 

work comprising this thesis. Movable Hall probes sensitive to field 

direction are used to obtain detailed information on the magnetic field 

during the flux trapping or shielding process. In one series of 

experiments further information is fathered by us-.ng n spinning coil 

arrangement to analyse (he harmonic conte.it of the internal field during 

the trapping process. 

The experiments demonstrate the (ensibility of trapping "ransverse 

nultipole fields in hollow superconducting samples. Trapping ano 

shielding of uniform transverse dipoie fields in the 10-20 kG range by 

NbjSn and Nb-?i samples are demonstrated, flux trapping and shielding 

•re found to be limited by tuo factory: the tinning strength of a 

materiM, and the material's stability with respect to flux jumps. In 

the absence of flux jumping, it is possihle to predict shielding and 

trapping behavior on the basis of a material'a pinning strength by using 

- 4 -
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the concept of the entica? state. The usual simple stability theories 

are found to be qualitatively correct, although they are not successful 

in quantitatively predicting the wide variety of flux jumping behavior 

observed in the experiments. !n addition, the exponential penetration 

of transverse fields into hollow diamagnetic cylinders and the effect on 

shielding ability of butting or overlapping superconducting cylinders 

are observed. 

the thesis has been structured so that the major subsections can be 

considered as nearly independent units. Chapters 2 and 3 include a 

rather lengthy review of backround material assaci^ed with the problems 

of flux pinniny and flux jumping. A full reading of this material is 

not necessary in order to follow the discussions of the liter chapters* 

Which are concerned more directly with the actual experimental results 

and their analysis. A brief summary of the content of each chapter is 

given below. 

Flux pinning, uhich is the feature ultimately responsible for flux 

trapping, and uhich determines the upper limits on the size of trapped 

fields, is discussed in chapter 2. Several basic concepts that are 

useful for the discussion of flux pinning and flux trapping are 

introduced first; the various fields used to describe magnetic effects 

in superconductors are defined, the driving forces on flux lines in the 

mixed state of type II superconductors are described, and the concept of 

the critical state is introduced. The methods by which pinning forces 

are measured are briefly analyzed, and some of the phenomenolcgical 

expressions for the critical current density derived from them are 

http://conte.it


enumerated. The phenomenological expressions are generally useful only 

over limited field ranges and are often disassociated from the 

underlying physics. However, they do provide a convenient means for 

presenting experimental data, and are often used as a basis for 

engineering calculations of the properties of irreversible 

superconductors of practical concern. The remaining portion of the 

chapter deals uith the problem of relating the flux pinning force to the 

microstructure of superconducting materials. A number of different 

approaches have been taken to this complicated problem. Although it is 

often difficuli t:- determine u M d i approach or theory is appropriate in 

a given case, the theories are useful in gaining an understanding of hou 

various metallurgical treatments affect the flux pinning, and 

consequently the ultimate flux trapping ability of a material. The 

discussion in this chapter concentrates on theories applicable to tuo of 

the materials tested. The experimental and theoretical situation for 

Pb-Bi alloys is discussed first. Pb-Bi alloys are easily cast into 

almost any desired shape, and their flux trapping and shielding ability 

varies uith composition from relatively lou levels in nearly reversible 

low Bi-content alloys to potentially useful levels in higher 6i-content 

alloys. Alloys uith compositions near the eutectic 156XBi) exemplify 

the case in uhich a relatively straightforward theory for the pinning 

has been largely verified. Observations on flux pinning in Nb-Ti allays 

are then described. Nb-Ti can also be relatively easily formed into a 

variety of shapes, and, with proper metallurgical treatment, can trap 

and shield moderately high fields. Several theories that attempt to 

account for the pinning in this more complicated material are analyzed. 

- 6 -

Instabilities in superconductors, the features uhich often linit flux 

trapping and shielding to levels far below those possible uith good flux 

pinning, are discussed in chapter 3. The methods generally used to 

investigate flux jumping art briefly described, and the results of the 

numerous previous observations of the phenomenon ire summanzed-

Dbservations on flux jumping in the samples measured Sere urrr general'v 

in accord with those of previous studies. Observations and theor'.s 

concerning flux motion in other, mare controlled, situation* are briefly 

reviewed, and related to the case of flux motion during flux junps. The 

problems which arise in developing a theory of flux jumping are 

outlined, and 8 feu of the mere uide'v used theories examined. 

Estimates of expected flux jump fields for the materials studied here 

are derived from these theories. Th* theories are generally in 

qualitative agreement «ith experimental observations, but often fail to 

account fully for the detailed data on ilux jumping. 9oth pre\tous wo.'K 

and the present experiments suggest that the properties and onvironnpnt 

of the surface region of a sample are very important in the evolution of 

flux jumps. 

Chapter 4 includes a brief description of the experimental si'iupr. an.' 

procedures, a discussion of sources of error and uncertainty >" tho 

data, and a description of the computer programs used to anaivrc Vie 

data and predict flux trapping and shielding behavior. Ihc e\per in.r i ta! 

setups and procedures were straightforward. Samples of moderate sire, 

uith typical dimensions on the order of centimeters. H f f tested i:*. 

f*?'ds of up to 20AG. rields were measured and maoperi with mcxpi^sive 

Hill probes mounted in movable holders. Mast measurement', yet r nmio 
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with a precision of no better than a feu percent because the experiments 

uere intended to provide an understanding of the general behavior of 

irreversible superconductors rather than highly accurate 

characterizations of particular samples. The problem of relating the 

observed field distribution in a sample to its pinning forces and 

magnetic history uas considerably mnre difficult in the case of the 

transverse geometries used in these experiments than in the usual case 

of semi-infinite cylindrical samples in axial fields. Using simplifying 

assumptions about the form of the critical state currents and their 

dependence on the local field, computer programs uere written to model 

flux trapping and shielding by thin disk-shaped samples in axial fields, 

and by thin-Hailed tubular samples in transverse fields. 

The experimental results are presented in chapter 5. Observations made 

Hith five different materials, Pb, Pb-Bi, Nb. Nb 3Sn, and Nb-Ti, are 

discussed in the five subsections of the chapter. The flux trapping and 

shie\ding behavior of the various samples is Described and, uhere 

possible, analyzed through use of the programs described in chapter 4. 

The flux jumping behavior of the samples is also described and compared 

to the theoretical predictions outlined in chapter 3. The e^rly 

experiments uere confined mainly to the low-field materials, Pb and Nb. 

These initial tests verified the feasibility of trapping relatively IOM 

transverse dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole fields in hollou 

superconducting cylinders. The later experiment;, with the medium- and 

high-field superconductors* Pb-Qi> Hb3Sn, and Nb-Ti, uere carried out 

mainly in transverse dipo'e fields. They demonstrated the ability of 

these materials to trap and shield higher fields, indicated the 
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importance of flux jumping in limiting trapptng and shielding, and 

provided further information on the mechanisms involved in the H u n 

trapping and shielding process. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the basic findings of the uorx and discusses the 

feasibility of constructing a large flux trapping or shielding device. 

The computer programs are used to estimate the dependence of trapped 

fields on the size and configuration of the trapping device. The 

problem of flux jumping is also discussed. 

Appendix 1 discusses the penetration of magnetic fields into holes and 

cavites in diamagnetie bodies. The shielding of relatwely low magnetic 

fields by the superconducting samples tested her* is generally m 

agreement uith the theory of shielding by diamagnetic bodies. 

A list of the various symbols and their units is given on page m i . 

Throughout the thesis a practical system of units is used in which most 

quantities are expressed in their most commonly quoted form. Tor 

example* magnetic fields are expressed in units of Gauss and Oersteds, 

currents in amps, current densities in amps/cm 1, and energy and p&wer in 

joules and watts. To convert to this practical system fr<-m the cgs 

system, factors of !/c are generally replaced hy the factor -'.IT/ID, 

Unite the system is nonstandard, it does avoid awkward units such as 

meters. Tesla, J^m*, and A/m : used in the mks system, and units such as 

ergs, statanperes., and ststvolts found in the Gaussian system. Alloy 

compositions are given in atomic percent, unless specifically noted 

otherwise. The symbol '**' is used to denote exponentiation. 
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The list of reference* starts on page 228. Since the literature 

on both flux pinning and flux jumping is extensive, only the most 

relevant papers on these topics have been listed. 
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CHAPTER II-FLUX PINNING Iti TYPE-1I PATCRIAIS 

The problem of understanding irreversible behavior and flux pinninq in 

type-II superconductors has been investigated by using bcth empirical 

and theoretical approaches. Early magnetization exper inn nts by a*an 

(Bean 1962, Bean C Dayle 1962* Bean 1964) uncovered several itni>orta-i! 

features of the newly discovered hard superconductors 1 hysteresis. 

large values of remanent magnetization (trapped flux), and the effect of 

sample size on the *cgnetizatior>. These observations lert to the concL.t 

of the critical state and to the development of /minus models for the 

form of the unique current density Jc(8) that flows m the critical 

state. In the critical state a superconductor responds to »ny changes 

in the applied field with shielding or trapping currents wnich tu*w at a 

level equal to Je. The currents in the superconductor flow to whatever 

depths in th* material arc required to shield o:i the field change. 

These postulates, together uith Maxwell's equations and information on 

Jc(B)i have been used to derive expressions for the field distribution 

and the magnetization (includins the remanent magnetization) of samples 

of simple geometrical form. Although 'the concept of the critical state 

MSS originally derived empirically, it has proved extremely useful in 

understanding the macroscopic behavior of such samples. One of the 

results of this work tins to demonstrate that the concept of the critical 

state could be successfully applied to other more complicated 

geometries. 



The concept of the critical state has been incorporated into the 

microscopic picture of the magnetic behavior of Type-II superconductors 

by relating the form of Jc(B) to the form of the defect structure in the 

material- This defect structure is ultimately responsible for pinning 

the flux lines in place, and allouing lossless currents to flow in the 

critical state. The initial steps in the process of relating Jc(B) to 

the defect structure involve defining the Q,H, and M fields in the 

superconducting material, and calculating the driving force on the flux 

lines in the critical state. The effective macroscopic pinning force 

per unit volume, fp. can then be related ta Jc and the local spatially 

averaged field, B. The final steps involve relating the macroscopic 

force Fp to the microscopic pinning force between an isolated flux line 

and a material defect, fp, and deriving forms of fp that are appropriate 

for the defect structures of real materials, once a connection betueen 

Jc and the defect structure can be made, the field structure as a 

function of fp and magnetic history can be derived by using the concepts 

of the critical state. However, although these problems have been 

discussed extensively, theories which are useful, detailed, and uell 

verified have been obtained only for simple pinning systems. 

In this chapter the B, H, and M fields are defined, and the concept of 

the driving force on flux lines and its relation to the critical state 

are described. The method of obtaining expressions for the magnetization 

and trapped flux for simple geometries is then outlined, and some common 

forms for the empirically determined Jc(B) relations are indicated. 

Finally, the problem of relating the pinning fnrcp snd critical currents 

to the microstructure is discussed for tuo of the materials used in the 
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experintents (Pti-Bi and Nh-Ti). ^he derivation of the form pi thp 41«1 d 

Structure frcm JcCB) and the postdates of the critical state, in the 

more ronplicatetf geome trical situations encountered in the exper ments, 

is discussed in chapter A. 

A. Magnetic fields in Superconductors 

As a starting point. B is takrn as the funuam?ntal field. Manuel I 's 

equations div(3)=0 (and cur I ( H) =( JIT/ 1 0IJ1 sr« valid inside a 

superconductor on a microscopic scale. However, it is useful to wnrk 

uith a B-field that is the average of the microscopic field, since the 

microscopic field m a superconductor in the mixed state varies rapidly 

over distances of the order of the intervortex spacing io. If divtB)=0 

for the microscopic field, the same will be true for the averaged field. 

The B-field used here will ordinarily refer to this averaged field. At 

this point either a quantity H or a quantity fl can be defined, since the 

choice of one will de ternine the othpr. 

The quantity H can be formally defined by H=4n3f/SB. where f=the 

Helmholtz free enerrjy (see for example Parks 1969, p. 8301. In free 

space f = BI/8-n and H = B. Houever. this definition of H is not complete 

until f is determined for a superconductor in the mixed state with 

pinning. In the Meissner state, uhere the conventional definitions 

break down (8 is identically ;ero). H is usually taken nn H--4TTM. and II. 

the magnetisation, is defined as the difference betueen B and H; 
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M=(B-H)/4ir. M describes the equilibrium response of the superconductor 

to magnetic fields, in the absence of pinning or other irreversible 

effects, and can be related to an equivalent current density 

Jm=(1/10)curl(M). For a type-II superconductor a relation exists, 

B=Be(H)» that describes the B-field uhich is in equilibrium uith a given 

H-field. Be and H are related through M by- 4irMH)=Be(H)-H or 

Be(H)=H4-4!tM(H). The actual forms of Be(H) and HCH), which are 

determined by minimizing the free energy of the system, are complicated 

functions of field. Analytic forms that approximate BeCHJ and 11(H) have 

been developed, but generally apply over limited field ranges only. 

The alternative method of defining fl and H consists of first defining M 

as the measure of the magnetic moment of the material. In most cases it 

is useful to lump both the reversible response and the irreversible 

response of the material into the quantity rl. fl can then be identified 

with the quantity measured in a conventional magnetization measurement. 

H is defined as the difference betHeen the B and M fields. H=B-4nh\ and 

is just equal to the applied field, if the demagnetization factor is 

small. If a material exhibits a complete Meissner effect, then B inside 

the material is always zero, and H=-4irH. 

B. Driving Force on Fluxoids and the Critical State 

The concepts of the critical state and the driving force on fluxoids are 

integral parts of most explanations of the irreversible behavior of 
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type-II superconductors. The concept of the critical state describes 

the macroscopic response of an irreversible material to changes in 

fields or applied currents. The definition of the driving force alloui 

a formal connection to be established between the currents and dtlds of 

the critical state, and the pinning forces that arise froni the detailed 

structure of the material. 

The problem of calculating the exact form of the force on a fluxoid in 

an irreversible tvpe-II superconductor in the mined state is quite 

complicated. However, several authors (Josephsoti !9&&. fNetts et al. 

196?) have concluded that the force on a fluxoid in the mixed state is 

determined by an integral of a force density of the form JX8. where B is 

the fundamental microscopic field averaged over distances larger than 

the vortex spacing, but much smaller than the sample size. J represents 

the currents associated uith variations in the internal H-fle1d . 

J=( 10/4n)curlH. and H is defined by the first set of definitions given 

above. In equilibrium, when no other forces are present. JXE-0. In 

most cases this implies that J=0. curlH=0. and H is uniform inside thr 

material. Since J=C 10/4Ti)curl H = C10.<NTi1cur 1 (B-4nri) . this particular J 

does not include effects due to the reversible magnetisation. 

When pi nning forcer v _ "' c - • • ••, - --,-,-. ,>xp C b i n t,e b a I a need 

bv an average pinning force density Fp due to the presence of 

inhomogpneities in the material. As a result. J and curlH can be 

inside the superconductor and variations in B if no to pwinimj. as 

well as to the reversible nagnetizat1 on. are possible. 1 he minimum 

allowable value of J. Jc. which determines the maximum passible value of 
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curlH, 1s determined by the strength of the pinning forces and the local 

field. If J is perpendicular to B, then Jc = ( 10/<?n)curl H= 1 OTp/B. The 

critical state (Bean 1962) is just a state of the material in which the 

superconductor opposes any changes in the field uith supercurrents J 

that flow at this maximum possible level Jc in the required portion of 

material. For most purposes all irreversible superconductors are 

assumed to enter the critical state when exposed to variations in the 

applied field. 

C. Measurement of the Macroscopic Pinning Force Fp 

From a practical standpoint, the average pinning force c m be inferred 

from several types of measurements. The two most common ones are 

measurements of the critical current of uire or strip samples, and 

measurements of the total magnetization of n sample vs applied field. 

Measurements of the critical current in transverse applied fields 

provide direct estimates of the pinning force in the material. 

Magnetization measurements also contain information on the pinning. 

although additional analysis 1s required to extract estimates of the 

average pinning force and critical current from the data (Bean 1962, Kim 

et al. 1963. Fiet2 et al. 1964). In certain simple geometries the 

critical current and pinning force can also be obtained directly from 

measurements of field profiles (Coffey 1967, Voigt 1968). in 

complicated geometries it is more difficult, although still possible, to 

txtract estimates of Jc from measurements of the field structure. In 

addition, ac techr-ques have been developed by yhich flux profiles and 

critical currents can be inferred from measurements of the electric 

field at the surface of a superconducting cylinder immersed in a coaxial 

ac-modulated magnetic field (Rollins et at. 1974J. Torque measurements 

made with a sample containing trapped flux can also be used to find the 

pinning force and critical current. 

1, Direct Measurements 

Critical currents are most often measured by observing the maximum 

transport current that can he passed through a length of superconducting 

material with negligible voltage drop. If Ka is much larger than He, 

and the sample is fairly thin, then the internal field is close to Ha, 

curlH is close to the impressed transport current Jc, ind the driving 

force that must be balanced by the pinning force is thus close to JcHa. 

Although this method Df determining JctB) is straight foruard ir> 

principle, \t requires m practice that large currents be passed into a 

deuar uhile sensitive measurements are being made of the voltage across 

a small length of the superconductor. Some of these difficulties arc 

avoided by methods in which critical currents are induced in bulk 

samples. In one such method, J is determined directly from measurements 

of field profiles of samples with sufficient symmetry to reduce the 

relation J=(IO/4n)cur1B to a simple relation between J and the field 

gradient. For instance, Voigt determined critical currents in Pb-Bi 

samples by measuring B(r) in the narrow space between tun long cylinders 

placed end to end. With this geometry Jtot = ( IO/4Ti)dB/dr ami a plot of 



the field gradient va field gives Jtot(B) directly. Jm=10curlMe (fie is 

the equilibrium magnetization, present even in the absence of pinning 

forces) is included in Jtot, JtoUB)=Jc<B*+Jm. but is normally 

negligible except near the sample surface. Critical currents have also 

been determined by measuring the field difference across thin-ualled 

superconducting tubes in axial fields (Howard 1976). In this 

arrangement the field difference across the wall is directly 

proportional to the critical current density at the average field in the 

sample MaiU Tor the more complicated sample geometries used here, 

J=( 10/4Ti)eurltl does not reduce to a sufficiently simple form to allow Jc 

to be determined directly. However* as shown in chapter A, additional 

analysis can be used to extract estimates of JcCB) from flux trapping 

and shielding data. 

2. Magnetization Measurements 

The magnetization of hard superconductors can be related to the critical 

current density Jc by applying the concept of the critical state. The 

measured magnetization, which ia a result both of the reversible 

magnetization* Me, and of the pinning forces, is usually defined (for 

2erc demagnetization factor) by Ms1s4irV /CB-H)dV uith H=Ha, and B = the 

averaged microscopic B-field. (Hith this approach, H is given by 

H=B-4ITM. where M includes everything except the applied field.) for a 

long cylinder in an axial field. curlB=Mir/tu)Jtot reduces to 

dB/dr=(4ir/10)Jtot or dB/Jtot = (4H'10)dr. In the simplest treatments, 

the part of Jtot due to the reversible magnetization is ignored, and 

Jtot is taken to be Jc(B)i which is determined by the pinning farces. 
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Once a particular form for Jc!9) is chosen. J"dB/Jc(B) - 4TT/10 /dr can be 

Ba R 
integrated to yield an expression for M r ) in terms of Bn and the 

parameters in the Jc(8) expression. The magnetization. M. as a function 

of the applied field and of the parameters in the assumed form of Jc(B). 

is found by integrating the field difference 1«MITV /B(r)-Ha dV = h* over 

the body. The final expression for M can be fitted to the experimental 

data by varying the values of the parameters in the assumed form of 

Jc(B). A good fit of the expression for rt to the experimental data 

implies that the actual critical currents in the material are close to 

the values given by the assumed form of Jc(B). This procedure was used 

to derive an expression for fl(Ha) of a cylindrical sample uith Je=o/B+Bo 

and uith Jc=a/Bl (commonly used empirical forms for the critical current 

density, see section D). Computer programs were written to carry out 

the calculations of rt(Ha) and graph out the results. As inputs, the 

programs were given either an analytic expression for Jc(9) or a totally 

arbitrary form of JcCB). specified by a series of value-pairs (Jc.B) 

between which the computer interpolated the full Jc<a) eu>-ve. A 

comparison between the expressions for rt(Na) and data on the 

magnetizatin nf a Pb-Bi sample is given in section V-C-2. 

The reversible magnetization of the superconductor can be easily taken 

into account if He is assumed to be uniform inside the bot'v. In this 

case the effect of the reversible magnetisation can be described by a 

surface current that causes a jump in a across the surface, equal to 

4nMe(Ha> (Tietz et al . 196-i>. The effect is usually included in the 

theory as a boundary condition; the field just inside the material can 

be taken as Ha+4nnetHa) rather than Ha when evaluating the /(B(r)-Hs)dV. 
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This analysis neglects contributions from variations in Me uith changes 

of the local field in the material. For a cylindrical geometry this 

additional contribution to the total field gradient will be proportional 

to dM/dB (drVdr=dM/dBdB/dr). For high K type-II materials, the maximum 

value of 4irMe(H) (uhich is equal to HeiJ is generally uell under IkG. 

The slope dM-'dB is also generally small except near Hci. Since most 

measurements on these materials are made in -fields much greater khan 

Hci, these effects are usually negligible. 

D. Model Forms of Jc(8) 

Various forms for JclB) have been suggested on the basis of empirical 

studies of the critical current or magnetization of irreversible 

superconductors. The more complicated forms of Jc have more adjustable 

parameters and can therefore be more rtadily fitted to experimental 

data. Houever» the simpler forms are often adequate, and reduce the 

complexity of expressions for quantities that are derived from JetB). 

Some of the commonly used models are described briefly in the following 

paragraphs and illustrated in rig. 2-1, which shows plots of the 

critical curr«nt vs field for model parameters chosen so that JcUOkG) = 

5 kA/cm*. 

The Bean model (Bean 1962). which greu out of the earlier Mendelsohn 

sponge model* was one of the first to explain the irreversible 

magnetization curves and size effects observed uith hard 
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superconductors, it also contained the original statement of the 

concept of the critical state. In the Bean model, the magnitude of the 

critical shielding or trapping currents uas assumed to be a constant 

independent of field. Since the pinning force is approximated by 

Fp=JcXB/10, the average pinning force fp is implied to be proportional 

to B. The model has produced good results uhen used in cases in which 

the field varies only over a limited range. It obviously breaks doun 

near He* where Jc and Fp must decrease smoothly to zero. 

The Kim model (Kim et al. 1962, 1963), in which 

Jc=a/(B+Bo) = (e/bo)/C1+B/'Bo) Cor 1/Jc=( 1/a)(Bo+B+...) with the higher 

terms dropped)* uas introduced soon after the Bean model to obtain 

better fits to a series of tube magnetization measurements made by Kim 

et al. This model, uhich retains a fairly simple form for Jc(B), has 

been applied with success to a variety of materials. The form of Jc(B) 

is more realistic than the Bean model* although Jc and Fp still do not 

go to zero near Hc2. At fields much larger than Bo, Jc is proportional 

to 1/B and Fp=constant. At lou fields the model remains well-behaved, 

uith Jc going to a/Bo as B goes to zero. Although a can be identified 

uith the pinning force at high fields, the physical significance of Bo 

has remained obscure. Several variants of the basic Kim model have been 

suggested. Urban proposed that an extra factor of (Bc z-B) be added in 

order to improve the form of Jc(B) at high fields. Voigt introduced an 

extra factor of 1-b* to improve agreement with data on critical currents 

1n Pb-Bi at higher fields. (1-b 2 is approximately proportional to the 

density of superconducting electrons.) Models uith JC=«L/B can also be 

viewed as a variant of the Kim model with Bo=0. 
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Several models uith Jc of '.he for-i Jc=»/B«r uith r=1/2*1i... have been 

used. For these models Fp = JcB = aB«-?+l. Calculations are sameuhat 

easier uith this form than with the Kim model. The form also has the 

advantage that the power of Q. which is determined by t. can remain 

arbitrary during calculations. However, once r is fixed, only one 

parameter 1* available to provide a good fit to experimental data. As 

shown in Fig. 2-1, the low field critical current increases rather 

rapidly uith decreasing fields and diverges at B=0. Thu high field 

behavior 1s similar to that of the Kim model. 

Fietz et al. (1964) found that Jc = «exp(-B/Bo> • r provided a good fit 

to data on critical currents in Hb-Zr, and Mclnturff et at. (1967) have 

used this expression to fit Jc data on Nb-Ti samples. In the latter 

case, a fit to the Kim model at louer fields resulted in Jo's that were 

too small at intermediate field levels. The three parameters of this 

model have no obvious physical significance, and, unless T is small, the 

model becomes unrealistic near Hcj. 

C. Physical Models of Pinning 

Numerous approaches can be taken to the problem of developing an 

expression for the average Pinning force of a material. Several 

different prospective interactions between a flux line and a given type 

of defect structure must often be considered. 'jsually, an idealized 

defect structure must be assumed in order to actually calculate the 
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elemental interaction forces and sum then into an effective average 

volume pinning force. The presence of the lattice of flux lines also 

adds passible cemplications and options for different approaches. Even 

the most detailed of the theories must make simplifying assumptions in 

order to obtain a tractable expression for the effective pinning force. 

Since the theories must all be consistent uith a common pool of data, 

there is a tendency for theories uhich use different approaches or 

approximations to arrive at remarkably similar forms for the average 

pinning force. Thus it may be difficult to determine the pinning theory 

appropriate for a particular materialf except in cases where the 

physical system is particularly straightforward and uetl understood- In 

such cases, good quantitative agreement is passible betueen a 

microscopic pinning theory and experiment. Houever, in other, more 

complicated cases, it may be difficult to achieve even qualitative 

agreement. In order to illustrate the problems of finding Fp In a 

relatively straightforward case, and in a more typically complicated 

case* the situations for Pb-Oi alloys and for Nb-Ti alloys are discussed 

belcM. Figure 2-2 includes plots of Jc(B) derived from the various 

models discussed below. To aid in the comparison of the models, the 

constants in the theoretical expressions have all been adjusted to give 

the sane current density at b=.5. 

I. Lead-Bismuth 

Excellent agreement betueen theory and experiment has been obtained uith 

Pb-Bf alloys. Uith sufficient 6i content, these alloys forn a tuo-phase 

structure of normal oi precipitates in a superconducting Pb-Bi matrix 
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(£-phase). Flux pinning in this material is closely associated utth the 

boundary between the superconducting C-phase and the normal precipitates 

(Kramer C Rhodes 1966. Campbell et al. 1968). A model in uhich the 

pinning force is calculated from the interaction between flux lines and 

relatively targe normal precipitates has been shown to be consistent 

Httti experimental measurements of Jc and n. 

Campbell et at. (1968) carried out a careful study of flux pinning in 

Pb-Bi alloys in uhich both the critical current and magnetization were 

measured. The critical currents of a variety of samples could be 

expressed as a product of a field-dependent and a structure-dependent 

factor. A good fit to the experimental data was obtained uith the field 

dependent factor equal to lle/Bi. lie uas the experimentally determined 

reversible magnetization of the superconductor, measured in Me)I 

annealed samples with poor pinning. The structure-dependent factor uas 

found to be directly proportional to Sv, the phase boundary area per 

unit volume. (Sv ranged from 40-1600 cm"1 in Campbell's samples.) The 

temperature dependence of the pinning followed the temperature 

dependence of lie. The experimental data therefore implied the following 

overall expressions for the critical current density and pinning force ' 

Jc=33Svh>/Bi CA/em*) 2-1 

Fp=V10JcXB=3.3SvrHtBt. 2_2 

Coots. Evetts* and Campbell (19721 took additional magnetization 

measurements on a Pb-Bi sample over a range of temperatures. The 

pinning force derived from the magnetization measurements factored into 

field-dependent and temperature-dependent terms. The field dependence 
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of the normalized pinning force uas uell described bv the function 

biCl-b) (b=reduced field B/Bej) for temperatures of 4.45-8.IK 

(Tc=8.4lO. The temperature-dependence of the pinning fcrce at » given 

field was adequately described by the function (HctCT)>*. These results 

were consistent with the earlier uork since tha expression: 

Fp « biO-bMneEJ^Sv^x' £-3 

can be rewritten (using vinzburg-landau approximations that arc vnl;H 

for H » He,) as: 

fp ec SvMeC6* fH/X 2-4 

uhich is roughly equivalent to equation 2-2. 

As a model for flux pinning in th* Pb-Bi samples. Campbell et at. (1968) 

considered pinning by a series of sheets (phase boundaries) 

perpendicular to the direction defined by JXB. Uith sheets spaced apart 

bv a distance d* uith length c parallel to B» and uith width •> the 

number of vortices threading each sheet 1s .93(t«B)ia. If F(B) is the 

pinning force/length exerted on the vortices due to the phase boundary. 

then: 

pinning force/she*t=.93ac(B/*«)iP(B). 

pinning force per volume Fp=.93ae/dJ(B/fr©)lP(B). 

and critical current density Jc=10Fp/B=9.3SvpPtB)/(B*o'•. 

where Svp=cd/a3=phase boundary area/unit volume perpendicular to JXB. 

Campbell arguet «hi>t a magnetic interaction loads to a pinning force on 

fluxoids near a boundary P(B)=r»e*o/X. Uith this expression for P(B) the 

model predicts-

rp = .93Svpn>(Bte>,/X. 
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JctBl=9-3Svpr1el*o/B)'1/2/A. 2 _ 5 

The model form of Jc(B) agrees with the observed form, and comes uithin 

a factor of four of the actual magnitude of Jo (uhich is considered 

rather good agreement, since theories that predict the proper form for 

Jc(B) are often in error by much larger factors in the magnitude of Jc). 

The analysis neglects the effects of flux lattice elasticity. These 

effects are thought to be unimportant in this case, because the 

relatively large flux line deformation produced by the strong 

line-pinning forces of the large phase boundaries should allou all lines 

near a boundary to be pinned by the boundary. 

Den-Hughes (1974) has summarized the basic factors which enter most 

conventional pinning theories, and has presented a series of relations 

that describe the expected field and temperature dependences for the 

basic types of pinning. The pinning in Pb-Bi fits into this scheme as 

magnetic pinning by normal precipitates with an efficiency factor of t 

(all flux lines near a pinning canter are pinned by 1t). The range of 

the pinning interaction is taken as A and the difference in energy 

across the phuse boundary as » 0Me. These considerations lead directly 

to the above expression for Jc (equation 2-5). 

The situation for Pb-Bi alloys seems to be uell understood. The flux 

lines interact with the relatively large, normal Bi-precipitates via a 

magnetic interaction. The energy available to pin the flux lines is 

proportional to the reversible magnetization, rte, and the characteristic 

length for the interaction is the penetration depth A. Adequate results 

are obtained uith models that use a simple linear summation of the local 
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pinning interactions, and that neglect the effects of the flux line 

lattice. Both theory and experiment shou that critical current 

densities of at least 5-i0*iu 3 A/cm- are possible nith eutectic alloys. 

These current densities are sufficient to trap or shield fields J the 

order of 5-IOkG in samples uith wall thicknesses of the order of 

centimeters. 

2. Niobium-Titanium 

The situation in Nb-Ti alloys is considerably more complex, A broad 

range of complex mcrcistructures can be obtained in the Hb-Ti system by 

starting uith different alloy compositions and using different 

combinations of cold ucrk and heat treatment (Reuter et al.. 1S6G, Baker 

C Sutton 1969. Bychkov et al. 1969, Penny et al. 1970, Uitcomb C 

Deu-Hughes 1973«). Moreover, the scale of the mierostruoture ia 

generally much finer than that of the Pb-Bi alloys. Although the types 

of mierostructures that provide the best pinning, and the metallurgical 

treatments required to obtain these structures, are fairly uell-knoun 

from the many empirical studies that have been made on Hb-Ti systems, 

the theoretical picture is not yet completely clear. 

*0nly a feu set -ted articles out of the extensive literature on the 
relationships among pinning, critical currents, and microstructures in 
Nb-Ti uill be referenced here. 
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Description of the System 

Most commercial Nb-Ti alloys have compositions which fall within the 

5B-70XT1 range. The highast critical currents in these alloys are 

generally obtained after combinations of severe cold work and lou 

temperature (c. A00°C) heat treatments, which result in a cellular 

structure uith the highest density of dislocations in the cell walls 

(Vetrano £ Boom 1965* rtclnturff at al. 1967, Pfeiffer £ Hillmann 1965, 

Gregory 1969. Mc[nturff £ Chase 1973). In the higher Ti-cont„ent alloys, 

the heat treatment causes precipitates of a-Ti to form preferentially in 

the regions with high dislocation densities, experiments indicate that 

the pinning is due mainly to the a-Ti precipitates, although dislocation 

pinning and pinning by the periodic substructure may also play a role. 

Since the precipitates are associated uith the dislocations and 

substructure it is not always easy to separate their effects. In the 

lower Ti-content alloys, the actual presence and possible role of fine 

a-Ti precipitates are still uncertain. The pinning in these lower 

Ti-content alloys is usually attributed to modulations in x> due to 

variations in dislocation density* and to the concomitant changes in 

electron mean free path within the cell Halls. This type of pinning is 

enhanced by a fine. ueU-defined cell structure (Meal et al. 1971. 

Hampshire E Taylor 1972). Calculations of pinning forces based on K 

variations are in moderately good agreement with experimental data. 

Theories based on summing interactions between flux lines and simple 

dislocation structures are difficult to apply to typical Nb-Ti samples. 

since the dislocation density in the cell walls is high, and the 

structure complex. The range of application and possible overlap of the 
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dislocation cell wall and precipitate pinning mechanisms are not usi 1 

known. 

A number of investigators (Fietz £ Uebb 1969, Hampshire £ Taylor 1977, 

Mathur et a ) . 197*1) have fitted data on critical currents and flux 

pinning in Nb-Ti alloys Cas well as other materials) by an expression 

for the pinning force which is the product of a function of the reduced 

field and a function of the temperature: Fp=C(b)D(T). The form of C(fc) 

depends on the material and is usually a single-peaked function of b 

With the peak occurring at a characteristic reduced field hp. 

Metallurgical treatments affect the form of C<b): treatments which 

increase the pinning strength of a material generally shift hp toward 

lower fields. The temperature-dependent factor P U ) generally turns out 

to be fairly well fitted by the function Hc-(T)**m, with t.b<mS2.5, 

depending on the material. Several theories have been developed that 

-esult in expressions for fp which can be separated in nis manner. 

Kramer (1973) has developed a particularly appealing theory by building 

this scaling behavior directly into its quite general framework. The 

theory can be applied to different materials by changing the form of the 

microscopic oinning interaction force fp and by weighting and summing 

the individual pinning interactions in different ways. ftrand (1972) has 

adapted a d i siocation ce11 wall theory to acecunt for his observations 

on the critical currents in cold-worked Nb-Ti. Several other 

investigators have studied flux pinning m higher Ti-content alloys 

where the pinn ing is due to c-Ti precipitates, and in some cases have 

developed theories applicable to these materials. 
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The next portion of this chapter includes brief revieus of these 

theories. Although the theories turn out to be either difficult to 

apply to the low to moderate field case 10 i B S 20 kO). or clearly at 

variance with experimental data on critical currents in Nb-Ti, the 

discussion provides a useful framework for a somewhat more detailed 

discussion of pinning in high field superconductors. 

Theory of the Scaling Laws for M u x Pinning 

Kr»m*r (1973) developed an elegant pinning theory in which different 

mechanisms are assumed to limit the effective pinning force at low and 

high fields. At ION fields* the fluxoids must individual 1v overcome the 

pinning force of the material in order to break free and start flouing 

through the material. At higher fields, where the shear strength of the 

flux line lattice is weaker* flux motion is initiated when the driving 

force on the fluxoids exceeds the shear strength of the flux line 

lattice* and unpinned flux lines shear past pinned ones. At the higher 

fields. F> is n decreasing function of field because the shear modulus 

of the flux line lattice decreases with increasing field. Therefore! if 

Fp at low fields is in increasing function of b, Fp will peak at an 

intermediate field level. Treatments M M C - I increase the pinning 

strength of a material uill increase Fp at low fields, where a higher 

driving force will be required to overcome the pinning force, but will 

leave Fp nearly unchanged ot high fields since the shear strength of the 

flux line lattice will net be affected appreciably. The model thus 

directly incorporates the experimental observations that treatments 

uhich increase the pinning often shift the peak in Fptb) upward and 
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toward lower fields, uhile- leaving the form of Fp(b) nearly unchanged at 

high fields. 

The pinning force at low fields, uhich is limited by the strength of ip, 

is computed by finding the energy that is dissipated ts a flux line 

moves thrcugh the material. This energy is equated to the product of 

the average mccrascopic p m - m g force and the drift velocity of the flux 

iine' Fp v = 2np £5 v/ao in* is the density of pins, and Es is the 

elastic energy stored in a ujx line as it encounters a pin qt strength 

fp). Further considerations, including the tendency of an initially 

weakly pinned flux line to encounter a strong pinning center, and the 

high density of pinning centers found in post hard superconductors, lead 

tD f.s a fpVC&t (Ct« = shear modulus of the flux line lattice), and 

Fp=2nplEst&/*o>$. where npl s the density of line pins Ccm* 2). ihe 

final form of Fp therefore depends rather strongly on the particular 

form of the local interactic force fp. Kramer chooses a somewhat 

arbitrary, but reasonable, frrm: fp=const nKHcj/KlMl'-M (where nl is 

the number of pins per lenejtr: of flux line), This choice results-'in1 

Fp = const hJ/(l-h) 1(Hc :) 5'" . 2-6 

where the constant is a comi icated function of the structure and 

density of the pinning centers. 

The pinning force at high Melds, uhich is limited by the flux line 

lattice shear strength, i* determined by calculating the energy stored 

in the flux line lattice «•, tne point at which its shear strength is 

just exceeded. Nith some additional assumptions aho-it the structure of 

the pinning centers and the nature of ihe flux line lattice, this leads 

to the expression' 
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Fp = Cs hi M-h>*(Hcz> s'*/'* 1, 2-7 

where, according to Kramer, Cs varies from 0.14 for small np to 0.56 for 

large np. The form of Fp given in equation 2.-7 is similar to the one in 

eq. 2-3, which applies to a model based on completely different 

assumptions. 

In Kramer's theory, the final expressions for the pinning force can be 

separated into temperature- and field-dependent factors as required. 

Many of the important factors that govern flux pinning in 

superconductors are implicitly included, and the theory can be used to 

make predictions of hoy the pinning force is affected by changes in the 

micrDstructure. The derivation of the expression for the high field 

pinning force is fairly straightforward, and the final form can be 

compared directly uith experimental data. Unfortunately, the expression 

developed for the pinning force at low fields is not u*ll suited for 

direct quantitative comparisons. The constant that determines the 

magnitude of the pinning force at low fields is a complicated function 

of the defect structure of the material. The field-dependence of rp at 

low fields is vtrv sensitive to the particular form of the interaction 

responsible for the pinning of individual fluxoids (Fp c fp*), as well 

as to the form of the distribution of the strengths of the pinning 

center's. The lou field result, equation 2-6. is just one plausible form 

for FpCh). 

Mathur et al. (1974) carried out a series of experiments to test the 

applicability of Kramer's theory to Nb and Hb-Ti multifilament 

conductors. Curves of the critical current density Jc as a function of 
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field and temperature were derived from magnetisation measurements, and 

Fp<h,Tl was generated from the Froduct jcB (assuming 8=H). The general 

features of Kramer's theory uere confirmed. The Kb data on Fp scaled 

Mith temperature as (Hc ; ( T )) r • s *• and the field dependence at higher 

fields scaled roughly as h:Cl-h) J. An analysis of the low field form of 

Fpth) uas not presented. Changes in the form of fp(h) among dIHerent 

samples were consistent with the theory; the peaks >n Fp(h) were shifted 

upward and towards lower reduced fields in sanples with more eold-uork. 

The temperature-dependence of Fp for the Nb-Ti samples was (He; (T {0.1 • • V 

Taken as a group, the normalized Fp data for the Nb-Ti mil1 11 f i lampntary 

samples coincided at high reduced fields, and fanned out in a manner 

consistent with the model at lower reduced fields. An analysis of the 

form of Fp(h) uas not presented for the Nb-Ti samples, nor uas the 

composition or heat treatment specified. 

Pinning by Dislocation Cell Walls 

Brand C1972) made extensive measurements of the critical currents of a 

series of cold-worked Nb-Ti alloys in order to study the effect of 

normal state paramagnetism on flux pinning. The alloys uert not given 

any subsequent heat treatments, so the pinning, even in the higher 

Ti-content samples, should have been due mainly to the dislocation 

structure. The temperature- and field-dependence of the pinning force, 

derived from the critical current measurements, separated into two 

nearly independent factors for most of the samples. There was some 

breakdown of the scaling in the higher Ti-content alloys. The data uere 

found to be consistent uith a dislocation cell wall pinning model. In 
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this model, the local pinning force fp was calculated by taking the 

variation in the fluxoid free energy due to variations in *, and 

dividing it by • scaling length equal to the vortex spacing. The 

macroscopic average pinning force rp Has then derived from fp by using 

an elastic theory proposed by Labuseh, which predicted rp proportional 

to fp z and a factrr that is related to the distortion of a flux line in 

response to a point force* and which is a function of the moduli of 

elasticity of the flux line lattice. The fp 2 dependence is different 

from the fp* dependence in Kramer's model, and the fp' dependence 

inherent in simpler theories, such as Campbell's, for Pb-Bi, The 

resulting form for Fp: 

Fp=const.b 3 / 2tl-b)(Hc 2) 5 / 2^3, 2-8 

implies a critical current density Je(B) a b i u - b ) , whose form differs 

from the expression in eq. 2-7 by an extra factor of b. The 

temperature dependence is given by (HciCT)) 2-'. The expression for 

FpCB.T), which peaks at b=.6, has a reasonable form and apparently 

agrees quite well with the experimental data. However* because of the 

extra factor of b. the form for Jc(B) has a peak at b=l/3 with Jc 

decreasing with decreasing field at fields less than b=1/"3 (Fig. 2-2). 

None of the experimental Jc(B) data from which the FpCB) curves were 

determined are shown in the thesis, and most other low field 

measurements of critical currents in Nb-Tl« including measurements made 

here, show increasing values of Jc with decreasing fields. The theory 

it therefore questionable at fields below b=.2-.q, although Brand claims 

that its derivation is valid as long as B >> Hci (Hci in Nb-Ti is less 

than b=.0l (Baker £ Sutton 1959, Karasik et al. 1 9 7 U ) . There is also 

some question about the proper scaling length to be used in this type of 
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pinning theory. Hampshire and Taylor (1972) find good agreement with 

their data by using a similar model with the penetration depth, *. 

rather than the vortex spacing, ao. as the scaling length. Uith their 

model they find' 

Fp=const. b(1-fa)(Hc z)*'« 3 2-9 

Brand worked only with single-phase cold-worked Nb-Ti and so the 

conclusions do not necessarily apply to heat-treated Nb-7i uith a two 

phase structure (Nb-Ti + a-Ti). 

Pinning by a-Ti Precipitates 

Pfeiffer £ Hitlmann's (1968) experimental results on heat-treat . and 

cold-worked Nb-67JtTi demonstrated that a-Ti precipitates were a major 

source of pinning in their material. Enhancements in flux pinning by 

a-Ti precipitates were also observed in the experiments carried out here 

with cold-worked and heat-treated H0-70XT1 strips (section 5-v). In 

additional work by KHlman and Heuek (19721, cold-worked and 

heat-treated samples with a density of approximately Id 1 0, 2X10"* 

cm-diameter precipitates per cm 1 were subjected to varying degrees of 

further cold work. Uith increasing amounts of cold work, Jc increased, 

reached a maximum value, and then decreased. The amount of cold work 

required to reach the maximum was an increasing function of the applied 

field at which Jc was measured, which is contrary to Mathur's findings 

and the usual interpretation of Kramer's theory. Electron micrographs 

showed that the a-Ti precipitates were initially concentrated along 

subbands oriented parallel to the drawing direction. Further cold work 

stretched out the subbands causing the density o( precipitates in the 
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drawing direction to decrease* and the density perpendicular tc it to 

Increase. The initial increase in Jc uas attributed to the formation of 

a more even distribution of the precipitates. The later decrease in Jc 

uas apparently due to the return of an uneven distribution as the 

density of precipitates along a direction perpendicular to the dpawing 

direction exceeded the density parallel to it. In addition to the above 

observations* local maxima in the JcB vs B curve uere observed in the 

further cold-uorked simples. The location of the maxima uere correlated 

Hith points uherc multiples of the flux line spacing matched the 

characteristic defect spacing. Shifts in the location of these peaks 

with further cold work Here consistent with this hypothesis. The effect 

uas not observed in a sample "4ith a more random precipitate spacing. 

Experiments with materials Kliich uere cold-uorked but not heat-treated 

demonstrated that pinning by a substructure consisting of well-defined 

subbands Has more effective than pinning by a less well-defined 

structuret even uhen the dislocation density uas higher in the latter. 

Our experiments also shoued relatively poor pinning in samples which had 

been severely cold-worked, but had not had any subsequent heat treatment 

to improve the form of the substructure. 

Results of this type suggest that theories uhich mode\ the interactions 

betueen the flux tines and arrays of small normal particles should be 

appropriate. Campbell and Evett's theory (section E-1) considers 

pinning by the surface of normal precipitates uhose size is generally 

greater than the penetration depth. In this type of magnetic pinning* 

the average Q-field, which can change over distances of the order of \» 

can reach its local equilibrium value, and the interaction energy for 
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the pinning is usually taken to be proportional to Me(B). Uhen the 

normal particles are smaller than A, the average B-field cannot 

completely adjust to the local material vari«tions> and pinning is 

usually attributed to interactions between the cores of the fluxoids and 

the normal particles. Several expressions for the pinning due to core 

interactions have been developed, including the ones by Dew-Hughes arid 

Shmidt. A totally different approach presented by Byehkcv (see p.42). 

uhich does not even consider pinning by material defects, has also been 

used to develop an expression for the pinning and critical currents in 

cold-uorked and heat-treated Nb-Ti. Although the final form oi Je(B) 

from this theory fits the date, it is doubtful whether the assumed 

mechanism is actually limiting the critical currents in these alloys. 

Kramer's theory can also be applied to the problem of core pinning by 

choosing an appropriate form for fp and by using appropriate values for 

the constants in equations 2-6 and 2-7. 

Dew-Hughes' general expression for the effective pinning force :s: 

Fp=-ne lp flyxx 2-1P 

where Tje. an efficiency factor related to the ability of iljx lint's to 

be deformed and pinned by defects, is set equal to 1 when pinning forces 

»re strong compared to the M u x lattice elasticity; lp is the length of 

flux line per unit volume that is directly pinned; AW is the diHrr*nre 

in energy between a pinned and unpinned flux line; and X 13 the 

effective range of the pinning interaction. for pinning by an array of 

small normal particles. Oew- Hughes suggests using 1 p--(B/*o JVn I Vn "vjlume 

fraction of ttxe pinning particles. 6/*^= fVu* \in« Wiv>tb> rcr vinit 

volume), X=a/2 Ea=size of the particles), and i)e=l (clastiniv effects 
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disregarded). For core pinning* he also proposes a form for Au uhich is 

equal to the change in the Gibbs free energy of the core: 

&U « Tf$i(HCj-H>*>-K* < H » H C l > . 

These choice* lead to a pinning force and critical current' 

Fp=(1/4ir)Vn(Hci> 2h(1-h) 1/4.64a* 2 

jc=(10/4ir)VnHc 2(1-h) 2/4.64a* 2. 2-11 

Fp(h) peaks at h=.33- substituting values appropriate for Nb-Ti: 

nc 2*1O0 kOe, K * 5 0 - 1 0 0 , Vn^.OOS* and a=2xl0'* cm (the latter two values 

cowing from Hillman's work), yields Jc=t.7-3x10»)hU-h) 2 A/c» 2. These 

values are a factor of "10 smaller than the critical currents commonly 

obtained in cold-worked and heat-treated Nb-Ti at the field levels of 

interest in this study COShS.2). A plot of Jc = const (l-h) r is 

included in Fig. 2-2. The form of this expression is useful at higher 

fields but increases too slowly with decreasing field to fit typical 

lower field data en Nb-Ti, including data from measurements mad* here. 

Using a more exact form for M at lower fields and using *e t 1 might 

extend the theory's usefulness somewhat. 

Shnidt (1972) has developed a theory of flux pinning based on 

calculations of the interactions between fluxoids and arrays of long 

cylindrical cavities oriented parallel to the field direction. Pinning 

by a cubic array of spherical cavities is considered as a special case. 

The cavities can be visualized as modej-; of lines of precipitates strung 

out along the drawing direction of a wire sample, or of small• nearly 

spherical* precipitates dispersed throughout a sample. Shmidt considers 

situations that can be classified as cases of core pinning, since the 

radius of the cavities is assumed to be much smaller than either X or 
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ao. The cavities are assumed to he sp*t*d spmrt by a distance d. much 

larger than their radius- but still smaller than >. At low fields, ftux 

lines that pass through the cavities are assumed to remain pinned in 

place. At very ION fields (ao * d) the pinning force is calculated from 

the maximum force exerted on a fluxoid trying to pass betueen fluxoids 

pinned in the cavities. In this case Shmidt obtains: 

Je=0.62«e/*d. uhich is independent of the field. Substituting values 

appropriate for Hb-Ti (Hc=100 Oe, d=10-*cm, tt = 75) yields JcesxlO* A/cm 1, 

slightly less then commonly obtained values. At higher fields* where 

the vortex density is greater than the cavity density, the pinning force 

is calculated fro* tht force on a pinned vortex caused by the whole 

lattice of vortices trying to flow past it. In this case: 

J c = ( 3 " V . 4 ) He/* Hi (+«/B)K (N* = length of the cavities ptr unit 

vo\umtl. This expression implies Jcs of somewhat less than 10* A/cm 1 at 

B=10kG for Nb-Ti. The form is similar to some of the often used 

empirical forma for JctBJ. As the field increases* the ratio of the 

number of fluxoids to the number of cavities increases, eventually, the 

increasing density of driven vertices, acting on the fixed number of 

pinned vortices, causes the pinned vortices to break free belore the 

limiting current density calculated above is reached. Shmidt predicts 

that the field at uhich this transition takes place is 

-(a z/d J)H<! I*1Q-20kC (for HiMman'a material). At higher fields. Shmidt 

predicts Jc « B" 1, a form of Jc which Implies FpCh)=constant, and uhich 

is similar to the Kim expression at high fields. Shmidt's analysis* 

uhich uses the concept of tuo different pinning regimes, is in some ways 

similar to Kramer's. However, it assumes that a pin breaking process 

acts at high fields, and that • flux lattice shearing process operates 
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at lou fields. Since Kramer reaches exactly the opposite conclusion. 

the two theories appear to be incompatible. 

eychkov et ai. (1969) developed a critical current expression by 

calculating the current density at which the kinetic energy of the 

flowing electrons is equal to the available condensation energy; 
He, 
/rUHldH = 1/V/nm vsc 2 dV, where nm is the mass density of the carriers. 
Ha 
The critical current density Jc is then obtained from Jc=C1/10)n • vsc, 

uhere n, the density of carriers, is a field-dependent quantity. The 

theory is worked out in the limit H >> H01, uhere the reversible 

magnetization* the volume fraction of superconducting material» and the 

proportion of superelectrons can all be approximated by simple linear 

functions of the field. The resulting form for the limiting current 

density is: 

Jc=(Hc/4TrX)(l-h)2, 2-12 

an expression with the same functional dependence on h as Den-Hughes' 

(equation 2-11), although derived by a totally different approach. Good 

agreement uith the experimentally determined critical current of a 

variety of Hb-78at!iTi samples uas obtained aver fields ranging from Hcj 

down to aproximately 20kG, by treating the constant He/A as an 

adjustable parameter. However, this procedure undermines the physical 

significance of the form of Jc(H), since values of the constant Hc/X 

determined from estimates of Ho and * for Nb-Ti imply the existence of 

critical currents much higher than those actually measured. The theory 

fails to account for the orientation dependence found in the critical 

currents by many other investigators, and for changes in Jc uith 

metallurgical treatments which do not directly affect He or X. However, 

the theory may prove to be of use in materials such as NbjSn, in which 

the pinning is sufficient for the 'imit of Hc/> to be approached, or in 

cases where large critical currents flou in force-free configurations. 

¥. Discussion 

The subject of flux pinning in superconductors is very broad, and the 

present discussion can only touch on some of the more important factors. 

Me can see that empirical models of Jc(B)» together uith the concepts of 

the critical state can be used to develop predictions of the field 

structure inside tvpe-II materials. For simple geometries, this process 

is straightforward (section C-2), and has been used in the p st to 

develop analytic expressions for the internal fields and magneti:»tion 

of cylindrical or slab-shaped samples. The problem of applying this 

procedure to other geometries is discussed in chapter IV. 

The concepts of the critical state, along with an expression for the 

driving force on flux lines in the mixed state, allows contact to be 

made between the macroscopic picture of shielding or trapping current* 

flowing at J=Jc, and the underlying physics, although the actual 

derivation of the critical currents from the microstructure remains • 

difficult problem in many capes. In particular, the theoretical 

situation for Nb-Ti is still unsatisfactory. Prospective models are 

contradictory Ceg. Kramer's assumptions appear to be incompatible with 

Shmidt'sl. and at times in poor agreement with experimental measurements 
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Ceg. the models of Deu-Hughes, and Brand, as applied to the regime of 

h<.2). However* for our purposes all that is required for the design of 

superconducting trapping or shielding devices is an ability to predict 

and manipulate the pinning and critical current levels uith confidence. 

In many cases, including the case of Nb-Ti. there is sufficient 

empirical information available to allou designs to be made without a 

well-verified pinning theory. In Pb-Bi alloys critical current levels 

can be varied by modifying the size and density of the Bi-precipitates. 

and critical current levels of 10 3-10 H can be easily obtained. In high 

Ti-content Hb-Ti alloys the pinning and critical currents can be varied 

over a vary large range by using various combinations of cold-uork and 

heat-treatments. Critical currents of over 10* A/cm 2 are reliably 

obtained. Uith critical currents of this level, uall thicknesses of 

only tenths of centimeters are required to trap or shield fields of 

10kG. 
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CHAPTER MI-INSTftBIlimS IN TYPE II MATERIALS 

The field distributions that occur in irreversible materials with 

pinning are metastable, since the energy o( the superconductor can be 

lowered by removing the additional field gradients and currents 

associated with the pinning forces. As a result, the field structure m 

hard superconductors occasionally decays rapidly to louor energy 

configurations. These sudden changes in field are known as M u x jumps. 

In the case of bulk materials, flux jumps occur uhen the field gradients 

which develop in response to changes in the applied field collapse 

suddenly. This allous flux to rapidly enter a sample that has been 

shielding out a field, or to come out of a sample that has been trapping 

in a field- Since it turns out that flux trapping and shielding are 

often limited by such instabilities, it is useful to exam m e some of the 

observations and theories of f tux jumping. The various quantities used 

to dep'.r je a flux jump and factors that have oeen observed to affect 

them are discussed first. Flux motion during a flux jump and flux 

motion in other less catastrophic situations are then compared. 

Finally, some of the theoretical approaches to the problem of analysing 

and predicting instabilities are discussed, and the resultant 

theoretical express i ons applied to t lie materials tested here. 



A. factors Affecting Flux Jumping Behavior 

Experiments designed to study flux jumping generally involve the 

application of linearly increasing or decreasing axial magnetic fields 

to cylindrical or tubular samples. The response of the superconductor 

is usually monitored uith Hall or magnetoresistance probes uhich measure 

the magnetic field inside or near the sample, or uith loops of fine wire 

that sense changes in the flux threading the simple. In some cases, a 

field detection scheme that uses the Faraday effect in a plate of 

special glass placed above a sample is employed to study the details of 

the spatial and temporal evolution of flux jumps. Simple resistance 

thermometers have been used to measure the sample temperature during 

testing, 

A number of quantities that characterize the flux jumping process in 

bulk materials can be measured. The most common are= Hfj, the applied 

field at uhich a sample* cooled in zero field, first undergoes flux a 

jump: AHfj, the spacing of any succeeding jumps that occur uith further 

increases in the applied field; rm, the time constant for field changes 

that occur during a flux jump; the spatial extent of a flux jump; and AT 

and Tth* the change in sample temperature caused by a flux jump and its 

characteristic decay time. Other quantities that have been measured 

include th« minimum size of the field or temperature perturbation 

required to trigger a jump, the velocity of the leading edge of a jump, 

and the details of the field structure during or just after a flux jump. 
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Hfj and AHfj are usually determined by periodically testing the 

stability of the field structure with small field or temperature pulses, 

or by observing the spacing of the spontaneously occurring flux jumps. 

rm is usually found bv observing the changes in field or flux with time 

on an oscilloscope, or through analysis of high speed films taken with 

Faraday effect detectors. (Such films provide information on the s u e 

and speed of the flux jumps that is not readily available from 

experiments uhich use stationary field probes or pickup coils.) 

Sections I through S discuss the effects of a variety of factors on the 

quantities which describe the flux jumping process. These include: the 

rate of change of the applied field, the temperature of the savple- the 

thermal environment of the sample, the magnetic environment of the 

sample, and the physical properties of the sample. 

1. Absolute Temperature and Thermal Environment 

Both the absolute temperature of the sampie and the degree ot thermal 

contac t between the sample and the bath have been shown to affect flux 

jumping activity. Hfj and flHfj generally decrease with defrosting 

temperature (Neuringer E Shapira 1966, Ognsawara et al. 1970). As the 

temperature is lowered, more, closer spaced. partial flux jumps tend to 

occur (Uertheimer C Gilchrist 1967). In spme cases, an I'bsprvcri 

increase in the frequency of flux jumping at louer temperatures mav be 

due to the occurrence of more smaller jumps rather than to decreases in 

the field difference required tu initiate a jump. Correlations between 

enhancemen ts in stabi1 i ty ano c I oser thermal contac t he tup on the 

superconductor and a high heat capacity cooling bath have been 
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demonstrated in a number of experimental studies. Samples are generally 

mare stable when they are immersed in liquid helium than uhen they are 

cooled by helium gas. For example, Boyer et a ) . (1972) measured values 

of Hf jCT) for a Nb-57J!Ti sample (0.7 cm-diam. by 7 cm long) uhich was 

immersed in liquid helium at temperatures belou 4.2K and suspended in 

lou pressure gaseous helium at temperatures above 4.2K. The value of 

Hfj<4.2K) jumped from 220D 0e to 30S0 Oe when the cooling medium was 

changed from gas to liquid. Porous samples of Nb aSn prepared by pouder 

metallurgy techniques are ytry stable when they are permeated uith 

liquid helium* and have trapped and shielded fields on the order of 50 

koe without flux jumping (Corson 1964). Uhen liquid He is excluded from 

the sample interior*, or uhen the sample is tested in He gas. stability 

decreases markedly (Corson 1964, Hancox 1965, Smith et al. 1965). in a 

very interesting experiment, Claude £ Uilliams (1967) observed decreases 

in flux jumping with increases in the rate of flou of liquid He through 

a porous Nb 3sn sample. The importance of the cooling environment is 

also demonstrated in experiments in which samples are tested at 

temperatures just above and just belou the X-point. Increases in Hfj 

ere sometimes observed as the temperature is reduced belou the X-point 

(Lange 1965), even though stability generally decreases with decreasing 

temperature. In cases like these, the significant changes in Hfj can be 

attributed either to changes in the ease with which heat tan be 

conducted to the bath, or to changes in the bath's heat capacity, since 

the absolute temperature of the sample prior to a flu* jump, the 

magnetic environment, and the physical properties of the superconductor 

are all held essentially constant. These observations suggest that 

stability might also be affected by surrounding samples uith 
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supercritical helium. Houever, although uire samples have been tested 

uith supercritical helium, its effect on the stability of bulk samples 

has not been determined. In the experiments described here, decreases 

in stability associated uith decreased contact uith the helium bath 

(section V-E-2J* as uetl as increases in flux jumping activity uith 

decreases in temperature (sections V-C-2. V-0-3. V-t-2). were observed, 

Z. Bate of Change of the Applied M e l d 

»t lou to moderate values of dHa/dt (the rate of change of the applied 

field) the field interval betueen flux )umps increases uith decreasing 

values of dHa/dt (Smith et al. 1165. Claude C Williams 1967. Hertheimer 

d Gilchrist 1967). At very 1ou dHa/dt, QHfj either reaches a limiting 

value, or continues to increase until the sample is completely stable ' 

(Morton 1965, Uipf £ Luhell 1965). Uith lou values of dHa/dt, the 

temperature rise in the sample due to the power dissipation caused by 

the flou of flux into or out of the sample is small (usually uelI below 

a feu tenths of a degree K ) . because sufficient time is available to 

conduct the neat to the bath. In such cases, the changes in Hf j uith 

dHa/dt must b* due to snail local heating or other perturbing effects 

resulting from the changing applied field, and not to a gross 

temperature change of the sample. 

At higher dHa/dt, pouer dissipation caused by the rapid flou of flux 

into or out of the sample, together uith the large pulses of heat 

generated by the flux jumps, can heat the sample appreciably above the 

bath temperature (Chikaba 1970). Care must therefore be taken to assign 
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observed values of Hfj and AHf j to the appropriate temperature. At 

moderate to high values of dH/dt (0.01-10 kOe/sec), flux jumps have been 

observed to occur at decreasing intervals (Wertheimer E Gilchrist 1967), 

at fairly regular intervals, independently of dHa/dt (Uipf 5 Lubell 

1965, Harrison et al. 1975)i or even uith decreasing frequency, as 

dHa/dt increases CChikaba et al. 1964). The latter behavior is most 

likely due to increases in the sample temperature above the bath 

temperature and to the concomitant increases in sample heat capacity and 

stability that occur as a result. 

A moderately fast field ramp (approximately .01-.) kOe/sec) uas 

generally used in the present experiments. Decreases in AKfj uere 

observed uith increases in the field ramping rate uith some samples, 

uhile in other cases sample behavior uas insensitive to changes in 

dHa/dt. 

3. Sample Geometry 

Both the size and shape of a sample can influence flux jumping activity. 

Stability decreases as the change in flux threading a sample per unit 

change in applied field, dt'dHa, increases, and the shape of a sample 

affects this ratio. Tor instance* hollou samples are particularly prone 

to flux jumping uhen the flux front reaches the inner ual 1 of the sample 

ttlorton 1965). At this point, there ia a large increase in dt/dHa as 

the central eavity begins filling uith flux. This requires an increase 

in the rate of flux flou into the sample, uith a concomitant increase in 

the rate of power dissipation, proportional to JcE=Jcd*/dt. Similarly, 
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if the flux front reaches the center of a solid sample without 

triggering a flux jump, the sample may remain stable since d$/dHa gill 

increase much more slokly with further increases in the applied field 

than at fields before full penetration. Uhi)s these predictions uere 

not specifically tested, several cases uere observed in uhich M u x jumps 

in hollou samples occurred when l^e flux fronts were approaching the 

sample's hollou central cavity. 

Changes in the shape uhich change the demagnetijat ion factor, ncl. are 

also expected to affect stability. Decreases in nd should increase 

stability by reducing dfvdHa. since for a diamagnetic body the applied 

field is enhanced by as much as a factor of 1/M-nd) over portions of 

its surface. However, a careful study of the effect of the 

demagnetisation factor on stability has not yet been done. In the 

experiments here. t?>e effect of the demagnetisation factor on stability 

was observed by measuring the flux jumping behavior of samples in 

configurations uith differing values of nd. In one case, nd uas 

gradually changed by machining away portions of a Nb sample. flux jumps 

occurred in this sample only when nd was at its maximum value (section 

V-B--1). In Pb-Bi eutectic alloys, flux jumps were observed in cylinders 

in transverse fields. nd*1/2> but not in spherical samples. nri-l-'S 

(sections V-C-2,3). Nb-Ti strip samples were more prone to flux jumping 

in a flat configuration in a normal field, nd-1. than uhen rolled into 

cylinders and tested in transverse fields, nd-1/2 (section v-E-2). 

The thickness af a sample affects the maximum field that can be shielded 

or trapped and the energy per unit volume assoclated uith the trapping 
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or shielding currents. Finer uire thickn&sses have been used to 

increase the stability of wires used in large superconducting magnets, 

and changes in stability have been observed with changes in the d'ameter 

of fairly large cylindrical samples and in the thicknesses of disks. 

Chikaba et al. (1968) found that the stability of Nb-Ti rods (tested at 

dHa/dt = .2kue/sec) decreased with increasing rod diameters. Wertheimer 

and Gilchrist (1967) were able to eliminate flux jumps entirety from Hb, 

Nb-Zr, and Nb-Ti disks (tested in axial fields) by reducing their 

thicknesses below .010-. 001 cm. In the case of long cylinders or wires, 

sample sizes can be changed without appreciably changing nd. Uith 

disks, the reduction in thickness is accompanied by unavoidable 

increases in nd, although the increased stability due to the sample size 

reduction can evidently more than offset the effect of the increased 

demagnetization factor. A further complicating factor is that changes 

in size and shape also affect the ease with which heat is conducted out 

of the superconductor and into the bath. The relation between sample 

thickness and stability was not confirmed here: flux jumps were observed 

in 0.010 cm-thick Nb-Ti flat disk and plate samples (section V-E-2), and 

in .0D06 cm-thick NbsSn samples (section V-D-2). 

4. Composite Materials 

Increases in the fields at which flux jumps occur, and decreases in the 

severity of the flux jumps that dD occur, have been achieved by forming 

composite materials from high field superconductors and normal metals. 

The presence of normal metals of high electrical conductivity close to 

superconducting materials influences the flux jumping process through 
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eddy current damping of changes -n the magnetic field. In cases in 

which normal metals are directly bonded to superconductors, improvements 

in stability also result from the relatively high thermal conductivity 

and heat capacity of the normal materials, and from improved mechanical 

constraint- The magnetic damping action of the normal metal reduces 

perturbations in the applied field that could otherwise trigger flux 

jumps, and decreases the potential speed of flux jumps- For example* 

Harrison et al. H 9 7 5 ) observed an increase in in from \.A to 2.1 msec 

when a brass or aluminum plug was placed under (but insulated froml a 

Nb-Zr disk. Greatest stability uas obtained with a high electrical 

conductivity Al plug. The experiments of Ando and Nozawa (1974) on a 

sample consisting of a stack of V>V 3Ga disks with and without 

interleaved aluminum and copper disks also demonstrated the stabilizing 

effect of magnetic damping, when A) or Cu disks were included in the 

stack, the value of rm increased from .032 ms to 23.8 mi, while Hfj 

changed from =11 kOe to complete stability in applied fields as high as 

SOkOe. In the present experiments, a measurable improvement in the 

stability of a Pb-&i sample uas achieved by surrounding the sample uith 

a copper tube (section V-C-2); in other cases (sections V-D-1,2.3. 

V-fc-2) samples incorporating copper in their structure proved to have 

good flux trapping and shielding abilities. 

The stability of composite wires or strips carrying transport currents 

is also improved by the presence of the low resistance shunt provided by 

thick coatings of high conductivity metals. However, this mechanism 

does not apply to situations where shielding or trapping currents are 

induced in bulk samples, since there is no mechanism to replenish the 

energy dissipated in the normal metal shunts during flux jumps. 
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5. Physical Properties 

Of the several physical properties which influence flux jumping, the 

heat capacity. C, and the temperature dependence of the critical 

current, Td=Jc<dJc/dT)"S are thought to be the most important. 

Experiments indicate that the pinning and critical current level also 

affect flux jumping. 

The enact effect of heat capacity changes on flux jumping is difficult 

to determine, since the heat capacity of a given material is essentially 

fixed, and the use of different materials to vary C usually also changes 

a variety of other material properties. The usual approach is to vary 

the heat capacity by varying the temperature of the sample (C is 

approximately proportional to T 3 for many superconducting materials). 

At best however, this can only show a correlation between changes in Hfj 

and changes in C, Experimentally, changes in Hfj have been observed 

that roughly parallel changes in C\ (Ogasauara et al. 1970. Uright et 

al. 1974, Bayer et al. 1972). 

The exact effect of changes in the temperature dependence of the pinning 

is also uncertain. JelT) is often approximated by JcCT)=JcC0)Cl-T^To), 

where the parameter To is usually slightly less than Tt. In this 

approximation Td = To - T, and is therefore only weakly dependent on a 

particular sample's pinning structure. Other slightly more 

sophisticated forms for Jc(T) imply that there is a small field 

dependence in Td. Unfortunately, the actual form of JctT) is r«rely 

measured in samples on uhich flux jumping behavior is being observed. 
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Consequently, until more carefully controlled experiments are performed, 

in uhich both Jc(T) and the flux jumping behavior are measured, the 

exact dependence of Hfj on Je(T) uill remain uncertain. 

The situation is similar with respect to the effects of the critical 

current density level. Although there are several systems in uhich 

metallurgical treatments may be used to vary pinning and critical 

currents without effecting! most of the other relevant properties, not 

enough systematic studies have been done to allow firm conclusions to be 

drawn on the effect of changes in pinning on stability. In one cise. 

Sutton (1973) indicated that a heat-treatment uhich increased the 

critical current density of Nb-Ti rods by a factor of five left Hfj 

unchanged. However, an earlier study by Pa'cer and Sutton (1969) with a 

smaller diameter sample of a different Hb-Ti alloy, reported an increase 

in flux jumping activity uith increasing heat-treatment times. In 

another case. Lange (19651 found that flux jumping increased uith 

increasing critical current density. The present experiments wIt^ Nb-Ti 

strip samples (section V-E-2) showed that flux junping increased with 

increases in the pinning and m t i c a l currents caused by longer heat 

treatment times. Experiments uith Nb^Sn tubes (section v-ti-2) alr.o 

provided some evidence for a positive correlation betueen critical 

current levels and flux jumping actwitv. A comparison of a number of 

measurements made by diverse investigators reveals large variations 

among values of Hfj for materials with similar hyat capacities and 

critical temperatures. These variations may be flue to differences in 

the pinning strengths of the materials, coding conditions, or 

measurement techniques. The iurtht-r question Df whether different 
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substructures that result in similar overall pinning forces might have 

differences in stability remains unanswered. 

B. Flux Motion 

A number of different resistivities have been used to charactti .i.̂  the 

flow of magnetic flux through a material, including: the normal state 

resistivity, the flux flou resistivity, the flux creep resistivity, and 

resistivities characterizing the orderly M O M of flux into or out of 

superconducting samples due to changes in applied field. The rapid flou 

of magnetic flux during a flux jump is similar in some respects to the 

less catastrophic flou that occurs in these other situations, knoulidgt 

of the effective resistivity of a superconductor during a flux jump is 

usually required in theories that attempt to mode) the dynamics of flux 

jumping. A differentiation among the possible mechanisms involved in 

flux motion during a flux jump can be made by comparing the value and 

functional dependence of the effective resistivity that characterizes 

the flou of flux during a flux jump to resistivities that characterise 

the other states of flux motion. 

1. Flux Flow 

Flux flow refers to the viscous flow of flux lines through a type-II 

supereotiductur tsce for example Parka, p. 11071. The concept was 

developed to explain the voltage vs current behavior of superconducting 
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wires in trarsverse magnetic fields. in? observed linear relation 

between changes in I and V at applied currents abpve I=lc is consistent 

uith a state in uhich flux lines are driven by the force imbalance 

developed when the driving force exceeds the pinning force, and are 

impeded by a viscous force. T)V 

»)v=(JXt0/1u)-fp 3_! 

uhere t\ is the viscosity coefficient of the superconductor, v is the 

velocity of th« vortices, and JX^/10 (J J Jc) is the driving force on 

the flux lines. The energy dissipated through the viscous motion of the 

vortices is supplied by the action of the transport current against the 

electric field E=vB/10V generated bv the motion of the flux. The flux 

flou resistivity is defined by 

^f=d£/dJ=4„V10*i) 3-2 

and is equal to the slope of tha V(l) curve >n the flux flan region. 

Experimentally, pf. and thus n> are determined by measuring the slope of 

this curve above J=Jc in various applied fields and at various 

temperatures. The values of pi and it seem to represent • basic property 

of the material uhich is insensitive to changes *.fi pinning and 

temperature and uhicn at lou temperature varies uith field approximately 

as 

/>f = (H/Hc*(0))fln (0n=normal-atate resistivity). 3-3 

2. Flux Creep 

Flux creep is a much slower process than flux flou, and is believed to 

result from thp thermally activated motion of individual (or bundles of) 

flux tines. Flux creep is used to describe the extremely ilou decay of 
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trapped fields that occurs as flux lines jump out of the potential wells 

developed by the pinning centers. Changes in field due to flux creep 

are characterized experimentally by a logarithmic dependence on time 

rather than by the exponential dependence characteristic of flux flow. 

The longer time scales for flux creep imply that the process ha* a very 

lou effective resistivity (p(creepX<pn). 

3. Normal State 

The effective resistivity and magnetic diffusivity of a material can be 

determined from the details of the magnetic flux's motion into or out of 

a sample. 

Maxwell's equations, cur? E=-(1/10 ,)dB/dt, curlD=<4ir/10)J, 

and a linear relation between J and E E=/>effJ, 3-4 

l««d to dB/dt = 1fl'<1uY4v) *ieff curlcurlB. 

a diffusion-type equation for the magnetic field. The equation ahous 

that there is a characterisitic magnetic diffusivity 

Dm=(10»/4iO/seff <cm*/sec) 

time constant *m=(4/ir*>L*/Dii (sec) 3-5 

and effective resistivity, />eff = M6/1u»ir)l 2/fm (ft-cm), 

for changes in flux through a sample of characteristic sire L. Tor 

normal materials the effective resistivity is juft the normal state 

resistivity f^tffvn). 
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4. Flux Motion dur'ng Ftux Junps 

Flux notion during flux jumps usually evolves in a manrsr characteristic 

of a diffusion process. In experiments in uhich the demagnetisation 

factor is small (long cylinders or slabs) the observed deration of a 

flux jump can be direetly converted into an effective resistivity snd 

magnetic diffi-sivity >:r-mg relations 3-5, Resistivities and magneti 

diffusivities derived *n this manner (values of in> were obt«i"ed from 

the works of Neuringer E Shapira 1966. luasa et al . 19G9» Chikabr, 1970. 

LeBlanc G Vernon 1964. and Smith et al. 1965) generally have V R I U B S that 

range from on the order of. to a factor of I0-10U tiT.es less than, the 

expected magnitude of the flux flow resistivity pr.hVH^**. If *Hix flow 

is the appropriate mechanism fo r flux motion during flux jumps, then the 

effective resistivity should increase with increasing fields 

approximately as K/Hc*. Unfortunately, while many investigators have 

observed flux jumping over a uide range of applied fields, the 

dependence (if any) of rn on Ha is not usually indicated. 

An additional complication arises in disks or plates in fields parallel 

to their normals- since the enhanced driving field behind the flux jump 

affects the effective diffusivity of the material. Wertheimer and 

Gilchrist (1967) have estimated that in such cases the diffusivity and 

effective resistivity are enhanced by a factor of IM-nd. 

*Th* results of Onishi (1974) suggest that resistivities may be somewhat 
higher than those implied by equations 3-5 and that therefore the 
magnitude of the flux 3uap resistivities m*y actually be somewhat closer 
to flux flou resistivities. 
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Magnetooptical studies (Uertheimer £ Gilchrist 1967, Harrison ei a! . 

1975) of the growth of flux jumps in disk-shaped samples have generally 

found that the extent of the jump grows with time approximately as 

Cl-expt-t/tm))» a dependence consistent with a diffusion-type process* 

and that the speed increases and the duration TIB decreases with 

decreasing disk thickness in a manner consistent uith the proposed 

dependence of the diffusivity on the demagnetization factor. The speed 

and duration are essentially independent of the pinning strength of the 

material and the ramping rate of the applied field. 

5. Flux Motion due to Changes in the Applied Field 

Several investigators have measured the resistivity associated uith the 

non-catastrophic flow of flux into an irreversible superconductor that 

ordinarily occurs uhsn the applied field is changid (Lubell E H pf 1966. 

Bandolfo et al.1968, 1969). These measurements differ from conventional 

flux flou measurements in that the current density in the superconductor 

is kept approximately constant at J=jc, while an electric field is 

induced by the changing flux linking the currents. The measured 

resistivity is approximately equal to E/J* and is generally 

substantially less than either the typical flux jump resistivities or 

the differential resistivity dE'dJ measured in most flux flou 

experiments. The resistivity, associated with the orderly flou of flux 

into or out of the material, decreases uith decreasing dHa/dt. and itt 

vtry slou ramping rates is on the order Of flux creep resistivities. In 

such ci>es, the pinning strength of the material has also been shown to 

affect the time constants for flou of flux into the samples. The 
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movement of the flux in such coses seems to be more closely related to 

flux creep than to viscous flux flow. It is possible that the M u x jump 

resistivity arises in a similar manner, uitli the much higher rates of 

change of fl'-v during a flux jump resulting m the higher observed 

resistivities. However, some flux jump experiments do find good 

agreement uith predictions based on flux flou concepts. Therefore, «t 

this time thert; appears to be some unc«*r • ainty m the form of the 

relation describing the motion of flux during a flux jump. 

C. Theoretical Analysis 

A full theoretical description of the flux jumping process involve* ts* 

heat equation 

CdT/dt-div(Kgrad7)=du/dt, with u=JE 3-6 

and Maxwell's equations 

curlH = C4n/10)J curU=-M/lO"ldB/dt, 3-7 

together yith equations which describe the specific properties of 

superconductors, such as the relations appropriate to the flux flow 

state 

1/10J*f0=fp+Tiv, 7)=t 0B/10Vf rf=pnB/Bc;. 3-8 

An exact analvsvs of the process governed by these coupled diHer*ntia\ 

equations is a formidable problem. It is however, possible to simplify 

the problem in cases in which the time scales for magnetic and thermal 

processes differ. when the magnetic field ch.ir.ms on a time scale which 

is short compared to tth <Dm>>Dth), the flux jump process is nearly 
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adiabatic and in* iiv(KgradT) term in the heat equation (3-61 is 

negtec - '. r<<^:- . m is of the order of, or greater than Tth, and OthiCm 

(usually in tne case of composite materials)! a dynamic theory is used. 

uhich includes the effects of heat conduction out of the sample. If 

rm>>ith, it may be reasonable to neglect the CdT/dt term of the heat 

equation 13-6) when carrying put the analysis in the dynamic case, In 

either the adiabatic or dynamic case it is possible, with the help of 

simplifying assumptions* to estimate the conditions under yhich a small 

field or temperature perturbation leads to a runaway situation, a flux 

jump. Houever, a jump occurring at this field* H=Hfj, may be only a 

partial flux jump. A second field, Hffj. 1s defined as the applied 

field above which a complete flux jump is expected. A complete jump is 

a jump which results in a uniform field* equal to the applied field, 

throughout the sample. A shortcoming of the simpler theories is that 

they only indicate the conditions at uhich a disturbance is initially 

expected to propagate, but do not treat the subsequent evolution of the 

flux jump. When a more complete analysis is used, or uhen descriptions 

of the field profiles during or just after a flux jump are required, the 

complexity of the problem increases. It becomes difficult to develop a 

closed form expression for Hfj or for the forms of the fluu profiles, 

although progress can be made in individual cases uith the help of 

computers. 

\. Adiabatic Flux Jump Criteria 

Most early theories of flux jumping uere based on the assumption that 

changes in the magnetic field occur in time spans which are short 
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compared to the thermal diffusion time. In this adiabatic 

approximation! heat f I OH out of the area of the M u x jump 15 ignored. 

As a result, straightforuard analyses lead directly to simple closed 

form expressions for estimates of Hffj and Hf j. 

"\ 
A full flux jump is expected to occur when the total rnergy difference 

between the state of the superconductor before a flux ;unp and the 

normal state of the material is sufficient to drive the sample normal. 

For the case of a sample shielding a field from most of its volume, the 
expressions determining Hffj are CSuartz C Bean 1968)= 

Tf 
Hffj :(Ti)/Sn = 10'/cCT)dT. and HffjIT1)=Hc ;£TM . 

Ti 
where Ti is the initial temperature of the sample, and Tf is its final 

temperature, assuming there is no heat flou. These equations load to an 

expression relating Ti and T-f " 

Ti* = Tf* - ClO-'^Z:;) (HC;(C)) :(Tc ;-Tf ;) / CCCTc) Tpl 3"9 

Values of Hffj derived by substituting values of Tf into the expression 

for Hffj are listed in Table I1I-1. 

The derivation of Hf j given by Swart= L Bean (196-J) illustrates m more 

detail the general procedure used to d e m t flu* jumpinq criteria in the 

adiabatic approximation. They considered the problrm of a semi-infinite 

slab cooled in an applied field directed parallel to its surface. This 

is a convenient arrangement since r.ur 1 H= Myi/I OKI reriucrs to 

dH/dJt = M n / 10)J (here * measures distance into the slab). The 

arrangement also approxmates a laroe cylinder into uhich an axial field 

has penetrated a relatively small distance. The ou'.t'r surface of the 

Slab is brought into the critical state by raising ttio applird field by 
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n v r* 
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an am'-i.'it Hs above the frosen-in field. A magnetic test pulse, iH. is 

then applied in a time which is short compared to rth but long compared 

to TB, The test pulse causes, in torn, a change in the M u x through the 

slab, power dissipation, heating, and a decrease in the pinning and 

critical current density (assuming that dJ/dT < 0). The decrease in 

pinning allows a further change in flux, &!\ to occur. In the analysis 

the current density is taken as Jc (B. T ) =Jc (rj)+ (dJc'dT )dT , that is, 

independent of field, and thermal conduction is ignored. Uith these 

assumptions* the pouer dissipation, temperature change, and change in 

Jc, all as a function of x, are implicitly included in the analysis. At 

a field 

Hfj = Hs = (-Tt3 \Q7 C Jc/tdJc/dTni=(T! 3 10'c Td)l 3-10 

the ratio of the change m flux through the slab to the st** of the test 

pulse. A*/AH. becomes unbounded, and the development of a flux jump from 

a small perturbation becomes favorable. Therefore in the adiabatic 

approximation Hf j depends only on the heat capacity. C. of the material, 

and on Td» a parameter weakly related to the material'* irreversible 

superconducting properties. Table 1II-1 includes estimates of the 

values of C, Td, and the resulting values of Hfj and Hff j for the 

materials used in this study. The sources of the figures used in the 

table are discussed m the sections yhich folloy. 

In some simpler treatpents, an average pouer dissipation and temperature 
rise is used to compute the changes in Jc, resulting in a slightly 
different numerical factor in the final expression for Hf), IJTTXIO 7 in 
the case of Hi'son et al (1370), and finxlO7 in the case cl Hancox 
(1965). A detailed derivation by m p f C1967), uhieh used Jc^aU )/CBo+B) 
rather than a value of Jc independent of field, resulted in an equation 
essentially identical to 3-10. 
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Pb-Bi 

Values of Hf] and Hffj for Pb-Bi alloys can be estimated from published 

data on the heat capacity and pinning of this material. These data 

(Hultgren et al. 1963, I96«) indicate that, in the temperature range of 

interest, the electronic contribution to the heat capacity of elemental 

Pb and Bi is much smaller than the lattice contribution. The results of 

the harmonic lattice dynamic theory (summarized for example in Phillips 

1971) can be used to estimate the lattice specific heat: 

C(lattice>=BT-'tirTs+..., B-MZn'Rg/SOd"1 3-11 

uhere Rg is the gas constant and »d ia the Debye temperature. Estimates 

of tl;-- heat capacities of the elements Pb and Bi are then obtained by 

substituting appropriate values for 9d into eq. 3-11. In his review of 

the Ion temperature heat capacities of metals. Phillips gives 

6d(Pb)=105K and Bd(Bi)=120K, which yield B(Pb)=.55X10'> and 

B(Bt) = . 56X1D-" Jcm-'K-». Shiftman and Neighbor (1972) studied the 

effect of the alloy composition and ambient temperature on ad of Pb-ei 

alloys containing up to ISXBi. They found that 8d decreased with 

increasing Bi content and with increasing temperature. At T=4K and uith 

15fiBi, Bd uas equal to 92K. implying a B of 1.26X10,-' Jem* 3K-<. 

Hultgren et al. present the results of measurements by Shubnikov and 

Chotkevich (1934) of the superconducting heat capacity of Pb-34.8XBi at 

5,6, and 8 K. The data are consistent uith a 8 of -2.4X10"' Jcm-'K"'. 

Euert and Sander(1971) measured the heat capacity of Pb-30%Bi films at 

5.2 and 8.5 K. Their results are consistent Kith B * 1.SSX10*' 

Jom-'K"'. The Pb-Bi samples tested in this study. which were 

susceptible to flux jumping, had compositions in the 50-56)!Bi range. A 
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heat capacity C = 2.4X10*' T ? Jem* 3*-' represents a conservative 

estimate for the heat capacity of these higher Bi-content alloys. 

The temperature dependence of Fp in Pb-Bi alloys has been measured. 

Campbell et al. C196S) measured Jc(S) at 4.2K and 2.IK and found that 

the change in Jc yith temperature uas proportional to the change in Me 

(the change in Me uith temperature was inferred from observed changes in 

Hcz). Coote et al. (1972) neasured the pinning at four temperatures 

between 4.45 and 8.1 X. and found a similar form for the temperature 

dependence of the pinning. A log-log plot of Fptat constant h) vs He-

indicated that Fp uas proportional to (Hc.-<">>!. which is in turn 

proportional to Me at fields much greater than Hci. Using 

Hc 2(T)=Hc;(0)Cl-t :). Coote's exDression for Fp (equation 2-3). 

Fp(T.h) d hi(1-h)Hcj(T>-. reduces to Fp(T.H) a H!(I- t -)1(1-t !-h»). where 

ho=H/Hcj(0). This expression in turn implies that: 

(lAIc)dJc/dT = 1/Td = (t/l-t-> (3(l-t r)-h 0l/!1-t*-h 0). 3-12 

Uith Tc=8.6X, equation 3-12 results in TdlH=u.1=4.2) = 4.47, 

Td(h 0=.25.1=4.2) = 3.35. and Td(h 0=.25.T=2> = 9.39. 8v comparison, the 

usual assumption that the pinning and critical currents are proportional 

to (1-T/To) uith To=Tc leads to -(1/JcdJc/dT)' 1=(To-T) which is 

independent of field and equal to 4.4K at 7=4.2K and 6.6K at T=2K. Uith 

B = 2.4X10"'Jcm- -AC"' and Td given by equation 3-12, the predicted flux 

jump fields for Pb-Bi are: Hf-(4.2)=4330 and Hf-(2.0)=2364 oe. 

It i.3 possible to check the applicability of the adiabatic approximation 

by comparing the magnetic diffusivity Dtn = ( 10*/4r-)p to the thermal 

diffusivity Dth=X/C. Pb-Bi at 4.2K has a large heat-capacity, 

C-18mJ/cm 3-K. and a normal state resistivity pn=3-5un-cm (Levy et at. 
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1966, Voigt 1568). This resistivity implies a value of Dth of -2000 

cm 2/s«c. Data is available on the thermal conductivity of low 

Si-content Pb-Bi alloys at 4.IK CPouell £ Blanpied 19541. The data 

shows a rapid decrease in K uith increasing Bi-content. With Pb-lOXBi 

KCsuperconducting)a100mU/cTii-K. and K(ncrmal)-25mW/cm-K. Using 100 

tntl/cm-K as an upper limit an K for the eutectic alloy, results in Dth<5 

ctnVsec. Even if the actual flux jump resistivity is a factor of 10D 

smaller than pn. Dm uill still be much larger than 0th. Therefore, the 

adiabatic approximation should be quite good in this material. 

Nb-Ti 

in superconducting Nb-Ti the lattice specific heat is considerably 

smaller than the electronic portion of the specific heat (values for 6d 

for elemental Hb and Ti are in the £75-423 K range). Therefore, 

prtdictions of C(T) based on estimate* of 9d and tha harmonic lattice 

dynamic theory are not useful. However. Sukharevskii et al. (1968) and 

Zbasnik (as quoted in luasa et al. 1569) have made detailed measurements 

of the lou temperature heat capacity of Nb-75J4Ti (Tc*7.5k) and Hb-65J:Ti 

(Tc*9,5k) respectively. The measured heat capacity increased roughly as 

T* at lou temperatures, passed through a peak a degree or two belou To, 

decreased somewhat as Tc was approached, and then increased as T 3 again 

at temperatures above Tc. In the 4-6 K range sukharevskii's data are 

consistent aUfc a ft ot 7.3-8.4XiTr* Jcm-H-* and Zbasnik's with a Q of 

4.8-6.0x10'* Jcitr3K"**. It is therefore reasonable to use a Q of 

-6X10 > 5 Jcm°K** in eq 3-10 tc estimate the flux jump field for our 

Nb-64%n sample 
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The temperature dependence of Fp and Jc for Hb-Ti alloys has been 

measured in a number of cases. Hampshire et al. (1969) and Noel et al. 

(1971) have published detailed plots of Jc(T) for 60 and 56-XTi 

respectively, at several values of applied field. The plots are 

generally linear, yith the slope decreasing slighly near T=Tc. Near 

T = 4.2. Jc(T) can be reasonably well fitted by the function 

Jc(T)=Jc(0HI-T/To) uith To approximately 1-2 K less than Tc. The 

parameter TtJ'Jc/dJc/dT at TM.2K ranges from 3.85 to 5.05 K for fields 

of 24 kOe to 0 kOe m Hampshire's data. The data of Noel et al. (1971) 

imply a value Td(4.2)=3.2K for fields in the 2.5-6.0 kOe range. Less 

detailed measurements reported by Uipf (19691 and riathur et al . (1974) 

imply similar values for Td(4.2) (Td=3-5 K at lou fields and 2-3 K at 

higher fields) but are not detailed enough to accurately determine the 

functional form of Jc£T). Several other authors (Kramer 1973. Brand 

1972, Hampshire £ Taylor 1972, Hillmann C Beat 1977) have fitted Jc or 

Fp data to expressions of the form Jc=c(b)Hcj**n. Using the form 

Hej=Hcj(0)(l-t*)» which is a good approximation for Nb-Ti (Hillmann C 

Best 1977), these expressions can be reduced to functions of ho-H/HCi(0) 

and T/Tc. Sfnce the field appears only in factors of the form H/HCj(0), 

the effect of K on Td is small at the fields of interest in this uork. 

Near H=0 the expressions reduce to the form Jc(T) AJc(0> = (1-t l)**m, where 

*Bussiere and LeBlanc have fitted Zbasnik's data to the function 
C = 3.816T 3-" J/cm^K. yhtch implies a 0(4.2) of -5x10-* J^cm 3*". An 
additional reference to the heat capacity of Nb-Ti has been made by 
Ogasauara, una, during a discussion of flux jumping in Nb"50XTi, stated 
that the heat capacity is described by C=5.5Xt0'>T' j/cm 3-K. However, 
Ogssauara did not indicate the source of his figure. It should also be 
noted that both Brechna and Stekley have quoted values of C(4,2) for 
Nb-Ti that are approximately a factor of four lower than the values 
reported by Sukharevsikn and Zbasnik. 
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M i l i 2 Csee fig 3 - D . The slope of the functions M-t 2)**m, with m 1 

1.5, decrease as Tc is approached; therefore these funct.-i-is Mould 

presumably provide a goad fit to the experimental data of Hampshire and 

Hoe). At intermediate temperatures, the slopes of the J e < D curves are 

all quite similar, and the values of Td(4.2) implied by the scaling 1aus 

are thus generally close to values derived from the direct measurements 

Of Jc(T). For our purposes the value Td(4.2) and not the exact 

functional form of Jc(T) is required, and a lou field value Td<4.2) I 3 

K is consistent with most cf the published data on Nb-Ti. Hith 8=6X10"' 

Jcm-3K"* and TdC4.2)=3K, Td(2)=6K, equation 3-10 predicts for Nb-Ti that 

Hfj(4.2)=2033, and Hfj(2)=945 Oe. 

Unfortunately, from the available datn it is difficult to determine if 

the adiabatic approximation is valid for Nb-Ti. Values of fir, for Nb-Ti 

at 4.ZK are generally in the SO-IDOttn-cm ranee (Gri^sbv 1968). This 

results in values of Dm of -4000-8000 cm 1/sec. However, since values of 

feff derived from the period of M u x jumps, rm, are often factors of 100 

smaller than *sn. the actual value of 0m during a flux jump could easily 

be as smalt as -50 cm s/sec. The valu? of Dth is also uncertain since 

measured values of K range from !0 to 400 mU/cm 3-* ClUlbeck C Setty 1908. 

Morton et al- 1975). This gives a range in Dth (using C=4.4X10" 3> of 

2-100 cm*'/sec. Therefore, uithout further measurements of the relative 

magnitudes of 0m and Dth in a given sample, th? applicability of the 

adiabatic analyses remains uncertain. 
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Niobium 

The lou temperature heat capacity of Mb has been measured by numerous 

investigators. A reasonable value (Hultgren et al.) is C(4.2)*2.$ 

mJ/em'-K. Since Kc 2 for Nb is only a feu kOe. magnetic fields of a (tOe 

or more have a strong effect on the heat capacity, in Ferreira's 

measurements. C(4.2) increased from 2.66 mJ/em 3-K at H=0-600 G tc 4.25 

m J / c m 3 - K a t H=14*0 oe. and to 4.86 mJ/c» 3-K at H=24BS Oe. At higher 

fields C decreased someuhat. 

The temperature dependence of Jo in sintered Nb tubes uas measured hy 

Kim et a ) . (1962). The Jc(T) data uere fitted reasonably uell by 

jc=Jc(0)(1-T/To) Mith To=.75Tc, implying Td(4,2)=2.75K. 

Using the heat capacity in zero field and Td=2.75K, equation 3-10 

predicts Hfj=(460 Oe for Nb. Including the effects of the magnetic 

field on C by using C=4.S mj/cm 3-* causes the calculated value of HTj to 

increase to 2000 Oe. 

The heat-capacity and thermal conductivity of Nb is similar to thai of 

Nb-Ti. K is of the order of «30nU/cm-K (Powell C Blanpied 1954). 

Therefore* Qth for Hb S* W » * thin lucm*/sec. The normal state 

resistivity of Nb depends strongly on its metallurgical condition. 

Houever, values of the order of 1 «Jl-cm are commonly reported (Weber 

1970. Van Der Klein et al. 1970). This gives a value Of Dm of -100 

cm 2/sec. Therefore, depending on the actual value of in, and its 

relationship to peff. the adiabatic approximation may be appropriate. 
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Dirty samples uith good pinning tend to have higher values of the 

resistivity, and therefore youId be more likely to have 0m >> 0th. 

Nb 3sn 

Vieland and Wieklund (I960) measured the heat capacity of sintered 

Hb 3Sn; the value tar CC4.2) uss -1.4 mJ/cm^-tt. Harper 11975) measured 

the specific heat of a dense single crystal of NbnSn snd foi*~ ' generally 

similar, although slightly higher, values for C(T) (-1.8 mJ/cm'-X at 

4.2K). Unfortunately, there is little detailed data available on c m 

below 4.2K. However, Hfj at 2K can be estimated by assuming that the 

- T 3 dependence of above 4.2K continues at the louer temperatures. Other 

investigators (Bussiere et al. 1974, Schuall et al. 1975. Houard 1976) 

have measured Jc(T) of HbjSn prepared in several different manners. The 

function Jc(T)=Je(0H1-T'/ToM uith To \-l K lass than It generally 

describes the experimental data quite yell. This form of Jc(T) implies 

that Td = (1-T*/To a)x<ToV2T) uhich with T O = 1 6 . 6 K results in Td<4.2)*30. 

and Td(2)=70. Therefore. Hf](4.2)=3670 Oe, and HfjC2)-l750 Oe. 

The beat capacity of HbjSn im slightly smaller than 1n Nh, and the 

thermal conductivity is vtr'/ lou (e.4mM/cm-K (ueger & Goldberg 1973)). 

As a result Oth is less than 1 em'/sec, smaller than any of the other 

materials considered here. The resistiviy of Hb^Sn is roughly of tt\e 

order of I0ufl-cm (Ueger £ Goldberg 1973), so Dm is on the order of 1000 

cm^sec. Thus NbjSn should approach the adiabatic limit. Houever, as 

uith Nb-Ti, there can be large variation in the the thermal conductivity 

and the effective resistivity among different samples. 
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Discussion 

The simple adiabatio flux jump criterion does not indicate anything 

about the size of an ensuing flux jump. In an attempt to deal uith this 

problem Suartz and Bean developed the concept of the adiabatic critical 

state. In this state each region of the superconductor carries a 

current density appropriate to its local temperature. The local 

temperature is assumed to be consistent with preceding adiabatic flux 

changes. Computer calculations of the flux profiles which followed a 

flux jump yere made using equations consistent uith the adiabatic 

critical state. The calculations showed that complete? flux jumps began 

to cccur at a field Hffj uhich turned out to be eqiul to the field 

calculated in eq. 3-9. At fields between Hfj and Hffj partial flux 

jumps yere possible. Unfortunately, the analysis did not describe tite 

actual tvoiution of a flux jump, consequently there is no guarantee that 

the computed adiabatic critical states will actually be reached. In 

fact, york by Noel et al. (1971) shous that the flux and temperature 

profiles in a Nb-Ti cylinder just after a jump do not agree uith the 

predictions of adiabatic theories. 

Some of the shortcomings of the adiabatic model may be due to the 

failure of the assumption that Om>>Dth. A review of the data on the 

relevant physical properties shous that this assumption may not be valid 

for several of the materials tested. The situation in Nb-Ti is 

particulary uncertain due to the U r g e possible variation in the thermal 

conductivity and effective resistivity. Sizable variations in both K 

and peff among different samples are also likely to occur with Nb and 
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NbjSn. In all cases sone uncertainty in the values of Pm arises because 

of the lack of information on the effective resistivity of a 

superscr.uV'tor during a H u s jump. However, the theory should apply in 

at lee^t some cases, and does provide insights int^ the fl»!x jumpimg 

process. The discussior. here also indicates several types of 

experiments that can be -ised to verify the theory. Khile attempts have 

already been rcarie to *:nd materials uith dJc/dT > 0 (these materials 

should be stable in all fields according to the adiabatic theory), 

systematic measurements of tho dependence of Hfj on Jc<T) have y?t to be 

done. T?*9 m:-asi.r»ments of the heat capneity of Nb-Ti shou that there is 

a region with dcvdT < 0. According to the ad ;ab«ti" theory* stability 

should be reduced m this temperature range. Measurements of Hfj(T) in 

this region Mould be ven- interesting. 

Z. Dynamic Flux Jump criteria 

As noted in section A--4. high conductivity normal metals in composite 

materials decrease rm nonEiderablv- In such composite materials tor 

superconductors uith Iou effective resistivities), uhere rm J tth, the 

thermal conduction tern in the heat equation (3-6), rather than the heat 

capacity term is used in the analysis of temperature changes caused by 

the pouer dissipation in the superconductor. As in the adiabatic model, 

a flux jump criterion can be developed by examining the response of the 

material to small thermal or magnetic perturbations. 

Wilson et al. (1970) present a rough estimate of the f'.ux jump criteria 

for a composite conductor consisting of alternating layers of Cu and 
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superconductor, perturbed by * small.temperature change ATi. The 

perturbation should die out and the material remain stable as long as 

the increase in temperature due to the flux change in the superconductor 

caused by the initial temperature pulse is smaller than the initial 

pulse. The temperature pulse ATi causes a change in Jc and a movement 

of the flux front further into the material J 

a Jc=<dJcA»T ) ATi, ax= (10/4n) (hVVs Jc • Mc/Jc, 3-13 

where Vs is the volume fraction of the superconducting material in the 

composite* and H is the field difference maintained across the portion 

of the sample in the critical state. The energy dissipation due to the 

field change is proportional to the product of the induced E-field and 

the critical current density Jc. The average energy dissipated per unit 

volume (averaged over the total depth of penetration of the field, x) is 

given by 

M=10-*JcHaX/3 (J/cm 3) 3-H 

The characteristic time over Mhieh this energy dissipation takes place 

is determined by the time constant for changes in flux (equations 3-5). 

Uilson uses x, the distance into the material that the field had 

penetrated before the temperature pulse uas applied, for the 

characteristic dimension. L, in eq. 3-5. since the resistivity of 

high-purity Cu or Al is equal to or lower than the flux jump resistivity 

of moat superconductors, the effective resistivity of the composite 

material is approximately equal to p/(l-Vs) uhere p is the resistivity 

of the normal metal. The additional temperature rise resulting from the 

flux motion* assuming uniform power dissipation across all the 

superconducting layers (each layer d(cm) thick, with thermal 

conductivity K(U/cm-K)>. is approximately given by (see carslau C Jaeger 

1959, p.130)J 
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aT=(dwAlt)dVl2K. 3-15 

Combining the equations, with du/dt=u/(rn>/2), and requiring AT to be 

less than or equal to the initial perturbation, a n , results in an 

expression that can be written as: 

6* i SKTdM-VsJ/^VsJe2. 3-»6 

The expression indicates that for layers belou a certain thickness, the 

composite should he stable. The level of the applied field does not 

appear in this expression. The expression is at best a rough estimate, 

since the derivation embodies several questionable approximations, 

including that of uniform energy dissipation in the superconducting 

layers and a critical current density independent of field. Aside from 

demagnetization effects, the derivation should apply equally well to the 

case in uhich a field is directed perpendicular to the layers of the 

composite. 

Equation 3-16 can be used to estimate the critical thicknesses for 

composite superconductors, for Mb-Ti (Td = 3 K, Jc=2X10 s A/cmJ • K = 10-'100 

mU/cm-K) uith Vs=.5 and with interleaved layers of copper uith ^=2X10*8 

ohm-chr equation 3-16 predicts a critical thickness of .010-.OSO cm. 

This thickness corresponds to a field difference of 25DO-2OD00 G across 

each superconducting layer. The effects of heat conduction out of the 

superconducting Nb-Ti layer and the flux damping effect of the capper 

layers has led to an increase in the estimate of the maximum field 

difference that can be stabty maintained across a superconducting slab 

by a factor of betueen 1.25 and 10 over the strictly adiabatic case. 

The critical thickness in Nb 3Sn is somewhat smaller, since Jc is a 

factor of TO larger and K someuhat smaller than for Mb-Ti. Uith 
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J C = 3 X 1 0 6 A/cm 2, K=4X10-* W/cm-K. Td=3l, and Vs=.5, equation 3-12 

predicts dNb 3Sn=.00074 cm. This thickness corresponds to a maximum 

field difference across one layer of 26D0 Oe, which is a field 

difference somewhat less than Hfj calculated in the adiabatic 

approximation. The calculation shous that because of the lou thermal 

conductivity of Hb 3Sn, the stabilizing effect of the heat capacity is of 

the same order as the heat conduction out of the MbjSn. Therefore a 

more detailed analysis is required to obtain a meaningful dynamic 

stability criterion for Nb 3Sn. 

Since the maximum energy dissipation may be much larger than the 

averaged value given in equation 3-14 above, a better approximation can 

be achieved by focusing more closely on the behavior of the region of 

the material experiencing the largest dissipation. An Improved 

stability criteria is obtained by applying a small hypothetical field 

perturbation, calculating the resultant energy dissipation in the 

outermost superconducting lay£r r and carrying through with an analysis 

of the succeeding field changes in the material. The energy dissipation 

caused by a field perturbation AHi is: 

u=10-'JeaHix. 3-17 

The rate of this dissipation is determined by Tm (equation 3-5). If the 

length L in the expression for rm is taken as x, the macroscopic field 

penetration depth (as in Uilson's analysis), then the expression (or the 

poucr dissipation in the outermost layer. 

dH/dt=(10/4Tr)(JcAHip)/(x(l-Vs)), 3-lfl 

is a factor of 3/Vs larger than in Uilson's analysis. This will lead to 

a corresponding decrease in the predicted critical thickness of the 

material, 
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Chester (1967) has presented a very terse derivation of the flux jump 

criterion for composite materials. He apparently used an expression for 

the energy dissipation in the outermost superconducting layer similar to 

equation 3-17. He also apparently assumed that, while the energy 

dissipation uas determined by the distance, x, into uhich the field had 

penetrated, rm uas determined by the thickness of the outrr copper 

layer. Chester also apparently used a less rigorous form for the 

temperature rise AT caused by the power dissipation duvdt. His result, 

in the limit of small Vs. uas expressed as a limitation on the field, 

Hs. that can be maintained across the composite, rather than a 

limitation on the layer thickness, d. His expression is more 

restrictive than Uilson's. since the energy dissipation in the outer 

layer is higher, and the time constant, determined by the corper layer 

thickness rather than the penetration depth, x, is shorter than -In 

Uilson's analysis. Chester also presents, without derivation, a 

criterion for the case o* :*-e field perpendicular to the composite. In 

this case the condition is independent of Hs and stability 15 predicted 

for superconducting layer thicknesses less than a critical size. 

Chester's analysis is overly restrictive* since he assumes that At 

results from a change in field throughout the macroscopic penetration 

depth, x. while using a im uhich is determined only by the thickness of 

the outer copper layer. Accounting more accurately for the *n*cts of 

the copper laminations on the field changes shows that if a field 

perturbation is applied to a composite material the outermost copper 

layer will limit dB/dt in the first layer to -AHi/Tm, and that the 

succeeding layers of copper will effectively prevent the flux change 
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fro* appreciably affecting the field farther into the material during 

thia initial time period ita. Therefore, the maximum value of A*, which 

determines the energy dissipated, is actually much smaller than is 

assumed by either Cheater or Wilson. However, the time constant, im, is 

relatively ahort ainee it is determined by the thickness of one copper 

layer (as in Chester's analysis)* In this case, the rate of energy 

dissipation in an element of the outermost superconducting layer d cm 

thick is: 

dn/dt=JcflHd/1tr,Tm. Inserting the expression for rm, and combining 

uith the expression for the temperature rise due to power dissipation 

dM/dt <eq. 3-15)* and the expression for the change in the shielding 

ability of the layer due to an increase in temperature AT, results in 

0Hs=(w 2/2O (£/K) Jc djc/dt d* AHi. Requiring that A H S / A H £ 1 results in 

an expression which may be written as-

d* i (24/ir1) (Td K V U c * />>. 3-19 

Thia represents a critical thickness that differs by a factor of 

<C3/ir*)(Va/<1-Vs))>i from the d in equation 3-16. 

0. Discussion 

The most obvious problems uith most flux jump theories are- they 

produce a necessary but not sufficient condition for the occurrence of 

flux jumps* thty a n not useful in predicting the extent of a flux jump 

onoa it i« under Hay. they fail to do more than qualitatively explain 

the extremely varied flux jumping behavior that has been observed* and 
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they are often based on questionable approximations. In order to 

overcome the first tuo problems the theories have to be extended past 

the initial moments of the flux jump to the period during which it 

propagates through the sample. The development of the adiabatic 

critical state is one approach to this problem. Computer solution of 

the full set of equations describing the process is also feasible, 

although it must be based on a definite theory of the flux motion in a 

superconductor before and during a jump. The disparity betueen 

experimental observations and the simple theories may not be due simply 

to the level of approximation used in most theories, but may indicate 

that the theories are in some way neglecting important factors. 

Experimental evidence favors the latter interpretation since the two 

factors that seem to affect Hfj most strongly, the rate of change of the 

applied field and the thermal environment, are essentially absent from 

most of the basic theoretical expressions for Hfj. 

Experimental and theoretical work indicates that the properties of the 

surface region of the sample are particularly important. Despite the 

fact that flux jumps in unclad bulk materials often occur on time acales 

that are short compared to the thermal diffusion time for the whole 

sample, the cooling environment does affect the value of Hfj. Usually 

the power dissipation due to the flow of flux into or out of the sample 

is highest near its outer surface where the flux linked by the critical 

currents and therefore the E-field are the highest. This is 

particularly true of fljx trapping situations where the magnetic field 

is lowest and the critical currents are highest near the outer edge of 

the sample. In addition, it should be noted that the surface is the 
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first portion of tht simple to feel « change in applied field, and the 

first portion to experience the power dissipation due to the propagation 

of a change in applied field into the Material. Although the more 

detailed derivations of Hfj implicitly include the spatial dependence of 

the poutr dissipation* the final expressions do not seem to reflect the 

particular importance of the surface. In unclad bulk materials it may 

therefore be necessary to focus more closely on the behavior of a small 

surface layer when discussing the initial development of flux jumps. 

Some progress has been made in this direction uith flux jumping theories 

for samples with surface barriers (S. Kim et at, 19771 and for samples 

with decreased pinning in a surface layer (sutton 1973). In both cases 

an adiabatio analysis showed that increased pinning in the surface layer 

can cause decreases in stability. However* purely sdiabatic theories 

may remain insufficient since the conduction of heat out of the surface 

layer seems to be important even vhen the observed value of Tth is much 

greater thin rm. The problem of determining whether a flux jump will 

continue to grow once it leaves the nucleation region must also be 

solved. Although computer solutions of the flux jumping process (riorton 

and Darby 1973) should implicitly include most of these factors, net 

enough solutions to specific experimental situations have been published 

to verify their utility. In materials clad uith normal metals these 

considerations are somewhat less important since the superconductor is 

both thermally and magnetically separated from the external environment. 

However, there 1s still a need for a more detailed analysis of the flux 

jump process in sheet composite materials. 
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tn some respects the present understanding of these instabilities is 

similar to the situation uith flux pinning. A good qualitative 

understanding of the roles of the major factors affecting flux jumping 

behavior has emerged from the numerous experimental and theoretical 

studies of the problem, and while many theoretical analyses embody 

different simplifying assumptions, there is again a tendency far 

theories to result in similar final expressions. As in the cases of 

most flux pinning theories, the present flux jumping theories also seem 

to be in good qualitative agreement uith many experiments. However, at 

this point a full calculation of the flux jump process using a computer 

seems to be possible, while a complete calculation of the flux pinning 

in any but the simplest structures is not. Experimentally, more 

systematic studies of the affect of parameters such as the pinning and 

heat capacity on flux jumping behavior will also be useful. 
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CHAPTER IV-EXPERIHEHTAL PROCEDURES AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

A. Experimental Method 

Experiments uere usually carried out inside a 6.3 cm ID glass deuar 

system at 4.2K uith the samples immersed in liquid helium, although 

temperatures doun to 1. 8K could be reached by reducing the pressure 

above the liquid He. The deuar was inserted into various conventional 

magnets at SLAC, including a small 5kC dipole magnet, large 10 and 20 kO 

transverse dipole magnets, and transverse quadrupole and sextupole 

magnets. In most cases* tubular samples held within the deuar by a long 

thin-uatled stainless steel tube uere aligned parallel to the axis of 

the deuar and perpendicular to the field direction. In general the 

samples did not extend past the end of the magnet gap and therefore 

relatively high field !*•'»•« Here present at the ends of the samples. 

Uith one of the magnetsr the lOkC dipole, the deuar reached only into 

the upper portion of the gap and consequently there uas an appreciable 

field gradient present at the sample location. The smaller 5kC dipole 

magnet in which some of the earlier measurements uere made had 15 cm 

diameter pole faces, and therefore samples tested in it experienced some 

nonuniformities in the field. 

The magnetic fields uere measured by inexpensive Hall effect probes 

(Bell FH-301-020 and FH-301-040',. Although the probes uere not 

specifically designed for low temperature applications* they proved to 

be convenient. They uere relatively small, .318 cm square X .051 cm 
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thick, with an active area. -102 cm X .203 cm, sensitive to the normal 

component of the field. The probes uere mounted in phenolic holders 

attached to a .635 cm diameter stainless steel tube concentric with the 

larger sample support tube. The tubes passed through simple 0-ring 

seals in the deuar cap. Thus the probes could be either translated 

axially or rotated from above, uhile their position uas monitored by 

potentiometers coupled to the driving mechanism. The probes were fairly 

reliable, they failed only occasionally due to delamination. Uith 

sensitivities on the order of 10-20 mV/kC (for currents of tens of 

mi 11 lamps) the probes produced easily measurable signals at the field 

levels of interest. The response of the probes uas fairly linear out to 

5-10 kC; at higher fields there was a gradual falloff in sensitivity. 

Calibration of the probes uas accomplished by measuring the field 

produced by the magnet uith a Bell gaussmeter and then recording the 

output of the Halt probes as a function of magnet current at either 

temperatures above ic, or uith the probes moved away from the samples. 

D u x trapping experiments Mere carried out by establishing a magnetic 

f~:eld in the sample uhile its temperature uas greater than Tc, cooling 

the sample to 4.2K tor lower) uhile the applied, U e l d rews.ir.etl 

constant, and then reducing the applied field to zero (Fig. 1-1). 

Shielding experiments uere carried out by cooling the sample in zero 

field and then gradually applying a field. Additional information on 

sample behavior uas obtained by cycling the field to full field and back 

to zero after a trapping or shielding test uas completed, information 

on the field distribution inside the sample uas obtained by either 

moving Hall probes across a sample at successive field levels, or by 
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leaving probes in a fixed position adjacent to or Hithin a sample as tht 

applied field uas varied. Curves of the Hall probe voltage vs applied 

field or position Here plotted by a Moseley/HP 163A dual-pen X-V 

recorder. D u x trapping and shielding ability uas directly reflected in 

either type of curve. Flux jumping was indicated by radical changes in 

the shape of successive field profiles, and by vertical steps in the B 

vs Ha curves. 

The nature of the experiments did not call for high precision 

measurements. The aim of the work uas to investigate the general 

properties of and limitations on the flux trapping process. One major 

limitation on flux trapping, flux pinning, differs from sample to sample 

even for similar materials; the other major limiting feature, flux 

jumping, is not a particularly repeatable process even with the same 

sample. Therefore, it did not make sense to attempt to achieve a very 

high degree of accuracy in the absolute field determinations. In 

practice, the precision of the field determinations varied considerably 

since several different magnets* experimental setups* and procedures 

were used. The potential sources of uncertainty included errors in the 

calibration of the Hall probe driving mechanism (5 1/i), misalignment of 

the Hall probes (variable, but generally S 1-£!i), variations in the Hall 

current (negligble except in the early experiments)* the hysteresis and 

remanent magnetism of the steel pole faces (varied with magnet used and 

experimental procedure), and the limited response of the pen recorder to 

rapid field changes. Typical overall uncertainties in the absolute 

field determinations were on the order of a few percent, although the 

relative accuracy of sets of measurements taken by a particular Hall 
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probe during one run uas better since most of the factors introducing 

uncertainties into absolute field determinations remained constant. 

B. Computer Modeling 

Analysis of the field profiles generated in the geometries used in this 

study is somewhat more difficult than for the usual case of a long 

cylinder in an axial field. Because of the high degree of symmetry in 

the latter case, the form of the critical state is particularly simple, 

Except near the ends of the sample, all currents flow a=imuthaly, 

Jtot=J*, the field is essentially axial. B=R2. the equation 

Jtot=tiOY4n)curl6 simplifies to Jtct=(tO/4n)dB2/dr, and critical 

currents flou in regions uhere there is a gradient in B. As a result, 

the field distributions caused by various magnetic histories can be 

easily estimated. A full solution of the problem of a thin flat disk or 

plate in an axial field is not nearly so straightforward. Nouever, the 

problem does retain some of th^ symmetries of th? long cylinder in an 

axial field, and can be reduced to an essentially one-dimensional 

problem with some additional approximations. A computer model of 

trapping and shielding by a thin onc-dimtMisicnal disk was developed. 

The model uai able to account adequately for the experimental behavior 

of a Nb-Ti sample, and highlighted some interesting aspects of the 

critical state in this geometry. The problem of a cylinder in B 

transverse field has less symmetry, and a& a result determining the form 

of the critics 1 state is a difficult problen. Neverthcless< progress 
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uas made in describing the nature of the critical state and in 

accounting for experimental observations through the use of another 

simple computer model. 

1. Thin Disk in Axial Fields 

Complications arise in the case of a flat disk in an axial field 

because the cylinder length is no longer greater than its diameter. 

Critical state currents still flou in the azimuthal direction, Jtot=J/, 

but cur 1B= Hit/" ID) J only reduces to t4ir/lD)J*=:OBr/az-aB2.i'ar J. This 

equation combines uith divB=0 and some form for the Jc(6) relation to 

form a nontrivial second order differential equation that describes the 

behavior of an irreversible superconducting disk. The solution of the 

equation for a disk of radius A and thickness q, involves various 

combinations of Bessel; sine, and exponential functions in the three 

regions; r<A, lzl<q/2 Cinside the disk); and r>A, |zl<t/2s lzl>t/2 

Coutside the disk). The solutions appropriate to the various regions 

have to be matched *o each other at the boundaries of the regions and to 

the applied field at infinity. As an alternative to solving this rather 

difficult boundary value problem, an iterative approach to a simplified 

version of the problem was used. The three-dimensional disk, which in 

practice uas 4.56 cm in diameter, and uas made up of three .005 cm 

layers of copper interleaved uith tuo .005 cm layers of Nb-Ti 

superconductor, uas modeled by an array of coaxial current loops lying 

in the 2=0 plane (Fig. 4-1). A closed form expression for the 

z-component of the field at an arbitrary point above a current loop: 
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Bz(Gauss) = ( 0.21 • (Cri4r) 2+z 2)i ) ( K + Etri*-r*-z 2)/CCri-r)*+zM ) 

where ri=radius of a current loop (cm) 

(ri2)=location of the observation point 

I=eurrent in a loop (amps) 

K*E=eomplete elliptic integrals of the first & second 

kind uith argument k given by 

k = 4rxri / ( rj+ r)t + zi 

uaa used to calculate the field generated by currents flowing in the 

loops. The sums of the contributions from the nested loops to the field 

at a series of points above the model disk were plotted, resulting in 

Bz(r) profiles along a line above a diameter of the model disk. 

The disk uas subdivided into Nil*0 current loops, each uith an effective 

width of flr=2.2«/18Q=.0127cm or less, and thickness Az=.010cm. The 

current I(ri) flowing in the ith loop uas equal to J^CriJxArxAz, where 

J*(ri) was the current density at the radius ri of the ith loop. The 

field was calculated at points which were 0.076Zcm above the plane of 

the current loops. These points coincided uith the approximate location 

of the active area of the Hall probe used to meisure the experimental 

field profiles. The computer-generated profiles were insensitive to 

changes in H. for H > 100, as long as z was large compared to the 

spacing of the loops. The profiles were sensitive to changes in z only 

near the center and edge of the disk; in these areas the magnitude of Dz 

increased somewhat uith decreasing z. 
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In its simplest form, the model was used to compjie field profiles due 

to a uniform current distribution, J*(ri)=constant for n < A. and other 

sinR'e. arbitrarily specified forr.s ci JPCri). The field profiles 

senerateH by uniform azimuths! currents .igreed -ie M with experimental 

measurements at higher fields {see Fie;. -?- 21. At lower fields where Jc, 

riJc/dS. and the total ficlu difrerence across the disk f ice were 1arger• 

the agrtement uas pourer. 

A better fit to the data was achieved uith a more sophisticated form of 

the model (Fit;. 4-1) in which the current distribution in tne rfisk was 

adjusted in an it-relive fjshion until v'l*.n? was equal to *.' 'R?(ri>), 

uhere Sjtri) uas the ?-ccoDon«rt a' the fi»lri at r = ri. m d .TC t B7 uas an 

assumed form for the critical current vs Field relation. The computer 

used Bztri) values calculated in the nth iteration to determine the 

values of Ji*(rO used to calculate B;(ri) in the n+lth iteration. 

Computations were stopped when sucessive field profiles became 

indistinguishable. Starting with an initial guess of J*(ri)^constant, 

the final self-consistent solution uas usually obtained after fewer than 

10 iterations. Flatter -TrCB? relations allowed faster convergence then 

more raoidly varying forms of J c O K Behavior at different field levels 

uas modeled by adding a uniform bias field Da to the field generated by 

the circulating currents. In these cases, the J? values it each 

iteration were determined by J # ( n 1 = J C ( A 3 J ( r i ) + Ba). where ABz(ri) uas 

the field generated by the currents J* from the previous iteration. Neu 

ABz(ri) values were then calculated with the new set of J*tri) values. 

After sufficient iteration a s»lf-ronsistent solution in which 

J*(ri)=Jc(ftBz(rI)+Ba) at every current loop was obtained. Simulation of 
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Fig. 4-2 Experimental and model curves for the field profile 
above • thin superconducting disk. Solid curve - field 
profile from a shietdiny test of a Hb-Ti/Cu disk. 
Dotted curve - field profile generated with model by 
assuming a uniform current density of .76 x 10* A/cm 2 

flows throughout the disk. 

either trapping or shielding currents uas obtained by choosing the 

appropriate direction itz) of the bias field in relation tu the 

direction of J#. The mode) aliened any analytic form for Jc[B) to tie 

used Cor even a completely arbitrary form of Jc(3) specifield bv a small 

table o* Jc.B values), although for convienc? Jc=aVB»6o (Kim model) uns 

general!/ used in the cal-ulations described here. 

The parameters in the JcCB) expression uer-» varied until good agree went 

between experimental and theoretical field profiles at several field 

levels was obtained. Comparisons between n series of measured and 

calculated profiles for the Nb-Ti disk are shoun in figures J-3 and -1-4. 

With the simple Kim mod*I expression for Jc(e), close agreement could 

not be achieved over the full 0-20kG field range, indicating that the 

actual Jc(B) relation for the material uas mare complicated than 

Jc=«/B+Bo. However, as shoun m the figures, the model uas able to 

account for the general form of the trapping and shielding profiles 

which were observed while the sample U D S in the full critical state. 

Further refinements in the imrie' are possible, such as using the total 

field C8z 2+Br 2)l calculated at p e n t s closer to the disk to determine 

the J^(ri) values, although the additional computations entail added 

camp Iicat tons and increases in computer time. In cases where trapping 

currents are flowing, the effect of using Br at r=.076 cm rather than 

2-0 is to slightly underestimate the field used to determmp J* near the 

center, and Sltghtlv overestimate it near the edge. Where shielding 

currents are flowing, the reverse occurs. The overall effect of such 

refinements on the generated field profiles is not expected to be largp. 
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r(9. 4-3 Field tripping curves from a Nb-Ti/Cu thin-disk sample. 
Solid curves - series of field profiles taken in decreasing 
applied fields [trapping). Dashed curves - curves generated 
uith critical state model uith Jc=2.2xlOs/(H6V2700> Avcm !. 
Dotted curves - points generated with currents reduced by 
a factor of <r/.25> at r i .25 cm. 

2 0 
RADIUS 

Fig. 4-4 Shielding curves from a Nb-Ti/Cu thin disk sample. 
Solid curves - series of field profiles taken in increasing 
applied fields (shielding), pashed curves - curves generated 
uith critical state model uith Jc = 2.2x105/t1+B/2700) A/cm 2. 
Oott?d curves - points generated uith currents reduced by 
a factor of (rv.25) at r i .25 cm. Crosses - points generated 
uith currents reduced by a factor of (r/.3S) at r i .35 cm. 
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node ling of curves taken before field changes had penetrated to the 

center of the disk trig. 4-Sa) required further assumptions about the 

critical current pattern in the disk. It Mas evident that the uhole 

staple did not enter the critical state until the flux front penetrated 

to the oenter of the disk. Hogaver, attempting to model the behavior by 

• Honing currents to flou only in regions uhere there Has large scale 

flux penetration Has not successful. Reducing JiKri) to zero at some 

cutoff radius invariably leads to negative field peaks in Bz(r) near the 

cutoff radius, even when J#(r) Mas brought smoothly to Jero at the 

cutoff radius. Furthar investigation Mith the model indicated that the 

extra fiald peak could be eliminated, and s flat Bi(r) profile at small 

r generated, only by alloying aome current to flou over the central 

portion of the disk. 

One attempt to determine the required current distributions uas made by 

using a procedure in union the computer generated field profile was 

compared at every Iteration to the experimental one. The difference 

betueen the field calculated in the nth iteration and the experimental 

field Has used to determine the adjusted values of the currents used to 

calculate the field profile in the n+lth iteration, unfortunately, the 

solution Mould not converse to • stable form, even when field 

differences over a range of radii near a loop iiere used to compute the 

•odifiad value of the current in that loop. The nonlocal nature of the 

problem evidently prevented the procedure from uorking. However, a 

relatively good fit to the data uas obtained after surprisingly feu 

iterations by manually modifying the current distribution after each 

iteration. The reaultant fiti. to the data (Fig. 4-5a) indicated that 
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F . g . 1-5 Field profiles )ust above a Hb-Ti/Cu thin disk sample, obtained 
after the sample wss cooled in zfrro field, but before field changes 
had penetrated !;o the center ->i the sample. Dashed curves were 
calculated uith critical st.ite model using Jc=6x 10s/"(D+2700), 
and the current distributions shown in (b). 
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ItrU Has a steadily decreasing nonzero function of r across the inner 

portion of the disk. The postulates of the critical state require that 

currents flow at a ourrent density J=±Jc(B) or not at all. The two 

constraints can be net by assuming that the shielding currents flou at 

J=Jc(B) in a thickness of material that decreases with decreasing 

radius. This thickness can be readily estimated by calculating the 

thickness of material needed to oonduct the current K r i ) at a current 

density Jc<Bz(ri)+Ba): z=I(ri)/ArJc(Bz(ri)+B»). As shown in Fig, 

4-5b» reasonable forms for the depth of penetration of the critical 

state currents vs radius were obtained. These current distributions are 

similar to the current distribution required to generate a uniform field 

inside an extremely oblate ellipsoid of revolution. Such a body can be 

uniformly magnetized by uniform azimuthal currents flowing on its 

surface. 

Reasonably good fits to experimental field profiles Mere also obtained 

with the same basic model for cases in which profiles were recorded 

shortly after the direction of dHa/dt had been changed. In these cases 

the experimental curves Here accounted for by assuming that all the 

critical currents Mowed in the reverse direction at radii greater than 

the distance into uhich the field change had penetrated, and that some 

proportion of the current flowing at smaller radii also reversed 

direction. 

Although most of the features of the critical state are retained in the 

disk geometry, the usual arrangement in which critical state critical 

currents flow only in regions where a large scale flux change has been 
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felt, is not sufficient, tn the disk geometry critical currents flaw in 

regions where Bz 0.075 cm. above the disk is less than 5X of the applied 

field and uhere presumably the z-component of the field actually 

threading the material is even less. The currents cannot be wholly 

attributed to reversible magnetization currents since similar behavior 

is observed when an applied field is decreased after the disk is cooled 

in a 3400 Oe field (Tig.4-6). Apparently the small fraction of dHa/dt 

felt near the center of the disk induces the critical currents, One 

other interesting feature of these measurements is that critical 

currents apparently flcu over a sizable region in uhich Bz is nearly 

constant. The expression J^=10/4Tr(aSr/3z-3bZ/ar) can therefore be 

satisfied only if there is a large chango in Br, on the order of a few 

hundred gauss, in the material. The features observed here with 

superconducting disks should also occur near the ordinarily neglected 

ends of long cylinders in axial fields. 

2- Tubular Samples in Transverse Fields 

Applying a transverse field to a cylindrical sample eliminates much of 

the symmetry present in the axial fieid case, and additional 

complications arise when a sample's length/diameter ratio is not large. 

A rough idea of the critical current pattern for this geometry can be 

obtained by deform-ng the current pattern of the thin disk to fit a 

semi-cylinder surface. The currents evidently flow in approximately 

saddle-shaped paths over the cylinder surface. The squat ions uhich 

determine the actual form of the critical state. (10/4it)cur 1 H=J f divJ=0, 

jsjc(H). plus the proper boundary conditions and the magnetic history, 
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Fig. 4-6 Flux trapping with a Hb-Ti/Cu thin disk in an axial field. 
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are quite complicated for this geometry. Again a simplified form for 

the critical state uas assumed and used to compute field profiles that 

could be compared with experimental observations. 

The model developed uas one in which the critical currents flowed 

axially down the sides of the tubular samples and followed circular arcs 

across their ends (Fig, 4-7). (The current path? are similar to ones in 

the circular-head coils used to deflect the electron beam in some simple 

CRT tubes.) The transverse field along a sample's axis due to these 

currents uas computed by summing field contributions from a series of 

pairs of nested circular-head coils arrayed on the sample surface. An 

expression for the transverse field at a point along the axis a distance 

1, from one end nnd • distance lj from the other end of a pair of 

circular-head coils can be derived from the Biot-Sivart Law (Harris 

193<). The result is: 

BK = .4I/R < Q(i*c*)stU**)3'* + d ( 2 + d 2 ) / ( 1 + d J ) S / l ) sin<*) 

where: c=li/R. d=lz/R, 

L = li + I jSlength of the straight segments 

R=radius of the curved end segments 

2^=angIe included by a curved end segment. 

The surface of a sample was typically subdivided into N = tS-31 current 

paths. The effective width of the straight sections. As. was equal to 

TTR/4N. The width of the circular sections was betueen nR/4N and 

,5lV(N.-l). A width of RIT/4N for the circular segments resulted in a 

uniform current density on the sample surface, and a current pattern 

(for 2TTR < L) in which the straight sections of the current paths 



Fig. 4-7 Critical current model for tubular samples in transverse fields. 
The louer portion of the figure shows the type of field distribution 
obtained by summing the field contributions from a series of nested 
current loops similar to the one shown in the upper portion of the 
figure. 
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reached the center of the surface before the circular sections. A uidth 

of L/"2(N-1J resulted in lower current density in the circular-end 

segments than along the straight sections* and a current pattern in 

which all the current paths reach the center of the tube surface at 

once. The latter pattern resulted in profiles with steadily increasing 

values of Bx towards the center of the tube, while the uniform current 

density pattern resulted in steeper field gradients near the ends of the 

tube sr.rf a flatter profile near its center. The latter pattern also 

resulted in small field peaks at the sample ends due to the 

concentration of current in that region. Thin-walled samples were 

modeled by setting the effective thickness of ihe current paths* flr. 

equal to the thickness of the sample wall. Thicker walled samples were 

modeled by adding contr^butioi-s from a series of current sheets located 

at decreasing values of the radius. The current per loop was set equal 

to the product of an assumed current density and the cross-sectional 

area of the current paths. I=JcAsdr. The field due to currents flowing 

over a limited portion of the sample surface could be calculated by 

restricting the values of f to between n/2 and some angle greater than 

aero, However, the field profiles along the axis of the tube were found 

to be insensitive to such changes as long as the totnl circulating 

current was kept constant. It was also possible to have the current 

density vary with angular position in a given manner. With J a sinti*) 

(a current distribution expected to produce a roughly tin i form transverse 

field i nside the tube). Bxtz) curves with a form similar to ones 

generated with J=constant. but with approximately half the peak field 

intensity were obtained. As with the disk model, trapping &r shielding 

at different field lev* Is was modeled by ad'Jir.g a imHorm d^-ole field 

of the appropriate polarity. 
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The model was reasonably successful in accounting for the field profiles 

along the axis of a variety of samples. Several examples of the fits 

obtained mrt shown in chapter 5 (see Figs. 5-19,37.38,39,42,43.44.45). 

However, since similar field profiles along the axis could be generated 

by routing the same net current in different patterns on the surface, 

the model was not able to determine precisely the current pattern of the 

critical state in these samples. Since only the -field along the axis 

and not the field near the superconducting material Has calculated, the 

model uas limited to a simple Bean-type form for Jc<6). 
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CHAPTER V-EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS 

A. Lead Samples 

Lead cylinders uere tested in both axial and transverse fields. A M 

measurements were made at 4.2K with the samples immersed in LHe. The 

samples did not exhibit a strong fleissner effect, and even annealed 

samples of this tvpe-I material were able to trap transverse dipole 

fields of over He/2 <HeCPb)=52S Oe). Transverse quadrupole fields Mith 

a gradient of -140 6/cnw corresponding to a peak field of -1 GOG in the 

sample Hall, uere trapped in a ho M o w sample. The effective trapping 

currents* which decreased Mith increasing field, uere nn the order of 

1X10 3 Ascm 2. No flux jumps uere observed with any of the lead samples. 

The measurement techniques used uith the tead samples are described in 

section 1. and the experimental results are summarized in table v-l and 

discussed in more detail in sections 2-5. 

1. Experimental Setup for Dipole Field Measurements 

The holloM samples had one Hall probe located inside and near the center 

of the cylinder and a second probe on the outer surface nearly in line 

with the first. Transverse or axial fields uere applied as an X.-Y 

recorder plotted the local field vs applied field. Starting uith the 

sample cooled in zero field, four characteristic fields could be 

determined- Hi, the shielded field at which the internal field began to 
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change appreciably with further increases in the applied Held! Hz> the 

field at which evidence of superconductivity vanished* that is* when the 

local field became approximately equal to the applied field; Hg» the 

field at uhich evidence for superconductivity reappeared as the field 

was reduced from above* i.e., when the local field no longer equaled the 

applied field; and Btf, the magnitude of the field trapped in the sample 

when {he applied field «** reduced to aero. In general there uas a 

large spread among the values of these fiefds. particularly in 

transverse fields, H,3 uas less than H 2 . and the fiefd measured by the 

probes Has always greater than the applied field when the applied field 

uas reduced from H 2. 

The f>b samples were tested in a magnet whose pole diameter uas 

approximately equal to the sample, length. Therefore* in the transverse 

fietd measurements the sample experienced a nonuniform fields and the 

ends of the sample may have remained superconducting after the center 

portion had gone normal. The field nonuniformity contributed to a 

smearing out of the transition and the increased spread among the 

various fields in the transverse field measurements. 

With most samples the exact form of the B vs Ha curve depended to some 

extent on the rate of change of the applied field. In the case of the 

ho 11OH lead cylinder, ffux was observed to leek out of the sample for 

some tine after the applied field had been turned off. other 

investigators have also found long relaxation times in lead samples. 

For example* a lead sample tested by Voigt required up to tens of 

minutes to come into equilibrium Mith the applied field. No systematic 
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study of this effect uas undertaken with the W a d sftmo'.es tonsured here. 

KcKever rite effects uhich prevent the cample from being in equilibrium 

with the applied field can account in part for the large values of H 2, 

H 2. and Btf that were observed. In addition, the fiWci r«mp in these 

initial experiments uas not particularly smooth. The irregu'ar ramp 

coupled with the limited resppn^e time of the pen reeordsr led *a 

someuhat irregular c ws Ha curves irom which it uas often difficult to 

accurately determine values of the characteristic -fields. 

Z. Results in Transverse Dipole Fields 

In its as-formed state the hollow cylinder trapped a transverse field of 

over 3Q0C in its center and approx. 100G at the outer surface. A larger 

difference between the internal field and the applied field Cover 5Q0G) 

uas observed when a reverse field uas applied to the sample Mith a 

trapped field in it. In this case the field in the material uas 

everywhere less than 300G. The measurement therefore jndicflted that the 

Pinning and effective critical currents were higher at Ten fields than 

near He. The computer program (described in section 1V-8-2* indicated 

that an average current density of approximately .RfrXlO3 A/cm : is 

required to maintain a 5006 field difference ^n the transverse case. 

tittle changp in behavior uas observed after the cylinder uas annealed. 

The cylinder uas then bored to an ID of 1.90 cm. slipped over «n Al tube 

and annealed i 200*C for 65 hrs. As a result of the reduction in wall 

thickness from .77 cm to .21 cm, Btf was reduced from approximately 300C 
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to 160G. the spread in H-valucs decreased, and the aren of the B vs Ha 

curve was reduced. The computer program indicated that an average 

current density of approximately .9X10 3 A/cm : is required to trap a tSOG 

transverse field in this sample. Uith the thinner gall the trapped 

field at the center of the outer surface was appro*imnte1y equal to the 

field trapped inside the center of the cylinder. A scan of the 

transverse field along the axis of the cylinder showed that the field 

was effectively trapped over approximately 2/3 of the length of the 

c/tinder. The sample effectively shielded a field approximately twice 

as large as it trapped. This result may have been due in part to 

increases in shielding or trapping currents uith decreasing fields. In 

a shielding situation most of the material is in a low or zero field 

while in a trapping situation mosi of the material is in a field close 

to fitf. The asymmetry may also have been partially due to the 

reversible magnetization of the material assisting flux shielding and 

opposing flux trapping. (An ideal reversible lead sample would be 

expected to shield out fields of up to Hc/(l-nd)=160 o> in the 

transverse case, but would oppose any flux trapping.) 

3. Results in Uniform Axial Fields 

The characteristic fields H* • Hi. and H 3 . were mere sharp iy* defined in 

the B vs Ha curves taken in the axial field than in those taken in the 

transverse field. H 3 was close to values measured in the transverse 

case and agreed well uith the value of Hc(4.2)=528C for pure lead 

CLvnton 1962). The cylinder trapped axial fields of 430-S4JG uith some 

apparent loss of trapped flux uith time from the higher trapped fields. 
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The axial fiald shielding increased over the value for transverse 

fields, consistent with the reduction in demagnetization factor from 

-1/2 in the latter case to -0 in the former. A field difference of 5006 

across the 0.21 cm Mali implies an average current density on the order 

of 1.9X10' A/cm2 in the cylinder uall, although theoretically the 

trapping and shielding could have bean accomplished by Meissner currants 

flouing uithin a penetration depth of tha eampla surface. 

4. Results in Transverse Quadrupole Fields 

As shown in Fig. 5-1. the sample uas cooled in a transvara quadrupole 

field with a gradient of 165G/cm. Hall probes mounted on a rotatable 

phenolic holder suspended near the midpoint of the hollow cylinder 

aansed »<») at r=.43 cm, and r=.83 cm. The peak field intensity 

increased by -2X aa the aample uaa cooled uith liquid He. After the 

applied field vas reduced to zero, a slightly distorted quadrupole field 

with peak values some 10X smaller than the original appliad field 

remained trapped in the interior of the hollou sample. The gradient of 

the trapped field. -H2G/cm, implied a peak trapped field of 165G in the 

outer portion of th* cylinder uill. This peak field level uas 

approximately equal to the largest transverse dipole field that could be 

trapped in the cylinder. An ideal 2-dtmenaional quadrupole field can be 

generated by a cylindrical current distribution described by: 

e O ) = U0/2x> li r cos<2*> 5-1 

uherc a is the linear current density (A/c») on the cylinder surface. G 

is the gradient of the quadrupole field generated, r is the radius of 

the cylindrical surface, and * is the azimuthal angle (Seth 1966). This 
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expression predicts that a H2G/c» field requires currents of up to 

1.1X10' A/cm a flowing in the .21 cm thjck wall of the lead sample. 

5. Sot id Sample 

A solid lead cylinder of approximately the same size as the hollow 

sample uas tested in a transverse dipole field. A probe on the outer 

surface measured trapped fields nearly equal to those measured on the 

outer surface of the hollow cylinder. Again there uas a lack of a 

strong Meissner effect. 

6. Discussion 

The interpretation of the data on the Pb samples presents some 

difficulties because of the potentially large contribution from the 

reversible magnetization, and the problem of quantifying the reversible 

magnetization in * sample which clearly has nonuniform fields Inside. 

In the transverse case the sample shielded a field at least 60 C in 

exoess of what an idee I reversible Pb sample could echieve> and trapped 

fields of 160-300 (j (a reversible sample cannot trap transverse fields 

at all). Trapping currents of at least 0.9X10* A/em* uere implied by 

the trapping results, although the actual magnitude of the irreversible 

currents must be somewhat higher since the currents due to the 

reversible Magnetization act in opposition to the trapping currents. 

The results in axial fields do not provide any additional information on 

the irreversible currents since even a fully reversible h o M O M cylinder 

is capable of trapping and shielding fields of approximately He. 
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The size of the trapped quadrupole field is significant since the 

quadrupole field trapping ability is consistent with irreversible 

currents flowing at roughly the same level as uas demonstrated uith the 

dipole field measurements-

a. Niobium Samples 

variously shaped niobium samples u^r^ tested in transverse dipole* 

quadrupole. and scxtupole fields. One sample uas also tested in an 

axial field. Relatively large trapped fields uer» attained uith sever*) 

of the samples in transverse dipole fields; in some cases Btf uas close 

to Hcj. Quadrupale fields of moderate strength and with good fidelity 

to initial applied fields were trapped inside tuo hollow cylinders. A 

small sextupole field uas also trapped in one simple. Flu* jumping 

limited trapped fields in some of the samples to lower levels in some 

runs. Table v-2 summarizes the results uith the Mb samples. The 

behavior of the individual samples is discussed in more detail in the 

sections below. 

1. Nb-fi 

4.95 cm 00 x 4.29 cm ID x 13.46 cm long 
Total impurities < 10D0 ppm 

Transverse dipole fields of 2500-260DC were trapped in the center of the 

cylinder, although flux jumps often limited trapped fields to the 
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1350-1550 6 range. The flux jumps were observed only in decreasing 

applied fields or uhen a reverse field uas applied after the sample had 

trapped a field. The critical current level required to trap a 25006 

transverse field was estimated by applying the computer program outlined 

in section IV-B-2 to this sample. The calculation implied that the 

average current density in the sample uas approximately 1 - OX 10* A/cm*. 

Z. Nb-Bl 

4.88 cm OD X 4.37 cm 10 X 13.-46 cm long 
Sample Nb-B with slightly reduced wall thickness 

A sextupole field with S> zB/3r 2=42 G/cm 2 was trapped. The trapped field 

retained its basic sextupole nature, although some distortion uas 

evident, particularly near the inner uall of the sample. The peak 

values of the trapped field uere up to SH greater than the initial 

applied field, due to flux redistribution. The magnitude of the trapped 

field uas limited to a peak value of approximately 1000 by the 

capabilities of the magnet and power supply. 

A 66 G/cm quadrupole field, corresponding to a peak field of '150c. uas 

trapped uith only slight distortion and an increase of i f>% in peak 

field strength from the original applied field. A 660 c/cm field uith 

ptak trapped fields of over 1300C and somewhat more distortion uas also 

trapped (Fig. 5-2). A slightly larger quadrupole field could be trapped 

by cycling the magnet to full field and back to zero. Equation 5.1 

.implies that current densities on the order of 1.0X10* A/cm 2 are 

required to produce these quadrupole fields. 
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Fig. 5-2 Br(^) at r = 1.55 cm (upper curves), and r = 2.06 cm 
tlouer curves), before and after sample Nh-Bl was cooled 
in a 660 Cent quadrupole field. Solid curve - T > Tc, Ha-on 
dashed curves - T=4.2K, Ha-off. 

Nb-Bl uas also used in a test uith a transverse dipole field in uhich « 

rotating coil uas used to sense the field. A harmonic analyzer measured 

the harmonic content of the applied field inside the hollow sample uith 

T > Tc, the field inside the sample with the external magnet still on 

and the sample cooled to 4.2K, and the trapped field remaining after the 

applied field uas reduced to zero. The results of the measurements are 

shown in table V-3 and figures 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5. The figures shou .he 

amplitudes of dipole, quadrupotei and sextupol* components of the field 

when the sample is normal and the applied field on, and af the trapped 

field. The figures shou that the quadupole and sextupole components of 

the applied field (as welI as the dipole component) increase 

approximately linearly uith magnet current, for fields less than 12D0G, 

the multipole content of the trapped field uas nearly identical to the 

original field. At higher fields the dipole component is sharply 

reduced, and the quadrupole and sextupole components were much larger 

than in the original undisturbed applied field. The reduced value and 

increased distortion of the trapped field uere caused by a flux jump or 

jumps occurring as the applied field uas reduced to zero. As noted 

above, experiments uith Hb-B showed that the sample could •-•ccasi Dnall v 

trap fields of 2500-2600G but that these fields often decayed via flux 

jumps to the KOOG level. The presence of the spinning coil with its 

attendant vibration and turbulence in the liquid helium, or the slightly 

different field ramping function of the power supply-magnet combination 

used in this test, was apparently limiting trapped fields to the lower 

values by increasing the probability of a flux jump occurring. Cycling 

the magnet to over 6O0DG and back to zero also resulted in a distorted 

t'apped field of -MO0G. The magnitude of these trapped dipole fields 
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function of the field in which sample Nb-BI Nfid cooled 
to A.2K. x - sample above Tc. Ha-on; • ~ sample 
at 4.*K, Ha-off. 
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Fio,. 5-5 Sextupole component of spinning coil output as a function 
of the field in which sample Nb-Bl was cooled to 4.2K. 
t - sample above Tc, Ha-on; + - sample at 4.2K, Ha-off. 
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T«!U V-3 
RESULTS Or MEASUHEMENIS UITH THE SPINHING COIL 

AND HARMONIC ANALYZER OH SAMPLE NB-B1 
* I • 

TtK) HaCOe) B(C) Vquad(mv) vaex(mv) 

> Tc 755 755 12.5 18.2 
4.2 755 753 13.6 19.9 
4.2 0 752 13.6 19.8 

) Tc 950 980 13.0 23.9 
•4. 2 950 980 13.0 25.0 
4.2 0 980 13.2 25.0 

> Tc 1143 1143 14.9 27.9 
4.2 1137 1!39 15.0 28.0 
4.2 0 1125 17.0 22.3 
4.2 0 U25 17.0 22.3 «« 

> T c 1207 1207 16.0 29.3 
4.2 1207 1194 16.0 30.0 
4.2 0 927 262.0 133.1 

> Tc 1444 1444 23.0 35.0 
4.2 1436 1444 24.0 34.0 
4.2 0 1305 118.0 85.0 

> Tc 1636 1636 26.7 39.0 
4.2 1635 1635 26.7 39.0 
4.2 0 1305 305.0 182.0 

> Tc 1S09 1809 19.2 44.5 
4.2 1J39 1853 25.0 45.0 
4.2 a 1411 380.0 225.0 

) Te 2160 2160 36.0 52.0 
4.2 2250 2250 38.0 56.0 
4.2 0 1440 440.0 280.0 

+ Ha = applied transverse dipole Held 
* B = amplitude of the dipolfc field uitbin the notion 

sample* derived from the dipole component of the 
spinning coil voltage 

C I Vquad and Vsex - amplitudes of tht quadrupole and 
sextupole component! of the spinning coil voltage 

** This measurement yas made after watting 1 hr uith the 
sample maintained at 4.2K uith Ha=0. 
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aas approximately tqual to tha aagnitu.de af th* peak quadrupole fields 

trappad In th* saae saapl*. 

o 
3. Nb-E 

5.99 ca 00 X 3.66 cm 10 X a.Sl ca long 

Tha saaola uaa cooed in quadrupol* fields Hith gradients of up ts 327 

e/ea (-5609 at th* inn«r veil of th* saaale). As th* aaaple us* cooled 

to 4.2K, th* paak fi«lda inor«i**d by 3-6X naar th* o*nt*r of th* holloa 

cylinder and 15-22% near th* oytfnder'a innar Nail, du* to flux 

redistribution Hlthtn th* relatively thick sample utile. This flue 

eoneentration effect aaa anst likely due to the partial expulsion 

ineissner effeot) of flux fro* the portions of the saaiple wall in loa 

fielda. The field then changed only slightly as the applied field uaa 

reduced to zero, leaving a trapped field Hith a basic quadrupola fora 

and a Magnitude that ranged froa alightly less than the original applied 

field to 10-2OX aor* than th* original applied field. Figur* 5-6 ahous 

th* fara of Br(4) before end after the saaple Has cooled in a 275 9/cm 

Meld, and after the applied field Has removed froa th* cooled saaple. 

The aagnet Has than cycled to full field and back to zero leaving a 

trapped quadrupole field utth a gradient of -460 o/ea and peak fields of 

-7500 near th* cylinder Hall. Equation 5-1 implies that th* peak 

currant dtnaity auat bt at least 1.25 x 10* A/ea 1 in order to trap this 

field. 
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quadrupole field, solid curves - T > Tc. Ha-on; 
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4. Nb-F,Fl,FZ 

This sample started out as a 6.IS cm 00 X 5.44 cm long cylinder with a 

rectangular Z.S7 cm X .74 cut axial cavity. The cylinder u a U along the 

long side of tha cavity Has reduced in tuo steps, first to 1.-81 cm to 

form a sample with equal wall thickness around the central cavity 

(Nb-Fl), then to .56 cm so that the nail thickness along the lonn, side 

of the cavity uas much thinner than along the short side (Nb-F2). A 

rotatable Hall probe uas located at the center of the cavity and 

stationary probes were located at the center of the outer surface in 

line with the axes of the cavity. A variety of effects uas observed 

uith this sample. 

The effect of flux penetrating into the cavity through the open ends ua» 

observed. With the long aidit of the cavity parallel to thm applied 

field, the size of the opening uas of the same order as the length of 

tht opening. The assumption (discussed in Appendix I) that the field 

penetrates into the opening approximately as (Ha/1.5)exp(-1.8z/r) 

(z^distanee dawn into the cavity, r* half-size of the opening parallel 

to the field direction, and Ha/1.5=field at the opening of the cavity) 

and does not penetrate through the superconducting uall, implies that 

the ratio of the change in the field at the center of the sample to the 

change in the applied field is-

2X(I/I.5)exp<-1.8(2.72^.29)) - .030> or a fringing effect of a 

few percent at the center and much larger effects nearer the ends of the 

sample. Uith the long aide of the cavity perpendicular to the applied 

field, this effect is important only very close to the ends of the 
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cylinder, since r is now the hnlf-uidth of the cavity rather than the 

half-length. 

The demagnetization coefficients of the sample can be estimated on the 

basis of the lengths of its three semi-axes through the use of graphs 

published by Osborn (1945). Table V-4 shous the coeHicients for the 

three states of the sample for the field aligned parallel and 

perpendicular to the long side of the cavity, as uell as data on the 

maximum fields trapped in the various configurations. Uith the cylinder 

in its original form (Nb-F) the demagnetization factors for the parallel 

and perpendicular orientations uere essentially equal. As the uall 

along the long axis uas reduced, the demagnetization factor for the 

perpendicular case increased, and the factor far the parallel case 

decreased. To the extent that the sample aproximates an ellipsoid and 

acts as • perfect diamagnet the applied fi*ld near the equator of the 

sample is enhanced by the factor VCl-ndJ. 

Nb-F 

6.18cm 00 X 5.44cm long Hith a 2.57 X 0.74 cm axial cavity 

The sample uas cooled in a 2300G transverse dipole field perpendicular 

to the long side of the cavity. The central field remained essentially 

constant, and the field measured by the probe on the outer surface 

decreased by U P to 400G as the applied field uas reduced to zero. 

Cycling the applied field to above Hc 2 and back to sero, resulted in 

trapped fields of -2900G in the center oi the cavity. -2775G at one end 
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TABLE V-4 
DEMAGNETIZATION COEFFICIENTS AND MAXIMUM 

TRAPPED FIELDS FOR SAMPLES NB-F-F2 

Bo 

nd 1/1-nd Btf1 Btf2 Btf3 

1.46 29000 2775G 21500 

1.46 1900 2150 

.41 1.38 2900 

.27 1.6B 2300 

6. 

1 -64 1.19 2450 

.16 2.7* 2470 

of the cavity, and -2150G at the center of the outer surface. The 

apparent value of Ho 2 H » approximately 32000. 

Uhen the sample uas cooled in a field parallel to the long side of the 

cavity, larger decreases in the interior field were observed as the 

applied field uas decreased to zero. Fields of only -1900C in the 
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center of the cavity. Z150G at one end of the cavity, and approx. 2250G 

at the center of the outer surface uere trapped by cycling the field. 

The differences in these three fields are evidently due to bouing of th» 

flux lines as they pass through the relatively long empty space of the 

cavity. However, this effect does not directly account lor the large 

difference betueen the maximum fields trapped in the parallel and 

perpendicular orientations. 

Nb-FI 

Equal ualt thickness (1.81 cm) around the cavity 

Uhen tested in a field applied perpendicular to the long side of the 

cavity, Hb~F1 trapped a field of essentially the same magnitude 

C2900*100G) in the center of the cavity as Nb-F. The trapped field at 

the outer face of Nb-FI, 2700J1D0G, uas substantially larger than the 

field trapped uith Hb-F. due to a reduction in the spreading of the 

field lines near the outer periphery, caused by the reduced ual1 

thickness. 

Uhen tested in the parallel configuration Nb-FI trapped 400s more than 

Hb-F did in the center of the cavity (2300G total), and 200G more at the 

end of the cavity (2430G total) than Nb-F. The reason for the increase 

is probably related to the change in the demagnetization factor, uhich 

for this orientation is louer in Nb-FI than in Nb-F. 

Measurements of the field inside the cavity vs the applied field uere 

made at three different distances from the opening. The results* 
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together with estimates based on an exponential field fiHoff into the 

cavity, are shoun in Table A-I in Appendix I. 

Hb-F2 

uall thickness along the long side of the cavity = .56 cm 
wall thickness along the short side of the cavity= 1.81 cm 

in the parallel orientation there uas a small increase in the maximum 

trapped field in the cavity compared to that trapped in Nb-F. In this 

orientation, the trapped field at the surface of Hb-F2 uas slightly 

smaller than the one in Nb-Fl. 

Flux jumping uas observed for the first tine uith this sample uhen it 

uas tested in the perpendicular orientation. Flux jumps occurred in the 

2400£Hal2900G range of the shielding portion of the B vs Ha curve, and 

in the trapping portion of the curve at lou fields* where the field 

differences uere on the sane order. Three Hall probes, located on the 

long surface of this sample* showed that the flux jumps in decreasing 

applied fields uere causing large changes in the field near the edge of 

the sample and only small losses in flux from the central portion of the 

sample. The appearance of flux jumps in this sample uas evidently 

related to the large increase in the field enhancement factor over that 

of Nb-Fl. By cooling the sample in a smaller field (-1200G) a field was 

trapped without any flux jumps occurring. In this case there uas little 

loss of flux, as the applied field uas reduced to 2ero even near the 

edge of the sample. 
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Summarizing the results on Nb-F-F2 

This Niobium sample trapped fields of up to 2900c. This value uas quite 

close to Che apparent value of Hcj=32000, which uas deduced by observing 

the applied field at uhich the B(Ha) curve met the B=Ha tine. The flux 

jump field uas evidently above 2900G, although flux jumps could be 

induced by increasing the demagnetizatian factor. Bphavior uas observed 

uhich uas consistent uith flux lines bending and penetrating into the 

open ended cavity approximatly as (Ha/M .5^exp(-l.8z/r), uith r the 

appropriate opening size. The poorer trapping ability of the sample in 

parallel fields may have been related to the increased leakage of flux 

out of the cavity in this orientation. Changes in flux trapping ability 

that uere partially attributable to changes in the demagnetization 

factor uere also observed* 

Hall probes uere located on the surface as shown and also inside the 

hole at the center of the sample. The sample uas tested in uniform 
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transverse dlpole fields directed parallel and perpendicular to the 

large fact. An estimate of Hex was obtained by noting the field level 

at which B=Ha, for Nb-C this appeared to be of the order of 3500 Oe. 

Because of the gradual approach of the B(Ha) curve to o=Ha near Hc z, 

only a rough estimate of Hc z was obtained. 

Mith the large face perpendicular to the fieldf the sample yas cooled in 

a 16006 field. After removing the field, the tripped field remaining in 

the eenter of the sample and at the oenters of the large faces* differed 

by i ZX from the origvii! applied field. The field near the edges of 

the face deoreased by a factor of approximately 2 as the applied field 

Has reduced to zero. Similar behavior yas observed uith the applied 

field directed at the narrow face. 

Hith the sample in either orientation, fields of over 34005 in the 

center and somewhat less at the surface were trapped by cycling the 

field up to 70006 and back to zero. Flux jumps of varying magnitude on 

the ramp-doun reducer! the trapped fields by as much as 33X in some 

cases. 

6. Discussion 

The superconducting properties of Nb depend strongly on its chemical and 

metallurgical state, deported values of He,(4,2) range from 3000 to 

over 60006. and values for Hc t(4.2) usually fait in the 1000-15006 

range. Annealed material uith low levels of impurities can have an 

easentially reversible magnetizstion curve* while worked or dirty 
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material can produce extremely hysteretic curves. Studies have shown 

that heat treatments above the recrystalIization temperature cause 

reductions in pinning uhich are reflected as magnetization curves uith 

reduced hysteresis and smaller remanent magnetization (trapped flux). 

Analysis of the heat-treated materials shows that gnin growth and 

reductions in the dislocation density uith longer heating times or 

higher heating temperatures generally parallel the reductions in 

magnetic hysteresis. Increased pinning in heat treated Nb with 

impurities such as Y or 6d added has been attributed to the inhibition 

of grain growth and the tendency touard a more random grain structure 

caused by the presence of the impurities (Koch £ Nreeger 197*1)- A 

direct correlation betueen grain boundary area and pinning was also 

noted. In uortced niobium, pinning is attributed to interactions betueen 

flux lines and dislocations, as well ss interactions uith impurity 

concentrations. In heat treated material pinning due to dislocations is 

reduced at the dislocation density decreases and pinning is •• 'inly due 

to flux line interactions uith grain boundaries or impurities. 

In most cases, previous investigators have not been specifically 

interested in trapping magnetic fields- However, values of remanent 

magnetization left after a magnetization measurement' or estimates of 

trapped fields left in samples studied uith magnetooptical techniques, 

have often been reported. Values of the remanent magnetization usually 

represent the average value of the trapped field across the simple cross 

section. Hence they may underestimate peak trapped fields in cases 

where nonuniform fields arc trapped. Reported values range from 

hundreds of gauss for disk or plate samples tDe Sorbo C Heily 1964. 
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Carroll 1966). to 1-31cG for larger cylindrical samples (Weber et al. 

1971), and up to 5KG in the case of a heavily deformed Hb ellipsoid 

(dine et al. 1966). The higher values of trapped fields are generally 

for unannealed cold-worked samples. 

In our experiments the trapped fields were measured directly. 

Transverse fields in the 1.0-3.4kG range uere trapped either by 

exceeding the critical field of the material and then reducing the 

applied field to zero, or by cooling the sample in an applied field and 

subsequently reducing it. The latter method permitted the trapping 

uithin hollou cylinders of multipole fields that closely approximated 

initial applied fields. The experiments with Nb-B»B1 indicated that 

expression 5-1, together uith estimates of Jc based on dipole field 

trapping ability could be used to estimate the maximum quadrupole field 

that could be trapped. The experiments uith Nb-E showed that problems 

can ariae uhen trapping field con*igurations (such as transverse 

quadrupole fields) which go to aero within a material uhich exhibits a 

significant Heissner effect. The highest dipote fields (-34Q0G) uere 

trapped in Nb-G, uhich was in the as-received state and had the smallest 

grain size and highest hardness value of all the Hb samples tested. 

Ntt-F, uhich had a log temperature heat treatment that resulted in an 

average grain size slighly larger than Nb-G and a reduced hardness, 

trapped fields of up to 2900C. Nb~B.B1, uhich had a high temperature 

anneal uhich produced large grains and lou hardness values, trapped 

fields of up to 26006. 
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In niobium, seme experimenters observe flux jumps in nearly all 

experimental runs, others in some limited situations, and others do not 

observe jumps at all. We have observed similar variability in our 

experiments uith Hb samples in transverse fields. We generally observed 

0-3 flux jumps in one sueep (up or doun) of the field. The flux jumping 

behavior varied someuhat from run to run. uith some samples being on the 

edge of stability; flux jumping on some runs and not on others. The 

experiments uith Nb-r-FZ demonstrated that flux jumping can be induced 

in an otherwise stable sample merely by changing its shape. 

The adiabatic stability criterion (section II1-C-1. equation 3-10) 

predicts that flux instabilities can begin to occur uhen a sample trips 

or shields fields greater than -2000C. The results obtained with the Hb 

samples are only in rough agreement uith this prediction. Flux jumps 

did occasionally occur at field differences on the order of the 

predicted value of HIj. However most of the Hb samples tested were able 

to trap fields considerably larger than Hfj (more than 1.5HH in the 

case of Nb-G). 

C. Pb-Bi Samples 

As part of the series of measurements on Pb-Bi alloys, flux trapping 

experiments uert carried out on large, thick-ual led. h o M o u cylinders, 

spheres of three different sizes, and a disk-shaped sample, 

tlagnetization curves and critical temperatures for the alloys uere 
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obtained from measurements on smaller solid cylinders. The structure of 

the material was studied with light and electron microscopes. Samples 

uith compositions near the eutectic (Pb-5&JiSi) ucre able to trap and 

shield transverse dipole fields in the 5000-7000G range. Samples with a 

higher Pb concentration had poor flux trapping abilities. A treatment 

which cold-uorked the outer surface of the samples increased flux 

trapping and shielding by approximately 200-400 G. Estimates of the 

critical current density in the materials uere derived from both the 

magnetization curves and the flux trapping and shielding data. Critical 

current levels uere consistent with expressions discussed in section 

3-E-t and uith measurements by other investigators. Although flux 

jumping limited trapping and shielding in two of the large cylindrical 

samples, the material uas somewhat more stable than predicted by the 

adiabatic flux jump criteria (equation 3-10. section III-C-I). 

1. Pb-Bi-N1.N2 Pb-30JS6i 

Pb-Bi-Hl Annealed 25 hrs. 3 HU-16D°C 

The critical temperature of a 1.4cm diam x 5.1 cm long solid cylinder 

was 8.61i.06 K, in agreement uith previous determinations (Adler t Hg 

1965, King at al. 1966). The width of the transition uas approximately 

. 4K. The magnetization curve Has hysteretic; as a result values of tic 

derived from the area under the curve, and values for HCi derived from 

the location of the first deviation of the curve from linearity! 

represented upper limits on the values of these parameters. The area 

under the curve corresponded to a field of -1225c and the first 
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deviation from linearity appeared to occur at 200G, approximately 150G 

before the peak in the magnetization curve. The accuracy of the 

magnetization curves uas not sufficient to allow a precise determination 

of HC2 to be made. The values uere consistent uith the values Hci=14625 

0e» Hc=776i240e, Hc z=T46OO+100Oe. K 2 = 1 2 . 9 ± . 1 . uhich Campbell et al. 

(1968) found for a nearly reversible 35XBi sample. 

A larger h o U o u cylinder, 5.OS cm 00 X 1.4E cm ID X 10.06 cm long, 

trapped transverse fields of -620G, The fields could be trapped by 

either cooling the sample in a field greater than or equal to 62DG and 

reducing the field, or cycling the applied field to well over this value 

and returning it to zero. The field flowed smcothly into or out of the 

cylinder, in response to changes in the applied firlrt. once the 

threshold field difference of -600C (less at higher fields) was 

exceeded. 

A disk-shaped sample S.08 cm 00 x 1.17 cm long trapped ;IK:H. fields u H h 

a maximum value of 620-6400. and could sh-.eld nearly 600C from its 

center. A movable Hall prube uas used to obtain curves oi the axial 

field just above the sample surface as a function of radius, figure 5-7 

shows a family of shielding curves obtained at a aeries of increasing 

values of the applied field. The figure shows tho gradual penetration 

of the fiux front into the disk at lou fields, and a reduction in 

shielding ability at higher fields, caused by decreases in f'p and Jc. 

At <1). Ha=1070 0e» the field uas decreased to J10 tie* a scan token (2)* 

and then the increases in applied field resumed. The effect of the 

field decrease uas felt only above the outer portion of the sample. 
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Fig. 5-7 Field profiles just above the surface of a Pb-Bi disk 
(Pb-Bi-Ml) after the sample was cooled to A.Z< 
in zero field and a uniform axial field was applied. 
Radius of sample - 2.54 cm. 
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Pb-Bi-N2 Bead-Blasted 

The magnetization of the small solid cylinder (Fig. 5~&) uas measured 

after the bead blasting treatment uith .005-.010 cm glass beads. 

ITicrographs of a polished cross section of a bead-blasted sample 

(samples Mere polished at liquid nitrogen temperature) indicated that 

the treatment affected a surface layer approximately 0.0005 cm thick. 

As a result of this treatment the apparent value of Hci increased to 

approx. 2506. the remanent magnetization increased by 30B to appro*. 

250C. and the total area under the magnetization curve increased. The 

location of the peak in the magnetization curve also shifted to a higher 

field (45061 after the bead blasting treatment. 

After the bead-blasting treatment the disk-shaped sample trapped fields 

uith maximum values of up to 8256 and shielded the center of the disk 

from applied fields of up to -7506. Figure 5-9 shoNS field profiles 

obtained during a shielding test. The increase in pinning near the 

surface of the sample caused by the bead-blasting treatment is reflected 

in the increase in the slope of the field profiles above the outer half 

of the disk over those in the untreated sample. The increased pinning 

also resulted in a decrease in the depth to uhioh a small reduction in 

the applied field was felt (curves I & Z in Fig. 5-9) compared to the 

untreated sample (curves U 2 in Fig. 5-7). Hej uas greater than 9700 

0e in this alloy since small perturbations in the applied field were 

observed in field scans taken at applied fields up through the 9700G 

limit of the magnet. 
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5-9 Field profiles just above the surface of a Pb-Bi disk 

(Pb-Bi-N2) after the sample uas cooled to 4.2K in zero 
field and a uniform axial field uas applied. 
Radius of sample = 2.54 en. 



No flux jumps were observed in any of the experiments on the 30%Bi 

samples. This observation is consistent uith th* results of the 

sdiabatic stability theory, since the lou pinning in this alloy 

prevented field differences of the order of Hfj(Pb-Bi) from being 

attained with the samples used. That is. the critical size (the size 

required to maintain a field difference equal to Hfj) Mas larger than 

the size of any of the samples tested. 

2. Pb-Bi-L,L1,L3 pb-49.42Bi 

Pb-Bi-L Room temperature aged three months 

The flux trapping ability of a 5.31 cm OP X 1.45 cm ID X 9.S3 cm long 

tvoUow «y Under u»s tested by cooling the sample in a transverse field 

and reducing the field to zero. Transversa dipole fields of up to 4800G 

uere trapped. A flu* jump uas triggered after the sample trapped the 

highest field by the field transient that occurred as the pouer supply 

uas shut doun (at Ha*0). An attempt to trap a field of 5670G failed 

when a flux jump occurred at Ha=35D5 CH1-Ha=5300G), ano i attempt to 

trap a 7450G field failed due to a flux jump at Ha=1580G (Hi-Ha=587Q), 

These results indicated that the sample uas slightly more stable at 

higher fields. The increased stability uas probably due to decreased 

Jc-vatues at the higher fields. Although the flux jumps uere large, 

they uere not complete. Nonuniform fields uith peak values of up to 

several kC remained trapped in the sample after the jumps. 
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The sample (uhen tested in fields of up to 10kG) never reached a state 

in uhich Hi changed smoothly and at approximately the same rate as Ha; 

the Hi vs Ha curves uere generally horizontal <Ht independent of Ha) 

except for occasional vertical steps caused by the flux jumps. 

Evidently the flux jumps occurred before, or at the same time as the 

leading edge of the flux front reached the hole in the center of the 

sample. A typical experimental curvf from Pb-8i-L is shown in Fig. 

5-10. 

Pb-Bi-Ll Annealed 28 hrs. A 120°c 

The 28 hr anneal* at just below the melting point of th* alloy, 

increased the sample's stability slightly, allowing fields of up to 

58006 to be trapped. Flux jumps uere still triggered by the 

perturbations that occurred uh«n the pcuer supply w»* shut down, 

although the stability uith respect to these perturbations uas improved 

by surrounding the sample uith an OfHC copper tube to. 19 cm wall) with 

an estimated magnetic time constant of a feu hundred milliseconds at 

4.2K. At lou fields flux jumps still occurred before or as the flux 

front reached the central hole. Even uith the copper tube in place, 

attempts to trap large fields failed via flux jumps uhen lHi-Ka| 

exceeded npproximately 6kG. In increasing fields ahove approximately 

SkG the sample uas nb!" to enter the full critical state and flux 

jumping ceased as the changes in Hi started to parallel the changes in 

Ha. 'ig. 5-11 shous two plots of Hi vs Ha for this sample. The 

decrease in pinning strength and Jc at higher fields lead to decreases 

in IHa-Hil; at Ha=970OG. I Hi-Ha I uas less than 30O0G, uhile near Ha = 0 
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Fig. 5-10 Transverse field inside hotlou cylindrical sample Pb-Bi-L 
as c function of applied transverse field. Dotted 
lines indicate (lux jumps. 
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Tig. 5-11 Two curves of the transverse field inside hollou cylindrical 
sample Pb-B»-Ll» as a function of applied transverse field. 
Dotted lines indicate flux jumps. 



field difference*: of over 5800G uere seen. The annealing treatment uas 

expected to decrease the pinning strength and Je-values of the material* 

but since Pb-Bi-L never reached the full critical state, and since its 

Hi vs Ha curves fell within those taken for Pb-8i-L1, there uas no way 

of determining the exact effect of annealing on the critical currents. 

However, the small increase in stability suggests that some change in 

Fp(h»T) uas caused by annealing. 

•he magnetization of an annealed 1.4 cm diam X 5.1 cm long solid 

cylinder uas measured. The hysteretic nature of the magnetization curve 

again prevented the determination of Hci and He. However, estimates of 

the parameters (a,Bo) in the Kim-model expression for the critical 

current density uere obtained from the curves. A f:t of the expression 

for the magnetization of a iong cylinder ;o the experimental 

magnetization curve resulted in parameter values of: a=5.5-7.7X10 7 

A/c» z-C. 8o=6000-IOOOO G. Figure 5-12 shows the experimental curve 

together with the curves generated from the Kim-model expression for the 

magnetization. The fit is quite good for increasing applied fields but 

only fair for decreasing fields. The inclusion of the reversible 

magnetization uould improve the fit somewhat by raising the calculated 

curve slightly. However, since the maximum value of the magnetization. 

Hoi, is on the order of 150G, the inclusion of the reversible 

magnetization would have only a small e*. ect on the parameters <t and Bo» 

and would not appreciably improve the match in decreasing fields. The 

lack of agreement betueen the experimental and theoretic?! curves is 

moat likely due to an asymetric effect, such as the presence of a 

surface barrier to flux entry but net to flux exit. Such a barrier 
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Fig. 5-12 Magnetization of sample Pb-8i-L1. 



would cause the magnetization in decreasing H e l d s to be less than that 

expected on the basis af a fit of the expression for M(H) to increasing 

*<t*d data* since M<H) in increasing fields uould be anomalously large. 

The expression for M(Ha) with Jc=a/Bi uas also fitted to the data with 

similar success. Figure 5-13 shous a plot of JcCB)=a/B+Bo obtained from 

the fit of the magnetization curve to the Kim-model expression. The 

values implied by the magnetization measurements are on the order of 

those generally reported for Pb-Bi eutectic alloys, although the fit to 

the magnetization measurements implies a less rapid variation in Jc uith 

a than is usually found, for example. Voigt measured peak values of 

Jc=1-2X10* A/cm 1 at H=0 and values of 1-5X10 3 A/cm 2 in the 5000-9000 Oe 

range on his eutectjc composition samples. In general, the data tr?m 

Voigt, Campbell, and Litamisky G EirovrLfca can be reasonably u«|l fitted 

by Kim parameters of 2X10 7 < a < 6X10 7, and S00 < Bo < 1500 0-. 

Pb-Bi-L3 Bead-Blasted 

The bead blasting treatment increased the flux trapping in the large 

ho M O M cylinder by 400-5D0G, uith most of this improvement being lost 

after aging at room temperature for several months. The flux jumping 

behavior was similar t, the behavior observed uith Pb-Bi-Ll. The full 

critical state was rsached only at high fields. 

Tha flux trapping ability o* the large cylinder uas also tested at 

temperatures between 1.9-2.0 K. Although higher fields, up to 66500. 

could be trapped at the louer temperatures, the stability y»s poor. 

Trapped fields of 5360-6650G decayed via flux jumps triggered uhen the 
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power supply was shut down. A field of -Ibooc was stably trapped. A M 

the Hi vs Ha curves taken at the louer tpnueretures were horizontal 

(except for the vertical steps due to flux jumps); the flux jumping once 

more prevented the lull critical state from being reached. Since evi»rt 

at the higher field differences there uas no evidence that the flux 

front had reached the center of the sample before a fiux junp occurred, 

it was not possible to estimate the change in Jc caused by the cooling. 

The magnetization of the small solid cylinder after the bead-blasting 

treatment uas similar to the magnetization of the annealed specimen. 

Fitting the magnetization curve to the model expression resulted in 

Klm-model parameters a=S. 8-8. OxlO 7, Bo=GaOO-100.00. c. Figure 5-M shous 

the data and the calculated magnetization curves, and Fig. 5-15 shous 

the form of Jc(B> implied by the fits. The effect of th» btntj-btssting 

treatment uas reflected in small increases in the pinning and critical 

currents. No flux jumps were observed during any of the magnetization 

measurements on the smaller solid cylinder. 

Although the transverse geometry, together uith the relatively thick 

walls of these samples* made the determination of critical current 

levels from the flux trapping data difficult, an estimate of the current 

level was obtained by assuming that the critical currents floued in 

saddle-shaped paths throughout the cylinder ual1. A computer 

calculation shoued that the ratio of the field at the center of the 

hollou cylindrical sample to the density of the critical current 

(assumed to be independent of field) uas approximately 1500C/tfl/cn»2). A 

field difference an the order of 60C0C implies critical currents on the 
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order of 4X10'A/c« 2, somewhat smaller than the Jc'a implied by the 

magnetization measurements. 

3. Pb-S&XBi spheres 

The field profiles inside spheres of three different diameters uere 

measured. The spheres had narrow slits through their centers enabling 

the field profile to be Measured along a diameter perpendicular to the 

applied field. Although of the same nominal composition, the spheres 

Mere east separately and so may have had slightly different compositions 

and structures. Table V-5 shoys the maximum fields trapped and shielded 

by the spheres. No flux jumps uere observed during testing of the 

spheres at 4.2K OP during one run at ZK* uith the -J cm sphere. Figure 

5-16 shows field profiles taken during a typical shielding test on the 

5.7 cm sphere. 

As in the case of the large cylmder r assumptions about the form of the 

current distribution must be made in order to si.-np.ify the computation 

of the critical current levels »n these samples. A simnlp Analytical 

expression for the field at the center of a spher-t*, ns Miming uniform 

azimuthal currents flowing throughout is= 

Bs = (tt ;/tOUc&. or Jc = (HVn :)B2/R 

where R-radius Of the sphere. Table V-5 includes estimates of the 

critical current density derived from this exprpssum. The differences 

in Jc values are eviriertly due to d»Mere'ic(*r. m c.mm>s 111 :in nniS 

structure among the spheres. The c-itica! current levels in tho pphervs 
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TABLE V-5 
FLUX TRAPPING AND SHIELDING UlTH PB-56XB1 SPHEfttS 

Diameter(cm) 2.90 3.96 5.72 

Maximum trapped 
field tCl: 6310 5940 7D40 

naximum shielded 
field tCl: 6350 5350 7760 

Average Jc ( A / C m ; ) : 4.4X10 3 3.0X10' 2.JX10 3 

were similar to those in the cylindrical 50.6*Bi samples. K slightly 

improved current model was developed hv introducing *ield-dependent 

current densities into the model in an approximate manner. In the mode I 

the critical current level at a radius r' was determined by substituting 

the magnitude of the field at the canter of *he sphere, generated by all 

currents outside the radius r', into a Jet&) expression. The trapped 

field at the center of the sphere could then be calculated by summing 

the contributions from a series of spherical shell* of current. This 

approximate model indicated that peak Jc-velues on the order of twice 

the values indicated in Table V-5 were required to account for the 

trapped fields. 

4. Large Pb-Bi Tripping Tube Pb-50XBi As-cast 

U . 1 9 cm 03 X 10.16 cm ID X 33 cm long hollow cylinder 

in order to test flun trapping by a large tube, i sample of the maximum 

practicable size uas cast and tested in an IflkG tiipole magnet with a 

15.2 cm gap. using a simple dauhle-M*Ued glass helium dewar without a 
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nitrogen shield. As a result, the helium surrounding the sample uas 

rapidly boiling during the experiment, and the maximum duration of a run 

uas 20-30 minutes. The sample Has cooled in fields of 4000G and 3000G. 

In both these cases a large flux jump prevented the full field from 

being trapped, although remanent fields with peak values of up to -18DQG 

remained trapped in the material. Upon cooling the sample in a 250QG 

field, a field of up to 2500G near the inner uall. and approximately 

15000 along the axis, was trapped in the central 12-15 cm of the tube. 

The lot* field value along the axis is puzzling since the field at larger 

radii uas between 2200-2500G and did not shou any evidence of large 

scale distortions. 

The computer program which calculated the field due to saddle-shaped 

current elements on the surface of a cylinder uas applied to this 

sample, it showed that a uniform current density of 1.9X1D 3 *vcm z 

flowing throughout the cylinder Hall would generate a field of 

approximately 1500G along the axis of the sample. Since the critical 

current of the material is approximately twice this value, the sample 

should have been able to trap fields approximately twice as large if 

flux jumping could have been prevented. The susceptibility of this 

large hollow sample to flux jumping while maintaining field differences 

much smaller than those obtained in Pb-Bi-U, indicates that samples may 

become more unstable as the ratio of the volume occupied by the trapped 

field to the volume of the superconductor increases (this ratio is 3.3 

for this sample, compared to approximately I for P b - B i - U ) . 
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5. Discussion 

Pb-Si is a particularly easy alley to work with. Mater-. T1 I i the 

minimum melting point <th* eutectie compos-, tio.i n d U at 125-'C) has 

reasonably good superconduct inq properties O c = S.tiK, Hcj*15 k0>). The 

constituent materials, Pb and 3', are not particularly expensive, and 

because of their relatively I OM melting points can be easily ronb-.nc! 

and cast into plmost any desired shape. The properties of tht alloy 

change en'v slouly w.th corposition, so that precise central ovtr the 

proportions of the starting material is not needed. S m c e the Dinning 

in this material is due.to precipitates of normal mitpr'al (mp-.tly Bi) 

and is enhanced by fine grain structure, it is not necessary (and 

probably is counterproductive? to maintain a high degree of purity in 

the starting material. 

In our case we were able to trap and shield moderate fields. 5110(1- 7000 

C. with samples prepared in a very simple manner. Although annral \ng 

and room temperature aging have been shown to reduce pinning in these 

alloys (Campbell 1968). our annealed and aged simples were still able to 

trap and shield sizable fields. The quantitative results were 

consistent with models based on the critical state concept. Estimates 

of the critical currents derived from critical statp modrls of the 

trapping and shielding process agreed with values derived from fittings 

to magnetization cur\es. and were generally consistent with previous 

measurements of Jc in this material. 
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Flux instabilities did occur in the large cylindrical samples. However, 

the experiments indicated that liberal use of high purity copper around 

the samples, and possibly changes in geometry, could reduce the 

occurrence of flux jumping. The predictions of the adiabatic stability 

model uere qualitatively correct. As expected, samples uhich were too 

small to maintain Held differences of the order o* Hfj uere totally 

stable. Some of the larger samples flux jumped at field differences of 

the order of Htj and exhibited some decrease in stability at lower 

temperatures. Houever, fields of nearly twice Hfj were trapped and 

shielded uith the spherical samples uithout any flux jumps occuring at 

all, and ni? decrer -,e in stability was observed yhen the 4 cm sphere was 

cooled to IK. 

0. Nb 3Sn Samples 

A number of layered Nb 3Sn samples uere tested. Plasma-sprayed samples 

With large amounts if topper incorporated into their structures 

(prepared by the L inde division of Union Carbide) trapped transverse 

quadrupole fields, and a dipole field of over 17kG. Several smaller 

samples of electron-beam vapor-deposited material uere also tested in 

transverse d'pole fields. Although these samples were on the edge of 

stability at <?.2K, they were able to trap and shield modest fields. 

F1 ux jumping data on the samp Ies shoued a Decrease in stability at lower 

temperature, and suggested an inverse correlation between stability, and 

the product of the critical current uith the thickness of the 
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superconductor . The s t-ib i I i -' > ng effert of reaper wns nlso demonstrated 

with one cl the smaller samples. 

1. Plasna r;rrnved Samples 

Hollou cylinder 2.41 en OD * 1.6' cm ID X 24.6 cm 1c 
4 layers Nb 3Sn interspersed with layrrs of copper 

This sample was tested in a transverse quadruple field fig. 5- \? 

shpus curves of Br(#) that uere obtampd when the sample was conlcd in a 

field with a gradient of unprow ima te: y 2360G/cm. The field inside the 

tube remained essent tally unchanged as the applied field uns reduced to 

zero. Maximum values of the trapped field differed by i 3X from the 

original aopl KJ f*e'd. 6r(i*) cur. f J of th*- tr «pprd field, measured it 

points up to 10 cm apart axially. were essentially the same (maximum 

values of the *>apDed field differed by < IX) 

Sollt C ^ l i P ^ r : 24 - " ? > ' « r - ;; X 15 ? rm long 
1? o u t e r l a v e r s * .•• - - i - r " ' a v e r s o< Nt? 5Si i n t e r spe rsp r i 
w i t h c o p p e ' 

The ^ a ^ p ' e M,I? t e s t e d i n 

y p T *-pasuren t-\ " a ' ' D' 

t h a t T f i n ri r;p - o t a ! ' * 

were a r r a r ~ 9 r 1 t-' S f ' ' •> " 

and fl at t ' - f a * ' 1 ; c~ the 

perpend I r.j i ar * r •• ' i n 

!"«"> and 1?kG d t p M e m a q n e t s . The f i e l d s 

: - : . - - H e d > n a c y l i n d r i c a l g l f l s s - e p o x y p l u g 

t '-p t p r of thp ho i u samp le . Prober, 

n-Ml e # l * | r - i i r t l .p i - ^ , . r u ; . l l of the sample 

^ ! p •• • *• thp l i p i d d i r e c t i o n a l i g n e d 

1 t f 'p two s l i t s the t v 1 i nde r p a s i 1 v 
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Fig. 5-17 Br(^) at r = .43 cm (upper curves), and r = .S3 cm 
(loner curves), before and after sample NbjSn-o uas cooled 
in a 2360 G/cm transverse quadrupole field. Solid 
curves - T > To. Ha-onj Dashed curves - T=4.2K, Ha-off. 

trapped the largest dipole fleids generated. With the slits aligned 

parallel to the field the trapping ability of the cylinder uas degraded. 

In the perpendicular orientation the sample trapped fields of up to 

1D400G uith a < \V. chanae in field from the original applied field. A 

1725136 field- with a M X change in field from the original applied field 

of 17650G. was also trapped. In the case of a 236DG field. Br(-e) and 

B^(^) curves taken with the external magnet on and T > Tc were virtually 

indistinguishable from curves taken after the sample was noosed to 4.2K 

and the external field ranped down to zero. 

In the paraflel orientation the tuo halvps of the cylinder acted 

separate ly and some flux uas able to M o w through the slits either into 

or out of the center of the tube. The field at the center of the tube 

decreased by approxmatply 15-30" as the applied field MUG ramped down 

from the field in which the sample was cooled. The 8(*> curves showed 

that the trapped fields decreased as the openings were approached (rig. 

5-li). This form of trapped field is similar to the field distribution 

that would be generated by tuo pairs of critical state current loops 

circulating on either side of the slits. 

2, Nb 3Sn Vapor Deposited Samples. 

Several Hb 3sn Samples were kindly loaned by R. Howard of Stanford 

University. Most of them consisted uf alternate layers of NbjSn and 

Nb-Sn alloy or Nb 3Sn and T, vapor deposited onto .6-4 cm diameter, 7.56 

cm long Haste U o y tubes. Total thickness of the HbjSn in the layered 
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Tig. 5-18 Br(*) at r = .3 cm (upper set of curves), and Br(*) 
and B#(#) at r = .7 cm (lower two sets of curves)i 
for a Hb 3Sn split cylinder (Nb 5Sn-H) with the sample 
at T < Tc and Ha = 66003 (solid lines), and at 
T=4.2K and Ha=0 (dashed lines). Curves obtained at T = 4.2K 
and Ha = oSOGC are nearly identical to the solid curves 
shown here. The field uas directed parallel to the line 
joining the two slits. 
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samples was 6-7 microns with individual layers on the order of 2000 I 

thick. Houard C1976) gives a more complete description of these 

samples. 

The shielding ability of the tubular samples was tested in transverse 

dipole fields. The transverse field along the axis of the tube 

8xCr=0,z) uas scanned at a series of applied fields, and the internal 

field as a function of the applied field Bx(Ha) was recorded at fixed 

positions inside the tubes. Differences of more than 20ODD between the 

fields inside the tubular samples and the applied transverse fields were 

observed in some cases. Uniform fields of approximately 1200-16OT3G 

could generally be trapped or shielded by the tubes. Betou Ha=3000-6000 

Oe, field changes occurred through flux lumps. The jumps usually 

affected only a portion of the tub* at * time and occurred in the 

regions of the tube supporting the largest field difference- At higher 

fields* flux jumps ceased to occur and the internal field, while still 

different from the applied field, changed eontinoualy with the applied 

field. At lower tenperatures (1.8-2.0 K) the samples became more prone 

to flux jumps and the changeover to smooth behavior occurred at higher 

fields. Stability was improved someuhat when a sample uas coated with a 

layer of electroplated copper. 

Th& relation of flux jumping behavior to the adiabatic stability model 

is described in the discussion section below, "and summarized in Table 

V-7. The change in stability of a given sample with changes in 

temperature, and differences in stability among different samples were 

qualitatively accounted for by this stability theory. Houeuer, the 
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quantitative predictions of the theory were again off by substantial 

factors. The behavior of the samples was also compared Hith predictions 

based on the critical state model for thin-walled cylinders (section 

IV-B-2). The model adequately described the shape of typical shielding 

and trapping profiles, and gave critical current values of 3-4X10* A/cm z 

for the tubes, in agreement with values measured in axial fields 

(Howard). The model also indicated that most flux jumps took place at 

field differences of roughly 50-100% of the maximum possible for the 

thickness and critical current density of the material. Table V-6 

summarizes the results obtained with the tubular samples, the details of 

which are presented below. 

Nh 3Sn 74-72 

20 Nb 3Sn layers interspersed with 19 Nb-6-IOXSn layers 
TC=17.1 K 

rig. 5-19 shout a aeries of field profiles generated during a typical 

shielding test. The sample was able to effectively shield the interior 

of the tube from fields of 1500-1600 Oe and uas able to trap comparable 

uniform fields. Flux jumps involving part or atl of the tube disturbed 

the shielding action at higher field levels. Field differences of up to 

approximately 20D0G were observed between Ha and the field inside the 

tube, although in these Instances the field inside the tube uas 

nonuniform. The dashed curves were field profiles generated with the 

critical current model described in section lv-B-2. tine approximate 

paths of the critical currents are shown in the inset). Tre dashed line 

for the Ha*1500 0e field profile uas obtained with currents of 3x10* 

A/cm* flouing over the uhole surface of the tube. The dashed lines for 
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f H ® Hall Probe a y 

Fig. 5-19 field profiles from a shielding test of a hollow .64 cm-
diameter MujSn-coated tube (NbjSn 14-11). curves 
show the transverse component of the field along the axis 
of the tube for a series of increasing values of ap
plied transverse field. 
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the lower applfed fields were obtained either with currents of less than 

3x10* A/cm z flowing over the whole tube* or with currents of 3x10 4 A/em a 

(or more) flowing over Hatted portions of the tube. The calculated 

profiles along the sample axis for these two cases were 

indistinguishable. Figure 5-20 shows a plot of Bx vs Ha obtained by 

cycling the applied field up to 7000 Oe and back to z«ro vith the Hall 

probe located near the center of the tube. The figure also includes a 

plot of the profile of the trapped field remaining after cycling the 

field, in increasing field*. abD'/e 2SQO-3000 Oe, the sample became more 

stable. The internal field changes started occurring smoothly rather 

than through flux jumps, and flux jumping ceased altogether Above 

Ha=5000 Oe. Similarly flux jumps did not occur in decreasing fields 

until the applied field was belou 4200-4500 0e. and some flux flow was 

observed in applied fields as low as I H O Oe. Typically between two and 

four flux jumps were observed in the unstable region as the field was 

cycled up from Ha=0. and four to six jumps were seen as it uat returned 

to zero from above 5000G. The 5 vs Ha curves showed increasing 

differences between B and Ha at loner fields, implying higher critical 

currents at these fields (R. Howard et a), found that low field critical 

currents of similar tubes ecviid be fitted with JC=«'D*-BO» with Bo on the 

order of S x O . 

The tube was also tested at T=2IC. Several features related to a general 

reduction in stability were observed. Flux jumps were triggered by 

smaller field differences and as a result occurred more often. Up 

through applied fields of 7000 0e changes in the internal field occurred 

only through flux jumping; no smooth flow of. flux into or out of the 
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sample Mas observed, rigure 5-21 shous > typical Bx va H. plot for 

simple 74-72 «t 2K. is uell as the tripped field left after the field 

His cycled. /It 2K. the tu'je shielded out approximate! y 9000 ind the 

maximum observed field difference uas only H005. de.pite the fact that 

the critical currents should have been higher at this temperature. The 

maximum remanent field after a field cycle utl 600-700 5. As shown in 

Fig. 5-22. the shape of the field profiles also changed; the slopes of 

the Bx(z) curves at 2K uere less steep than at 4.2K (rig. 5-191. 

in an effort to increase the stabilty at low fields a layer of copper 

uas electroplated onto the tube and the sample Mas retested. The 

shielding and trapping ability at 4.2K uas not significantly different 

after the plating, flux jumps still prevented the full critical state 

from being established at IOM fields. However, the region of stability 

increased aoneMhaV. flux jumps uere only observed belOM H a = S « 0 Oe. and 

the number of flux jumps on a complete field cycle Mas about halved. 

The copper-coated sample Mas also tested at 2K. At this temperature, 

the stabilizing effect of the copper Mas more pronounced, although the 

sample Mas still someMhat laas stable than at 4.2K. At 2K, the trapping 

and shielding ability of the plated sample uas significantly better than 

that of th« uncoattd material at the same teaiperature, though itlll no 

better than the litter at 4.2K. the appearance of the field profiles of 

the coated sample (see rig. 5-23a> reverted to the form typical of tne 

profiles found at 4.3K, and the s vs Ha curve took on a neM appearance 

trig. 5-23b). The curve consisted of a succession of very small flux 

jumps with 4Ha«aB»SO0 (no large jumps uere observed). The jumps 
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5-22 Field profile* from * shielding test of sample 74-72 ot 2K. 
Note reduced slope of the Held profiles compared to 
data taken at A.2K (Fig. 5-19). 
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rig. 5-23 Field profiles, and Bx vs II a curves for sample HbjStl 74-72 
uith copper coating. Curves uere taken at T = 2K. 

occurred uhen field differences between the internal field and the 

applied field Mere slightly less than the corresponding differences 

obtained at a.2K. The copper coating alloued larger field differences 

to build up, and severely limited iHe size of the flux jumps >hat did 

occur. 

In order to determine whether end effects were responsible for the flux 

jumping, the plateJ sample Has also tested in a short field generated by 

a pair of small superconducting coils arranged uith their common axis 

perpendicular to the sample axis- A further decrease in flux jumping 

uas observed, and as a result most of the critical state B vs Ha curve 

could be traced out without flux jumps interfering. Only one 

spontaneous flux jump occurred in decreasing fields, and in increasing 

fields the sample uas on the edge of stability, flux jumping in some 

cases as the field scanning process uas initiated. Since nearly the 

full critical state curve uas traced out Csee Fig. 5-24), it uas 

possible to evaluate the limits of the trapping and shielding ability of 

the central portion of the saaclt. Flux first penetrated into the 

center of the sample at Ha=1620 Oe, and an extrapolation of the 

decreasing field B vs Ha curve indicated that if the spontaneous flux 

jump had been prevented, the sample uould have trapped approximately 

1700 C. These data uere used to estimate the critical current of the 

material by applying the computer program written to calculate the fielc 

on the axis of an array of saddle-shaped current paths. The computer 

calculations indicated that a current density of 3.0x10' »/cm : in the 

6.6 microns of NbjSn uould be need'O to generate a 16000 transverse 

field along the axis of the tube. A simple check on this calculation 
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uas obtained from the maximum shielding ability of the tlihe. Until the 

flux front penetrated through the sample uatl, the sample uas 

essentially a diamagnetic body, and the maximum field at the outer 

surface of the tube uas approximately Ha/(1-nd). When the flux front 

reached the inner wall of the sample the maximum field difference 

maintained by the tube was 162D/n-ndl=U . 5)1620*2420 Oe, uhich across H 

6.6 micron uall corresponds to a current density of 2.90X10*' A/cm'. 

The behavior of the sample in the short magnet uas quite similar to the 

behavior observed in the large iipole magnet. The small observed 

decrease in flux jumping may have been due to the elimination of end 

effects, or to the different magnet power-supply and field-ramp 

controller. In either case the experiment showed that flux jumps could 

not be totally eliminated by having the ends of the sample extend out of 

th» field. The experiment also indicated that inhomogeneities exiited 

in the pinning strength along the length of the tube since slightly 

larger fields uere trapped and shielded in a region closer to one end of 

the tube than in the central portion. 

Nb 3Sn 74-87 

20 NbaSn layers interspersed with 19 layers of Nb-5atJiSn 

The behavior of sample 7<*-87 uas very similar to that of sample 74-72. 

As shoun in Tig. 5-25a, 74-87 uas prone to flux jumping at lou fields, 

but became stable at fields above approximately 35DCl. The hysteresis 

in the B vs Ha curves above 3500 Oe uas as: targe or larger than the 

hysteresis for 74-72, since the critical current density in 74-87 uas 
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Fig. 5-25 Hx vs Ha curves for sample 74-87 at 4.2K and 2K. 

slightly higher than in 74-72. However, because of flux jumping the* 

shielding and trapping ability of the sample was somewhat poorer than 

for 74-72. A series of field profiles from a typical shielding test at 

4.2K are shown in the left portion of Fig. 5-26. 

As shown in the right portion of Fig. 5-26* the flux profiles obtained 

at 1.9K exhibited reduced slopes compared to the 4.2K curves* similar to 

the change in slopes observed with sample 74-72. The 1.9K curves in the 

right portion of Fig. 5-26 are actually mirror images of the field 

profiles, and are thus taken from the same half of the tube as the 4.2K 

profiles shown in the left portion of the figure. The B vs Ha curve 

taken at 1.9K (Fig. 5-25b> showed that flux jumps uere occurring tvtry 

150-300 0e» somewhat more frequently than in 74-72 Cuncoateii'; at the same 

temperature. The flux jumps occurred less frequently at higher fields 

and ceased completely at fields above 13350 Oe. 

Nb 3Sn 74-52 

20 Nb 3Sn layers interspersed with 19 layers of Nb-5atXSn 

This sample had the highest value of Jc among the vapor-deposited 

samples tested. In most respects 74-92 behaved similarly to 74-87. Its 

only distinguishing feature was an asymmetry in the Held limits that 

defined its region of stability (Fig. 5-27). Flux jumping persisted to 

considerably higher fields in increasing applied fields than 'In 

decreasing fields. This behavior was observed at both 4.2K and 2K. 
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Fig. 5-26 Field profiles along the axis of sample 74-87 during 
shielding tests at 4.2 and 2K. 
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Fig. 5-27 By vs Ha curves (or sample 74-92 at 4.2 and 2K. 



NbjSn 75-94 

Alternate layers of .4 microns of NbsSn and 90A of Y 
Tc=16.4-17.5 K 

This sample, uhich had the highest potential trapping ability (given by 

Hd=C4»v10)Jcx x=ND3Sn thickness) and a high Jc achieved with a modified 

layering structure* exhibited a further decrease in stability. At 4.2K 

flux jumps were more closely spaced (AHa=300-600 C) than uith any of the 

other tubes (Fig. 5-28), and persisted through applied fields of 

5500-4000 Oe. Tt,> sample uas stable in higher fields. Despite the high 

value of Hd» the maximum field that could be effectively shielded uas 

limited to 1300-HOO S (Fig. 5-29) by flux jumping. Figure 5-30 shous 

an example of a trapping test in uhich the sample Has cooled in a 

uniform transverse field of -1150 0e> and scans of the field were taken 

at five intermediate field values as the applied field uas reduced to 

zero. A partial flux jump occuring betueen Ha=160 Oe and Ha=0» resulted 

in the loss of some trapped flux from parts of the tub« "?<*ii»- f!-jx 

trapping behavior uas observed uith the oth?r vapor-deposited tubular 

samples. 

Discussion 

The experiments demonstrated that measures must be taken to stabilize 

NbjSn samples if they are to be useful flux trapping devices at 4.2K or 

belou. When properly stabilized they can trap and shield large fields 

(up to the ISkC limit of the external magnet *n the case of NbjSn-D). 

The experiments also demonstrated thai higher order multtpole fields 

could be trapped in NbaSn tubes. 
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Fig. 5-28 Bx vs Ha curve for Nb 5Sn sample 75-74. at T=4.2K. 
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Fig. 5-29 Field profiles fror; a shielding test of a hollow 
. M cm-diameter MbaSn-coiiletl tube (Nb 3sn 75--9-1). curves 
shou the transverse component of the field along the axis 
of the tube for a series of increasing values of applied 
transverse field. Sample gas originally cooled in zero field. 
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Fig. 5-30 Field profiles for a trapping test tn sample 74-92. 
A large flux jump occurred at an applied t^eld 
between 0 and 100 O B . 



TABLE V-7 
COMPARISON OF FLUX JUMPING BEHAVIOR OF Hb 3Sn SAMPLES 

10 PREBICTIONS BASES ON THE AB1ABATU STABILITY CRITERION 

Thickness maximum field for instabilities 
Sample Jc of NbjSn Hd calculated Observed 

4.2K 1.9K 4.2K 1.9K 
(A/cm z) (cm) (Oe) (Oe) (Oe? (Oe) COe) 

74-72 3.0X10' 6.60X10 -* 2500 1550 9900 2600-5000 >7000 

74-87 3.9X10' 6.33X10"" 3100 3200 13500 3100-1100 13100 

74-92 4.4X10' 6.33X10-' 3500 4200 15900 2300-7000 10300-14400 

75-94 4.2X10' 6.90X10-' 3600 4600 16700 5500-8000 

The behavior of the smaller tubes Mas interesting in several respects. 

At both 2 and 4.2 K they exhibited flux jumps at lou fields but were 

stable at higher fields. At 2K the unstable region extended to higher 

fields than st 4.2K. The samples uith higher values of Hd uere somewhat 

more unstable than the lower Hd samples. The results suggested that the 

change in stability was related both to changes in Hd, and to changes in 

a property such as the heat capacity uhich varies rapidly in the 2-4.^K 

range. 

Most of the flux jumping behavior in the vapor deposited samples can be 

reasonably uell accounted for by the simple adiabati? stability model if 

it is assumed that a sample will become unstable and exhibit flux jumps 

if a field difference greater than Hfj is present across the sample 

wall, and will be stable if field differences smaller than Hfj are 

maintained. The predicted value of Hfj(4.Z> for NbjSn is approximately 

3700 Oe (section II-C-1). At 1.9K the large decrease in heat capacity 

coupled with an increase in Td reduce Hfj by a factor of 2.23 to 

Hfjd.91 = 1700 Oe (assuming C=»T3, , n d Td=( 1-T',-To») (To :/2T)). 

Unfortunately, these estimates of Hfj are a little too high for the 

vapor-deposited material since at 4.2K samples with Hd<37DD Oe do flux 

jump, and flux jump when IHa-Hif i 2300 Oe. However, the general 

features of the theory can still be tested by choosing a more reasonable 

value for Hfj and comparing the resulting predictions of sample behavior 

to the experimental observations. A value Hfj(4.2>=1900 Oe is close to 

the maximum values of IHa-Hil observed in the more stable samples 

(74-72, 74-87), and as uill be shoun, accounts fairly uell for the 

behavior of the other samples as uell. This value is not inconsistent 

uith the predicted value of Hfj, since the demagnetization factor can 

account for a reduction in the theoretical value, Hfj=3700 Oe, by a 

factor of 1.5 to Hfj=2400 Oe. As an example of the method of analysis 

the case of sample 74-87 uill be treated in detail: 

74-87 has a NbjSn thickness of 6.33X10"' cm. In order 

to maintain a field difference of 19000 or more (and 

therefore be potentially unstable at 4.2K) critical 

currents of J i 1900/1.257X5.33X10-' = 2.39X10* A/cm ; 

must flou. Since Jc(B) » 3.9X10' / (1+B/5000) *, 

critical currents of this magnitude only flow 

below 32006. At 1.9K the theory predicts that Hfj should 

be reduced by a factor of 2.23 to 850 Oe. Thoruforc at 

1.9K flux jumps should occur only uhen J > 1.12x10* 

A/cm z and this occurs only uhen the ambient field is 

less than 135000 (Jc(B,l.9K)=Jc(B=0.1.9K)/(l+D/5000), 

•Howard has measured Jc(6=0) = 3.9X10* and found that many of his 
samples follow the Kim model uith Bo on the order if 50QC1G. 
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JctT)=Jc(0)C1-T 2/ra 2) with To=15.4K have been assumed). 

These results and the results of analogous calculations for the other 

samples are shoun in Table V-7. While the model accounts for the gross 

variations in stability between samples, there are significant 

deviations between experiment and theory, and the theury does no account 

for all the details of the flux jumping behavior. For instance, the 

model does not indicate why there are variations in the size and 

frequency of flux jumps among the samples (although it seems clear that 

the samplea yith higher values of Hd tend to undergo more, smaller flux 

jumps), and it does not explain in detail uhy the slope of the Bx<z) 

curves is reduced at 1.9K, although the reduced slope is generally in 

accord with the concepts of the theory. (The measured field profiles 

reflect the state of the sample when flux jumps are brought to a halt* 

snd at th& lower temperatures the propagation of the flux jump is more 

favored since the heat capacity is decreased and Jc is increased.) The 

effect of the copper coating in reduoing the size of flux jumps at 1. 9K 

and in allouing steeper profiles at 2K is consistent with the general 

features o* the dynamio stability criterion. 

The concept of the critical state accounted for most aspects of the 

observed shielding and trapping profiles. A simple model which assumed 

that currents flow uniformly over the surface of the tube in 

saddle-shaped paths gave values of a field-independent critical current 

density of -3X10* A/"cm2, in good agreement with values obtained by 

Howard. The shape of the calculated profiles is also in fairly good 

agreement uith the measured profiles, except near the ends of the tubei 

where some discrepancies arise (fig. 5-19). If the current density 
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flowing around the ends is assumed to be the sane as u fI cuing down the 

sides of the tube, the field gradient near the end. dBx'dz, becomes too 

large and has an overshoot which is not observed in the experiments. If 

the current density is reduced somewhat, most of the overshoot can be 

eliminated, but dBxsdz is then smaller than the measured values. 

E. Nb'-Ti Samples 

1. Bulk Nb-Ti 

G.I cm 00 X .69 cm 10 X 10.6 em long 
As received Nn-64at/ETi 

A bulk sample of Nb-64atXTi H I S naehined to 6.1 em dia. And • .69 cm 

dia. axial hoi* uas drilled. The as-machined sample was able to trap 

and shield transverse dipole fields of approximately 3500G. The 

trapping and shielding uas limited by flux jumps which occurred when 

differences between the applied and interior field exceeded 2500-35006. 

Fig. 5-31 shows examples of the field profiles obtained during a test in 

which the sample trapped a 26D0C transverse dipole field. The 

mignetization-1ike 6 vs Ha curves (rig. 5-32) showed that the field at 

the center of the cylinder axis changed only through flux jumps, up to 

applied fields of IS kde. However, smooth penetration of the flux front 

near the ends of the sample was observed between flux jumps (fig. 5-33). 

The data suggests that the flux jumps nay have occured as flux fronts 

penetrating radially inuard through the 2.7 cm sample wall, reached the 

hollow center of the sample. The field profiles indicated that the f1uu 
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jumps uere usually partial, involving only one section of the sample at 

a time, although nearly complete flux jumps were observed in some cases. 

The adiabatic stability criterion, equation 3-10. predicts a flux jump 

H e l d of approximately 2000 Oe for Nb-Ti at 4.2K. This result is 

somewhat lower than the flux jump field observed here of 25DD-3500 Oe in 

a transverse gecmetry. Although it is possible that C and Td for our 

sample Here a little higher than the values used to predict Hfj =2000 Oe, 

the underestimate of Hf by the adiabatic theory uas similar to the 

results obtained uith most of the other materials tested. 

At T=2K the agreement uith the adiabatic theory is much poorer. Ho 

significant Changs in stability uas observed compared to the 4.2K data. 

The experimental field profiles obtained at 2K closely resembled 

profiles obtained at 4.2K. Flux jumps occurred about at frequently at 

2K as at 4.2K, and the sample uas still able to maintain field 

differences of approximately 3000C between the applied transverse field 

and the central field, far in excess of the predicted value of 

Hfj(2)=IQ00 Oe. 

2. Hb-Ti/Cu strip composite 

A promising composite material containing Nb-70at*(Ti and Cu in the form 

of a sandwich of three layers of Cu interleaved uith 2 layers o ; Nb-Ti 

was obtained from Teledyne-Uah Chang Albany (Albany, Oregon). The 

sandwich had been roll reduced until the layers uere 0.005 cm thick and 

metallurgically bonded to each other. The magnetic behavior of this 
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.025 cm thick sheet composite material uas observed in tuo different 

arrangements. In one, a rectangular or circular piece of the strip 

with characteristic dimensions of a feu cm M I S oriented normal to the 

applied field. Movable Hall probes sensed the field just above the 

•trip. In the second arrangement one or more strips approximately 5 cm 

uidt by up to 3D cm long were, uound into a spiral on a copper tube. The 

inner ends of the strips utrt soldered to the copper tube, and the 

strips uerc held in place by either fitting a larger copper tuba snugly 

over the spirals or by tightly Minding stainless steel uire around the 

spirals. The magnetic field uas sensed by Hall probes mounted in a 

holder that could move axially inside the tube. The whole assembly M B S 

suspended in a transverse magnetic field. 

In shielding tests (Pig. 5-34), the field above the center of the flat 

strip typically remained a feu percent of the applied field for applied 

fields up to a certain level. When larger fields were applied, they 

began to penetrate to the center of the strip in a spatially nonuniform 

but repeatable manner. The greatest penetration uas probably occurring 

in areas uhere the superconducting layer of the composite uas the 

thinnest (micrographs of the composite showed that the thickness of a 

superconducting layer was less than .0005 cm in places). As the applied 

field uas increased further, the field near the strip retained its 

nonuniform shape uhiie increasing in magnitude, and generally maintained 

its difference (with some decreases at higher field levels) from the 

applied Field. Subsequent decreases in the applied field initially 

caused changes only above the outer portions of the samples, uith larger 

and larger fractions of the sample subsequently being affected. In some 
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cases tht orderly evolution of the critical state was interrupted by 

flux jumps. In experiments with the flat composite, the jumps affected 

the whole sample and tended to result in nearly uniform fields 

approximately equal to the field applied at the time of the jump (Fig. 

5-35). During experiments with spiral configurations, some flux jumps 

occurred in the outer layers without affecting the interior field at 

all, while at other times massive flux jumps involving the whole 

assembly were observed. Samples prone to flux jumps during shielding 

tests at low fields often became more stable at higher fields. 

The behavior in trapping tests was similar: if the initial field in 

which the sample was cooled was not too large, the sample trapped the 

field with only small decreases near the center of the strip or tube. 

If tht field was 'coo large, decreases and distortions of the trapped 

field near weak spots in the strip, or flux jumps, occurred before the 

applied field reached zero. 

Effect of Low temperature Ilea Treatments 

The effect of the pinning strength on flux trapping and shielding was 

studied by giving a flat strip sample a series of heat treatments, and 

observing the resultant variations in the trapping and shielding 

behavior. 

Maximum differences between the applied field and the field just above 

the center of the strip of 100-200 G uere observed with the sample in 

the as-received state Cno heat treatments after rolling to final 

thickness). 
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Halting the sample for 4 1/2 to 24 hours Cin vacuum) at 355»C improved 

the tripping and shielding ability by a factor of more than ID. After 

heating 4 1/2 hours, field differences of 1000-1500 G uere observed 

CFig. 5-34), and in one run a nonuniform field uith a peak value of 

approximately 1800G uas trapped. Only one flux iump (uhich occurred in 

a decreasing field) uas observed uith the his stage (after 20 

hours of heating). 

Mhen the sample uas heated for longer than -24 hours, it became prone to 

flux jumping in decreasing applied fields. After heating for 43 or more 

hours, flux jumping started limiting the trapped fields to louer levels 

(I4000 after 60 huurs and less than 1000G after 130 hours). Flux 

jumping in increasing fields began to occur as heat treatment times 

exceeded 60 hours (see figure 5-35). In shielding runs, samples aged 

48-59 hours maintained field di.'ferences of over 3500G, but uere limited 

to 1800-2400 0 ty flux jumping after 130 hours of aging. 

The precipitation of a-ri (hep) has been correlated uith increases in 

flux pinning and critical current density values upon heat treatment of 

cold uorked Ti-rich Nb-Ti alloys (section II-E-2). Analysis of X-ray 

data thoued that the proportion of «-Ti in otr material increased uith 

increasing heat treatment time. The measured increase in a-Ti content 

paralleled increases in the trapping and shielding ability of the 

composite, until the material became limited by flux jumps (Fig. 5-36). 

These exper:..:ei\ts indicated that uhile the optimum heat treatment time 

(at 355«C) depends to some extent on the application, heat-treatment 
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times of 20-60 hours represent a good compromise betueen critical 

current lev^l and stability. Since most applications require the use of 

holtou tubular samples, further experiments uere carried out on sampler 

fabricated by Minding the flat strip material around tubular forms. In 

addition, a flat disk-shaped sample uas used to study the shape of the 

field profiles and the form of Jc(B) 1n more detail. 

Spiral Configurations 

A Nb-Ti/Cu strip approximately 25 by 4.8 cm uas given an initial 43 hour 

heat treatment, and subsequently another heat treatment of 18 hours. 

The strip uas wound into a 4-layer spiral on a 1.91 cat diameter copper 

tube* and tested in transverse fields. 

Typical field prc'iles from a trapping test are thoun in figure 5-37. 

The sample Has able to maintain field differences of 7-10 kS and trap 

fields of nearly 10 fc<». Large flux jumps occurred before higher fields 

could be shielded or trapped. Also shout in th* figure is a curve 

generated uith the computer program described in section lv-B-2. 

Analysis of such curves indicates ttat the critical current level uas at 

least 2-3X10* A/cm 2 for fields in the u-15kc range. (An analysis of 

field profiles generated with a flat strip sample with the same 

heat-treatment implied Jc-values of ai least 1.5-2.0X10* A/cm 2.) The 

additional 18 hour heat treatment caused a decreat* in the stability of 

the sample uhich resulted in lower remanent fields and « louer field for 

the first flux jump in shielding runs. 
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rig 5-37 Field profiles obtained in decreasing applied fields 
along the axis of a sample consisting of a f ouY-1 aver spiral 
Of 4.78 cm utde Nb-Ti/Cu strip conposite wound on a 1,91 cm 
diam copper tube. Tho sample had been heat-treated for 43 hr 
at 355*C. Final trapped field is compared ui th a computer-generated 
curve (dashed tincj obtained bv assuming J C = 2 . 8 5 K 1 0 * A/cm*. 



Mineral oil uas added to the space betueen the tuo concentric Cu tubes 

constraining the sample spiral in order to ascertain whether 

immobilizing the strip would improve trapping and shielding behavior. 

The oil increased susceptibility to flux -umps and decreased the maximum 

attainable field differences by 0-50JJ depending on the typo of test. 

Any advantage gained by immobilization with the solidified oil uas 

evidently more than offset by the elimination of direct thermal contact 

betueen the sample and the liquid helium. 

Figures 5-38 and 5-39 show examples of the results obtained with a 

slightly larger sample assembly. In this case the three-layer spiral 

assembly, heat-treated for AS hrs, uas able to shield fields of -9k0e, 

and trap slightly less. A specimen consisting of the above 4-layer 

spiral assembly (heated 59 hours) surrounded by this 3-lnver assembly, 

flux jumptd for the first timp in c> sh-eiding test at Ha=16000 Oe tsee 

figures 5-40.41 and retained a pe.i* field of lZOORC after cycling the 

field. 

Several strips 4.j-4,y m «n'r w orp> JK I -.I.I'I y 3J *.:T ; on.i were were 

used to further invent in air t V fv.ir.itti ity <<i i iidif(; ui> ;» long sample 

tube from shortrr :;pirfi*i I'̂ r - -.* >,'. ^.n- i.r.t: t •'* ,i»i> t{ t^r 1A hours at 

350'C tn order t'i •(>t̂  »r - i -. - ' • ?* j ., \ , .- , . ? f ,-, * * «„. rrnt 

densities H-f/i ' * • • • ' J • . . • , i , . « n r r i t ) , a n ( j 

were uoiinif •u* • v. * -i. • * , , , ,,, u>t*v. 

The two A -is -« i: • - k ; i / .(( 

ShOM typii.fll U-tt i ... .•'.>',-, 

In this * M *»•!**»•.- * ,. . ,^i j 

fig. 5-^S Fielo profile obtained during a trapping test of a Mb-Ti/Cu 
3-laypr 5.*A en wide spiral wound on a 2.3? cm Cu tube. The 
triple Maa bee-, "svat- treated for 4$ hr d 3S5°C, In this case 
trii> sr.-nle L.T; rnr'.ed in a fi?ld of 7000G. The d.ishpd curvt- w:;s 
gener.-.tf d by tvi** comriiter model ui th Jc=Z.55x10* A/cm 2. 
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Fig. 5-40 Tripping curves generated mth Nb-Ti/Cu strips uound into c m i l l 
1- and 4-Uyer tubes. Inset shous the sample assembly. 
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Fi S, 5-41 Shielding curves generated uith Nb-Ti/Cu strips uound 
into coaxial 3-?ayer and 4-layer tubes. 

rig. 5-*U Shielding curves generated with two Nb-Ti/Cu fpur-lnyer 
spirals butted together, total Hidth 8.85 cm. diam = 4.5? cm* 
heat-treated lor 24 hr 3 350*C. Dashed curve generated 
by the eiodel Kith Jc = 1X10 s hrcm*. 
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Fig. 5-43 Field profiles from * trapping test of the same assembly as i 
Fig. 5-42. Sample was initially cooled to 4.2K in a field of 
670QG. The dashed curve was generated by the computer model with 
JC=1.23xlO s A/cm 2. 
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easily penetrates through the gap between the two spirals. The dotted 

curves in figures 5-4Z.5-43 uere generated hy superimposing the 

calculated shielding or trapping effect of two adjacent spirals. The 

agreement hetueen the curves generated from this simple model and the 

experimental curves is fairly good, although the field penetration due 

to the separation of the spirals was somewhat more severe in practice 

than indicated by the model calculation. The analysis also indicated 

that the critical current density in material heat-treated for 24 hrs, 

uas approximately 1x10 s A/cm 1, about half that of the material heated 

for 43 hrs. Figures 5-44,5-45 show curves for the same simple uith the 

two spirals overlapping by 0.312 cm. The field penrtration is only 

slightly reduced in this case. The computer generated curves also show 

a corresponding decrease in field penetration although the actual efiect 

is still more sever* than that indicated by the simple model. Even uith 

the overlap* the aaatmbly acta as tuo nearly independent spirals rather 

than one longer tube. The field penetrates through any available 

opening or break in the superconductor and as a result the shielding 

currents in each section of the assembly flou in the manner required to 

shield the field from that section. Therefore when building up a large 

device from smaller subsections sufficient overlap must be provided to 

attenuate the field penetrating through the breaks in the 

superconductor. 

Flat Disk Configuration 

The flat disk-shaped sample, which uas also heat-treated 24 hr i 350 C. 

*a* used to study the critical current density and critical state of the 
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Fig. 5-44 Shielding curves generated uith the tuo Nb-Ti/Cu four-layer 
spirals overlapped .318 cm. The dashed curve uas generated uith 
the model uith Jc=1.0x10B A/cm 1. 
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Fig. 5-45 Field trr.ppina profiles from tho same assernh 1 y as 
in Fig. 5-4-1. The dashed curve .uas generated by the 
model uith Jc=1.15x10 s A/cm 1. 



Nb-Ti/Cu notarial in mora detail. Field profile* abova tha thin disk 

specimen Here neasured in applied axial fields of 0-12 kG (Figs. 4-2 

through 4-6). Tha critical current nodal described in section Iv-B-1 

lias used to analyze tha field profiles. As described in detail in 

chapter 4, thtt results uere found to be consistent uith & aontuhat 

aiodifiad lorn of tha basic critical state nodal. Tha nodal alloued tha 

forn of JoCB) in the 0-12 kB range to be estinated. Tha resultant 

values of Jc(B)> along uith relevant theoretical forns (fron section 

II-E-21* are *houn in rig. 5-46. The model indicated that the critical 

currants in tha 0-12 k(S range Kara 0.5-2X10* A/cn 1. Fitting the data to 

tha Kin-nodal txprenion for JcCB) resulted in «=6.0X10», FIo=2700S. The 

forn of JcCB) uas such that tha Kin-nodal expression uith l.o held 

oonstant could only fit the data over the range 0 i B i 70110 G, sinct at 

hightr fields the actual critical currants deeraaaed nora iiloaty than 

a/lB+2700). Fig. 5-46 thou* that the theoretical forns cf JcCB) given 

by Hanpahirt E Taylor, Oeu-Nughes, and Bychkov, change much nort tlouly 

st lou field* than tha experimentally detarninad for* of JcCB). Better 

agreanant ufth tha data is obtained uith expression* fron theories such 

as Campbell'* and Kranar's utth Jo « B"l. Unfortunately thier* are too 

nany unknown parameters and constanta in Kramer's lou field expression 

to compare tht magnitude of Jc.uith tha theory, and Campbtil's theory is 

not designed to account for pinning in the type of nicroitrocture 

preient In the Nb-Ti sample. Brand's nodtli uhicn feature* an 

axprt**ion for Je that dtortases uith dacreaaing field* is clearly at 

variance uith these measurements. 
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Fig. 5-46 Theoretical and experimental forms lor JcC9) in Nb-Ti, 
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Stability of th* Hb-Ti/Cu Composite 

Comparison of flus jumping behavior with tb« dynamic stability mod*! it 

difficult aithout-actually measuring K and p«ff. which can vary 

considerably (section I11-B,C). As shown in notion III-C-2. Wilson's 

analysis pradicts a critical thicfcnass of .010-.080 cm, depending in the 

actual valua of K. This thickness corraaponds to a field difference of 

i.S-JOkS. Tht slightly m n detailed analysis (*q. 3-19) leads to a 

raduotion in th* predicted critical thickness by a factor of--

C 3/« 2 Vs'l-Vs )i * UZ in this casr. The dynamic theories do indicate 

that th* critical thickness should decrease uith increasing Jo, although 

in their simple for*) they do not indicate hou the flux jumping behavior 

sill change »ith further inoreases in Jc once the stability criterion 

has been exceeded. The results uith th* Hb-Ti/Cu composite sre in 

qualatstive agreement uitti the dynamic theories, rhe composite, uhich 

contained tHO layers of .005 en thick Nb-Ti uas stable uith leu valuaa 

of Jc, and became unstable as Jo uas increased. The presence of the 

copper in this composite material enabled it to far exceed the 

capabilities of the bulk Nb-Ti sample. 

21C 

CHAPTER. VI-CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions draun from this uork fall into lour meior categories: 

(1) the actual flux trapping and shielding level? achieved uith the 

samples tested. (21 tht ability of the basic critical state model to 

account for th* observed trapping and shielding behavior. [3) the 

practical limits imposed by flux jumping and hou thev relate to theories 

erf instabilities, stid (4) the extrapolations and predictions that can be 

made on the basis of the experimental results and their relatione to the 

critical state and stability models. £aoh Of these four categories uill 

be briefly summarized belou. 

A. Trapping and shielding Levels Attained 

The experiments with the lead samples showed that even a type-1 material 

can trap fields in a simply connected geometry. The lead sarples 

trapped transverse dipole fields of up to 300G and trahsverst quadrupole 

fields uith gradients of up to MOG/cm. Instabilities uere not a 

problem at the low field levels present in the experiments m t h lead. 

Experiments uith niobium samples demonstrated that fields quite close to 

Kc z could be trspped in this material. A sample uith a fairly small 

grain size and high hardness values trapped fields of up to 34000; 

annealed samples uith larger grains trapped someuhat less. A S cm 
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diameter tubular sample trapped transverse quadrupole and sextupole 

fields, as well as sizable dipole fields. The fidelity of the fields 

trapped in this sample uas quite good for fields of up to approximately 

1100R. Experiments uith a fairly thick-walled tubular sample showed the 

potentially disrupting effect a partial Heissner effect can have on 

trapped multipole fields. The flux trapping in the niobium samples uas 

in some cases limited by flux jumps and in other cases by sample size 

and pinning strength. 

Samples of Pb-Bi alloys uith compositions near the eutectic trapped and 

shielded fields in the 5-7 kG range. These levels were achieved in 

samples which were formed by making castings from a Pb-Bi melt. Since 

the pinning and critical current level in these alloys is not 

particularly high (1-10 x 10 3 A / c m z ) , adequate uall thickness ton 'Hie 

order of cm) must be provided. Hc 2 is on th* orde- -f 15 kOe in these 

alloys, hence the material can potentially tiup md shield larger fields 

if the pinning can be increased by s; t;,l e treatments, or the nali 

thickness increased. Instabilities rather than pinning strength limited 

flux trapping in some of the Pb-B1 samples. Flux jumping uas 

particularly severe in a sample uith a large ratio of trapped field 

volume to sample wall volume, and uas totally absent in several nearly 

solid spherical samples. 

Tubular plasma-sprayed NbjSn samples, incorporating large amounts of cu 

in their structures, trapped both dipole fields of up to U k G and 

transverse quadrupole fields uith gradients of up to 2360G/cm. In both 

cases the trapping uas limited by the capabilities of the magnet and not 
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by the material, or by instabilities. Trapping and shielding of 

transverse dipole fields in smaller .64 cm diameter unstabilired tubular 

samples uas limited to the 1500-2000G level by flux jumping. 

Large fields uere trapped uith a Nb-Ti/Cu-composite material, with 

proper heat treatment flat strips of this material tested in fields 

perpendicular to the plane of the strips trapped and shielded over 

300DG. Multilayer tubular assemblies of the same material trapped and 

shielded transverse dipole fields of over 12kG. Flux jumping limited 

the performance of this Material to some extent, although the presence 

of copper in the composite and the ability to vary the critical current 

level through heat trtat.T,cnt, allowed the material to exceed by far the 

capabilities of untreated bulk Nb-Ti. 

B. Critical State Mods Is 

Essentially all the field profiles measured in the various samples could 

be well accounted for uith a critical state model. Because of the 

transverse-geometries used, the model differed in some respects from th* 

conventional form used uith cylindrical samples in axial fields. 

However, the measurement supported the basic postulate that currents 

flow at levels of iJc in uhatever portion of the material is required to 

shield out changes in the applied field. The only modification required 

in the model uas in th* manner in uhieh the trapping or shielding 

currents uer* distributed in the sample. Once adapted to the other 
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geometries, the critical state model was useful in estimating critical 

current levels in the various samples. The calculated critical currents 

Mere generally similar to critical current levels measured by others in 

similar materials. Pb-Bi alloys with compositions near the eutectic had 

critical currents in the 4-T0X1C 3 A/cm 1 range in fields of 0-10 kO. An 

annealed Hb sample had critical currents of the order of 1X10 3 A/cm z and 

vapDr-daposited Nb 3Sn samples had Jc's of 3-4x10* A/cm 2. Cold-worked 

Hb-Ti samples had relatively low values of Jc in their as-received for*, 

and achieved values of well over 10 5 A/cm z after heat treatment of 20 or 

more hrs at 355 °C. Flux trapping experiments with quadrupole fields 

indicated that a simple current model (eq. 5-1) could be used to predict 

the ability to trap higher order muttipole fields from critical current 

levels based on dipole field measurements. Current models utre also 

useful in accounting for the behavior of butted and overlapped tubular 

samples in transverse fields. The critical state model developed for 

the flat disk ^a.uple may prove to be particularly useful in determining 

the critical currents of relatively small samples. The method, which 

has the advantages of other induced current methods, allows the critical 

currents of small flat samples to be easily and accurately determined. 

The measurements can also be used to detect defective regions in 

superconducting material, before it is assembled into a device. 

C. Instabi1ities 

The possibility of flux instabilities remains an important consideration 

in the discussion of the flux trapping and shielding process. In 

several cases flux trapping and shielding proved to be limited by flux 

jumping rather than by pinning strengths. The present experiments 

confirmed many of the empirical relations between flux jumping and 

experimental parameters. Higher rates of change of the applied field. 

perturbations in the applied field, decreases in temperature, decreases 

in thermal contact with the bath, and increases in the demagnetization 

factor ware all observed to increase flux jumping activity in at least 

some cases. Much of the observed behavior was consistent kith the basic 

theories af flux jumping, although quantitative agreement with thr 

theories was not always good. The behavior of the vapor-deposited NbjSn 

tubes was in quite close agreement with the adiabatic stability theory. 

Differences in the stability of these samples between 1. 9K and -1.2K, and 

differences in stability among different samples, were feirly well 

accounted for by the theory, although the observed voluo of Hf j was 

somewhat smaller than expected. Some cf the bulk samples of Pb-9i. Hb. 

and Hb-Ti flux-jumped at fields on the order of Hfj. Although the actual 

values of the field at which these samples usually flux jumped were 

somewhat higher than predicted hy the adiabatic theory. The behavior of 

samples incorporating copper into their structures was also in 

qualitative agreement with theory. Copper coatings wore abie to reduce 

or eliminate flux jumping in several ensts, UIM' stnuili'y uas observed 

to decrease with increasing Jc-values as predicted by ihe dynttmic 

theory. 
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In some other respects the stability theories failed to account for the 

observed behavior. The simple theories were not able to explain the 

detailed variations in the flux jumping behavior of the Nb 3Sn tubes. In 

most cases samples with higher Jc's were more unstable and experienced 

more Cand ware closely spaced) flux jumps than samples uith loner Jc's. 

The small change in stability of Pb-B1-L after annealing was not. 

accounted for eitheri although here again the material was slightly less 

stable uhen its bulk pinning was higher. The lack of a change in the 

stability of the bulk Nb-Ti sample uith a reduction in temperature uaa 

•lso at variance uith the simple theory, 

*<though the dearth of accurate information on the relevant properties 

leads to difficulties in applying the various stability theories, this 

study shotted that past empirical observations and the stability theories 

can be used to predict qualitative changes 1n stability uith respect to 

changes in the basic experimental parameters. In most cases the theories 

could not be relied upon to predict detailed quantitative results. Thus 

the accurate a priori prediction of flux jumping behavior in neu 

situations remains problematical* although in any given case ue can 

predict which directions can lead to increased stability and which 

directions lead toward more severe M u x jumping problems. Additional 

systematic studies of instabilities in bulk and composite materials 

should provide a better basis for quantitative predictions of flux 

jumping behavior. 
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D. Extrapolations 

It can nou be seen that uith respect to overall flux trapping end 

shielding abilities, the critical state model, together with information 

on flux, pinningi can be used to predict potential flux trapping and 

shielding behavior, but that the full trapping and shielding potential 

may not always be reached, due to the occurrence of flux instabilities. 

The critical state models developed here can make projections of 

variations in shielding and trappping ability uith size. Calculations 

thou that if the wall thickness of a tubular sample is held constant, 

and if its length=diame+ii ratio remains > 1> a tube can be increased in 

size uithaut a decrease in the magnitude of the peak trapped field. 

However, it can be expected that flux jumping will increase in severity 

as sample size increases. s« it is untikely that samples can be 

increased in size indefinitely without losses in stability. Transverse 

multipole field trapping has been modeled uith critical state current 

patterns that vary uith azimuthal angle as sin(n^). A limit on the 

Complexity and magnitude of such fields may be imposed by the maximum 

allowable value of (Vr)dJe/df*. Kouever, little research has been done 

en the maximum possible rate of change rf Je uith distance, and the 

experiments here have shown that moderately large U-2KG) and complex 

fields can be .trapped with distortions of less than a feu percent. 

The trapping W v e t * already demonstrated have several potential 

applications in high energy physics. For example. SLAC employs large 20 
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em diameter X 100-150 cm long transverse quadrupol* magnet• to focus 

charged particle beams, in many cuts the actual bean diameter ii lesa 

than 10 en. and there is adequate room to insert a deuar containing a 

superconducting field trappping tube. The present magnets typcally 

generate fields uith gradients of -I.SkGvcm, or a maximum field of -7!*G 

at r=5 cm. This field level is uell uithin the capabilities of both the 

Nb-Ti and NbjSn composite material. Estimates based on the critical 

current models indicate that several layers of the Nb-Ti/Co material 

uould be sufficient to trap such quadrupole fields. Numerous large 

dipole magnets are also employed at SIAC to bend the particle beams. 

These magnets typically have gaps of -15 cm and generate 10-20kG fields. 

Properly designed flux trapping devices may also prove useful uith these 

magnets. Both the quadrupole and dipole magnets are operated for long 

periods of time, and consume rather large quantities of energy. The 

flux trapping process can reduce this power consumption considerably. 

Outside of this study, relatively little uork has been done to improve 

overall flux trapping and shielding abilities of bulk superconductors* 

uhile good progress has been made in improving the properties of 

superconducting uires. Further efforts to improve flux trapping and 

shielding appear to have good potential for success. To date there does 

not appear to be a fundamental limit to the magnitude of trapped fields* 

below the limit He? imposes. Transverse fields of nearly Hcj have been 

trapped in Hb samples* and fields of -Hc t/2 have been trapped in Pb-Bi. 

Higher fields, in the 10-20kG range, have been trapped in cense 

high-Held materials (NbaSn* and Nb-Ti) in the present study, and others 

have trapped and shielded fields of up to 50kG in porous sintered-Nb3Sn. 
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APPENDIX I-flASNETIC SHXELD1NB BY SUPERCONbUCTINS CYLINDERS 

IN TRANSVERSE FIELDS. LOU-FIELD MEASUREMENTS 

A. Theory 

At sufficiency lou fields superconductors act essentially as perfect 

diamagnets. The field configuration outside the material is then 

determined only bv the shape of the superconductor* and not by the 

details of the critical state, the pinning fcrces, or other material 

parameters. This type of behavior should be observable uith type-!I 

materials in fields below He-,* and to a certain extent in irreversible 

materials at fields above H e l f AS long as the characteristic Meld 

penetration distance He/t1.257 Jc> »; much smaller than characteristic 

sample dimensions* such as the ualI thickness or aperture size. At 

higher fields* macroscopic changes in th* form of the critical state 

currents, and field penetration directly through the superconductor, 

uiH affeot the field configuration* although in portions of the sample 

still screened from the high fields the field configuration remains 

largely determined by the diamagnetie properties of the superconductor 

and the configuration of the applied field. 

Several authors (Bondarenko et al. 1974. Cabrera 1975* Grohmann t 

Hechtfischer 1977) have considered the theoretical problem of the 

shielding effect of a hollou diamagnetic cylinder* therefore only a 

sketch of the method or solution will be given here. The situation is a 

rather simply stated boundary value problem. Inside the hollow cylinder 

curl H = 0 and a scalar potential em can be defined such that H = - grad 
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C*m) and div grad (em) = 0. At the surfaces of the sample the normal 

component of H =0, and therefore d*m/dr = 0. The general solution of 

div grad ttm) = 0 in a cylindrical region with dem/dr = 0 at r = a = 

radius of the cylinder is a summation over an infinite series of terms, 

each one a product of a Basse! function of the radius* an exponential 

function of z, and a trigonometric function of the azimuthal angle. The 

particular properties of Basset functions along uith the symmetries of 

the problem allow several simplifications to be made in the series. If 

only transverse fields are allowed* the final expression for Hr along 

the axis is given by: 

00 
Mr = - y \ ' m Bin J, '(OJexpC-k'in a/a) eos(#) 

n=l 

Hr=(-1.8V2 B n expt-1.84 z/a) - 5.33/2 B,i exp(-5.33 z/a) - . ,.)cost*) 

where k'l" »r*i tha zeros of th» Beast1 functions Jn'» and » m are 

coefficient* to be determined, since the second and succeeding terni 

fall off much more rapidly than the first term, the solution predicts 

that sufficiently far into the shielding tube there will be a simple 

expt-1.B4 z/a) falloff of the field with increasing distance into the 

tube. The ciefficient O n which determines the value of the field at 

the mouth of the tube must be obtained by matohing this solution to a 

solution valid outside the tube which embodies the faetor Ha - the 

applied transverse field. Outside the tube the general solution will 

involve Fourler-Bassel Integrals rattier than series. As a result the 
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matching procedure is rather complicated, and to date no published 

solution to this matching problem has been located, and no simple 

analytic solutions have been found. A solution involving numerical 

analysis methods and a computer appears to be complicated, but possible. 

6. Results 

A variety of tubular *a»ples ut?z tested in uniform transverse fields. 

The samples were first cooled to 4.2K in zero field, then scans of the 

transverse field along the axis of the tubes Bx(z) were taken at a 

series of increasing values of the applied field Ha. In general Bx(z) 

started decreasing outside the tube* waa reduced to a value Ha/co at .the 

tube opening (co * 1.5). and dropped off in an essentially exponential 

fashion inward from the opening. At higher applied fields the 

exponential dropoff commenced «t a small distance into the tube. 

The rapid drop in the field near the opening of the tube, coupled with 

the difficulty of precisely locating the tube-opening on the field 

profiles, lead to rather large uncertainties in the factor Co. However, 

the further dropoff of the field with increasing z uas fitted in nearly 

all cases by the simple exponential function Ho exptc, z/a). where a = 

radius of the opening of the sample, z ~ distance into the tube 

(measured from the opening). 
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Tht parameters Ho and o^ uere determined by a computer- calculated 

least-squares fit of the exponential function to data points obtained 

from the experimental field profiles. Data points starting at the 

nominal location of the tube end uere used uith low values of Ha, and 

points past uhich the approximately exponential dropoff began uere used 

at higher fields. Semilog plots of the field vs axial location 

confirmed that the nearly exponential decline of the field started v^rv 

near the nominal location of the opening in most cases (Figs. A-1,2). 

Measurements of the slope of a straight line draun through tht points on 

the semilog plots gave values of the parameter ci similar to those 

obtained from the computer fit. The plots showed some deviations from 

straight-line fits, indicating the possible presence of higher order 

terms and some uncertainty in the value of ei . Table A-I summarizes the 

results of the analysis of the shielding properties of several of the 

tubular samples. 

Figure A-l shows an example ?f • semilog plot of Bx(z) vs z for field 

profiles generated at Ha=7Q De, and Ha=67Q De, The sample in this case 

consisted of a number oi Nb-Ti/Cu composite strips uound around a 4.39 

cm OD copper tube. The overall length of the superconducting portion of 

the tube uas 13.72 cm. The curves are typical of data obtained uith 

several other aimilar Hb-Ti/Cu assemblies with diameters ranging from 

1.9- 5.08 cm. The largest diameter sample had a very small 

length/diameter ratio and it uas therefore necessary to include the 

affect 3f the field penetrating from both ends of the tube. A 
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FITS OF THE FUNCTION Bx(z) = Ha/C 0 expt-Ci Z/a) TO DATA ON THE 
LOW FIELD SHIELDING DF TRANSVERSE FIELDS BY SUPERCONDUCTING TUOES 

Sample Inner Length length/diam Ci c 0 

Material Radius a (c~0 
(cm) 

Nb-Ti/Cu 2.54 4.83 .95 1.6-1.75* 1.3-1.5 

Nb-Ti/Cu 2.2 13.72 3-12 1.41-1.49 1.45-1.54 

Nb-T i /Cu 1.17 5.44 2.33 1.47-1.61 1.21-1.35 

Nb-T i /Cu .95 4.78 2.51 1.34-1 .35 1.3-1.35 

Bulk not 
Nb-Ti .34 10.60 30.9 1.52-1.74 determined 

NbjSn not 
74-72 .32 7.62 24 1.46-1.68 dete* -ntned 

NbjSn not 
75-94 .32 7.62 24 1.6-1.7 determined 

*o?rived from a measurement of dBz/dHa. assuming co = 1.3-1.5 

measurement of dBxtcenter)/dHa alloyed a rapid estimate of c\ to be made 

in this case, since at the center 

Bx = 2 Ha/Co exp(-Ci za/al 

and 

dBxvdHa = 2/c 0 exp (c, 20/a). 

Figure A-2 shows semilog plots of Bx<z) vs z for field profiles 

generated uith a smaller diameter Nb 3Sn sampler at Ha=310 and 1520 Oo. 

With the smaller diameter tubes* the fie?d falls off very rapidly with 

distance into the tube* and fewer points are available for fitting the 
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exponential function. The value of c 0 is very sensitive to variations 

in the position of the opening of the tube on the plots. The actual 

position of the opening was not knoHn uith sufficient accuracy to enable 

Co to be estimated with any confidence 1n the cases of the smalter 

diameter samples. 

The measurements confirmed that transverse fields penetrated into a 

hollow cylinder approximately as exp(-ci z/a). The measured values of 

ci Here generally 10-15X less than the expected value of 1.8. This 

result may be due to the presence of higher order terms, although until 

values of B^n are knoun. the expected magnitude of the higher order 

terms remains uncertain. Uncertainty in the fit and errors in the 

calibration of the driving mechanism of the V*H probe are the only 

major sources of uncertainty that could affect the calculated values of 

ci. Errors in these factors uere probably no greater than several 

percent each. 

The exponential penetration of flu* into openings Has also demonstrated 

with the niobium sample Nb-Fl (described in Section V-B-4). This sample 

had a rectangular, 2.58 cm x 0.74 cm, centra) cavity, rather than a 

circuit opening. Measurements of the transverse field on the axis of 

the sample as a function of the applied field uere made at three 

distances from the opening. The measurements uere made uith the applied 

field directed parallel and perpendicular to the long side of the 

cavity. The data, shown in Table V I I . are consistent uith a roughly 

exponential falloff into the cavity, uith the parameter 'a' 

approximately equal to the half uidth of the cavity parallel to the 
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field direction. Considering the many complicating factors, including 

the fact that the opening uas not circular, the factor of 1/1.5 is only 

approximate, and measurements uere made uith a field already trapped in 

the sample, the agreement uith the theory is reasonable. In a shielding 

test the ratio of the change in the central field to changes in the 

applied field for sample Nb-F2 was .061. which is slightly larger than 

the value of .052 for Nb-Fl. 

TABLE A-II 
RATE OF FIELD PENETRATION INTO THE CAVITY OF SAMPLE NB-FI 

Na parallel to Ha perpendicular to 
J(cm) long side of long side ot 

the cavity the cavity 

dB/dHa exp(-;.0Z/1.29)/1.5 dB/dNa exp(-l.8s/.37)/1,5 
(measured) (measur«rt) 

0.50 .57 .33 0.051 0.059 

1-12 19 .14 0 .003 

2-72 .052 .015 0 1.1X10-6 
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